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Summary:

The study presented in this thesis is concerned with low frequency fluc

tuations in magnetic systems. Three different systems were investigated.

The first system is (C oFe/P t)„ multilayers patterned into micrometer 

scale Hall bars. Low frequency magnetic fluctuations in the active volume 

were j)robed by anomalous Hall effect. Magnetic noise was only observed 

during magnetization switching. It was shown tha t 1 / / “ noise spectrum, 

with Q 2, dominates when a t the macroscopic nucleation field, and close 

to negative saturation when domains annihilate. This is a ttribu ted  to the 

irreversible magnetization switching and Barkhausen jumps. While in the 

slanted region of the hysteresis curve, a stationary 1 / /  noise spectrum  was 

observed. This fluctuation is identified as the result of superposition a large 

number of reversible excursions of domain wall segments, which are roughly 

a hundred nanometers in length. First-order reversal curves have also been 

measured for the same samples. They show two dom inant sets of ’hysterons’, 

which coincide with the nucleation field and the negative saturation field, 

while the magnetization switching in between has high reversibility. These 

observations largely agree with the anomalous Hall voltage noise data.

The second system studied in this work is yoke-shaped spin-valve devices 

for sensing applications. The focus here is to understand the fundamental 

fluctuating entity, and its lateral length scale in a ferromagnetic material.



The technique we used here is to measure the spatial correlation and the 

high-order statistics of the 1 / /  noise. No enhancement in the spatial cor

relation above its statistical error has been found for electrode pairs spac

ing dow'n to 300 imi apart, while the low frequency excess noise is still of 

mainly 1 / /  nature. This suggests that the volume of fundamental fluctu

ating entities in spin-valve stacks is much less than a single domain. Low 

frequency magnetic 1 / /  noise is not generated by a macroscopic magne

tization process. However, it was also observed that below a length scale 

of a few hundred nanometers, local inhomogeneity in an otherwise homo

geneous system becomes identifiable. There exist noisier segments in a 

macroscopically homogeneous yoke spin-valve device, whose noise dominate 

the measured spectrum. This leads to a violation of Hooge’s volume scal

ing law, in which 1 / /  noise is inversely proportional to the sample volume. 

A high non-Gaussian component in the noise spectrum was often observed 

together with the appearance of the noisier segments. An enhanced spatial 

coherence function can also be observed when domain wall hopping across a 

large sample area takes place, however, this process often involves very few 

two-level fluctuators, and the noise spectrum deviates strongly from 1 //.

The third system investigated was an electrochemical cell with para

magnetic platinum as working and counter electrodes. Two different low 

frequency electrochemical noise spectra types have been observed. Apply

ing a magnetic field was shown to either suppress (for Type I spectrum), 

or enhance (for Type II spectrum) the low frequency noise plateau. We 

discuss the possible explanations for the two spectra types, and the mech

anisms which lead to different magnetic field effects in terms of coalescence 

growth of hydrogen bubbles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hysteresis is the defining property of a ferroniagnet. The irreversible, 

nonhnear and time-dependent response of the magnetization to an exter

nal magnetic field is traced as a time- or frcquency-dei)endent open loop, 

which represents the sequence of metastable states occupied by the magnet 

as it adapts its domain configuration to the external field. Magnetization 

processes of ferromagnets have been known for a long time and have been 

attracting the attention of physicists for an equally long time.

Magnetism is one of the oldest scientific disciplines, but also stands at the 

forefront of modern nanoscience and nanotechnology [1], Recent progress in 

microfabrication and micromagnetic simulation in the last few decades open 

up a new era in magnetism research, magnetic micro- and nanostructures. 

These are ultra-small magnetic entities of nanometers to micrometers in at 

least one of their three dimensions (for reviews see ref. [2, 3, 4, 5]). As the 

lateral size of a system approaches different fundamental magnetic length 

scales, lateral confinement due to shape or size effects, and inter-magnet 

coupling become dominant. The response characteristics, thermodynamic 

properties, and other key aspects of magnetism may differ significantly from
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what was found in bulk materials.

To determine the hysteresis behaviour of a ferromagnet, the essential 

starting point is the micromagnetic energy function [6, 7].

E = " ( 1 .1 )

in which A is the exchange stiffness measured in J/rn^, Ki is the anisotropy 

constant, M  is the magnetization of the sample, is the saturation mag

netization, H  is the applied magnetic field, n  is the unit vector of the local 

anisotropy direction, and Hd is the demagnetizing field, given by

An analysis of Eqn. (1.1) gives two fundamental length scales for mag

netic micro- and nanostructures, the domain wall width parameter [8, 9]

The domain wall width parameter defines the thickness of the domain 

wall separating two magnetic domains with different magnetization orien

tations by =  ttSq for a Bloch wall. The domain wall width parameter 

goes from about 1 nm in extremely hard magnets to a few hundred nm in 

soft magnets. This means that the domain wall width in typical magnetic

fp ^ ^ 1 5

(1.3)

and the exchange length

(1.4)
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materials is much larger than the lattice spacing but much smaller than 

the domain size. The exchange length is the length scale below which the 

exchange interaction between lateral lattice sites dominants. Below this 

length scale, the exchange interaction is larger than the magnetostatic in

teraction, hence, the magnetization tends to become aligned. The exchange 

length is about 2 - 5  nrn in conventional magnetic materials. The energy 

cost to generate non-uniform magnetization below this length scale is so 

large that a magnetic thin film with its thickness less than the exchange 

length retains uniform magnetization in its surface normal. The exchange 

length also determines the transition from a coherent rotation reversal mode 

to curling mode, and the grain size limit below which the hysteresis loop 

of a two-phase magnet behaves like that for single-phase magnet (exchange 

stiffening) [8, 9].

Magnetic micro- and nanostructures are created by two different ap

proaches. The first is a bottom-up strategy, in which sub-micrometer mag

netic arrays and particles are either template synthesized or grown by self- 

organized assembly [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This approach is cost effective, 

leading to a large number of similar micro- or nano-magnets in a single 

run. However, the drawback of this approach is also obvious. As tem

plate synthesis and self-assembly are both techniques offering little control 

to the processing parameters concerning a single object, a large particle- 

to-particle, even run-to-run difference is often measured. Measurement on 

template-synthesized or self-assembled magnetic entities usually only shows 

their averaged properties. The second is a top-down strategy, in which mag

netic structures are patterned from bulk or thin-film material by different 

lithographic processes [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Though this is a low yield 

and time-consuming approach, it still, however, has the great potential for
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revealing the fundamental properties of a single tiny magnet.

The top-down approach raises serious questions about how magnetic 

properties of such small magnetic entities can be probed. M agnetization 

switching processes are conventionally measured by some sort of magne

tom eter, e.g. a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), an alternating gra

dient magnetometer (AGM), or a superconducting quantum  interference 

device (SQUID) [21, 22]. However, most magnetometers are designed for 

bulk materials. For a single magnetic entity in the low micrometer size 

range, these macroscale magnetometers are usually not sensitive enough. 

O ther technqiues to characterize magnetic micro- and nanostructures have 

been developed in the last few decades. These can be roughly summarized 

into three categories. The first category includes minimized microscale mag

netometers. W ith the improvement of microfabrication technology, a few 

concepts utilized in macroscopic magnetometers have been adopted to the 

micro-meter scale, including micro-SQUlD [23, 24], micro Hall magnetome

ters to detect stray field [25, 26, 27], and micro torque magnetometers [28]. 

These very sensitive devices, however, normally have critical requirements 

for their operating conditions, e.g. cryogenic tem perature and high vacuum. 

The second category is beam -related techniques. An electron, x-ray or laser 

beam is sent towards the specimen, and either the transm itted beam (as in 

Lorentz microscopy [29, 30]), the reflected beam (as in M agneto-optic Kerr 

effect [31]), or secondary particles generated by the beam (as in scanning 

electron microscopy with polarization analysis [32]) are detected. This cat

egory includes a large number of very different approaches. Some of them 

have very high time resolution, and are able to characterize the specimen 

on an ultrafast dynamic timescale [33, 34, 35]. Others have refined spatial 

resolution, and magnetic structures of 10 nm lateral size can be resolved
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[29, 32]. But these techiiqiues are usually expensive, time comsuming, and 

require sophisticated experiment set-ups. The th ird  category is a combina

tion of magnetic sensing with scanning probe microscopy, such as magnetic 

force microscopy [36, 37] and spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy 

[38, 39]. These are high spatial resolution technqiues, which are also not 

very difficult to perform. However, due to the complicated nature of differ

ent interactions at the surface on a sub-nanometer scale, the interpretation 

of data  collected by these techniques is always non-trivial [40].

An alternative approach to the problem, which has been widely adopted, 

is instead of measuring magnetic properties of the specimen directly, the 

magnetically dependent electrical resistance of the sample is sensed by con

tacting it with electrical leads. W ith a group of various magnetoresistance 

(MR) effects and Hall effects, the magnetic properties of the micro- or nano

entity can be deduced [41, 42]. For example, the Anomalous Hall effect 

has long been utilized in research and industry to characterize ultra-thin 

magnetic films [43]. The anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) has also 

been used to study the m agnetization reversal in magnetic nanoparticles 

[44, 45, 46]. These measurements are relatively easy to perform. Magnetic 

microstructures can be integrated into the measurement scheme with only 

a few additional lithographic steps.

Low frequency fluctuations, or noise — random deviations of a physi

cal quantity from its mean value — have long been recognized to contain 

im portant information on kinetic processes in the system [47]. Probing the 

low frequency electrical noise in micromagnetic structures thus becomes a 

method to characterize their dynamic properties, and it is very often much 

more sensitive than measuring the mean quantities [48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. In 

this work, wo explore the low frequency ’fluctuation spectroscopy’ as an al-
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ternative method in charactering magnetic micro- and nanostructures. The 

scope of tliis work has two aspects. One is to utihse low frequency elec

trical noise measurements and related novel techniques to further charac

terise magnetization processes in microfabricated magnetic structures and 

devices. The other is to understand some less explored aspects of low fre

quency noise in magnetic systems, e.g. spatial correlations and statistical 

properties. These issues have been investigated in great detail on non

magnetic metallic and semiconducting thin films in the late 70s to early 

90s [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. However, they have been neglected in magnetic 

systems. Besides its great scientific importance, a better understanding of 

low frequency noise in micromagnetic structures will also help to improve 

the design and fabrication of next generation magnetic field sensing devices.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 a short review of previ

ous studies of low frequency electrical noise in magnetic structures has been 

given, with a brief introduction to the mathem atics and physics for electri

cal noise analysis. We try  to give a thorough account of low frequency noise 

studies on magnetic metals and multilayers over the last 30 years, while giv

ing only a very brief summary on magnetic oxides, as most of the thesis work 

is related to the former. Chapter 3 introduces the main experimental tech

niques utilised in this work, summarized as sample fabrication procedures 

and measurement schemes. Chapter 4 concentrates on the low frequency 

Anomalous Hall effect noise and first order reversal curve diagrams mea

sured on (C oFe/Pt)„ multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 

It shows tha t anomalous Hall effect can be utilised to measure the mag

netic fluctuations in a tiny magnetic sample area (<  10“ ^̂  m^). Together 

with the first order reversal curves, we pinpoint two different regions during 

the magnetization switching of (C oFe/Pt)„ multilayers, namely a fast relax-



ation region due to either the avalanche of the nucleated reversal domains, 

or the strip out of bubble domains, and a quasi-equilibrium region in be

tween due to the fluctuations of domain walls and creep growth of magnetic 

domains. In C hapter 5, the spatial correlation and statistical properties of 

low frequency noise in spin-valve sensors are discussed. We show tha t the 

1 / /  noise in these micromagnetic devices is not spatially correlated down to 

a lateral distance of 300 - 400 nm, which further confirms the well-accepted 

understanding th a t 1 / /  noise is made of local fluctuators which have no 

spatial correlation. However, macroscopic domain wall motion can create 

excess noise, most of which has a random telegraphic nature. Here there 

is much higher spatial correlation and the noise spectrum  clearly deviates 

from an ideal 1 / /  slope. It suggests th a t a better design of the ferromag

netic layer in magnetic sensors can effectively eliminate telegraphic switches 

due to random domain motion, especially during magnetization switching, 

a t which point the sensor is at its active region. However, the normal 1 / /  

noise is of another source, and is not directly related to macroscopic domain 

structure. In Chapter 6, we utilise the above developed low frequency noise 

measurement method to investigate a different problem — the effect of an 

applied magnetic field on an electrochemical system, the hydrogen bubble 

evolution on platinum  electrodes a t high overpotential. We suggest tha t by 

looking at the electrochemical noise signal under different applied magnetic 

fields, more insight into the magnetic field effect can be drawn, and more 

quantitative analysis will be made possible. In the last chapter. C hapter 7, 

we summarize the work and suggest a few future possibilities.
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Chapter 2

Low Frequency Electrical 

N oise in M agnetic M aterials 

and M icrostructures

In tliis chapter, we first discuss some fundamental issues and m athem at

ical tools concerning noise analysis. Then dilferent kinds of low frequency 

electrical noise, based on its spectrum  characteristics are discussed. The 

last section is a short literature review of low frequency noise studies in 

different magnetic systems, e.g. metals and alloys, umltilayered structures 

(GMR stacks, spin valves and tunnel junctions), and oxides.

2.1 Basic principles

We define the mean of a fluctuating quantity in the time domain as

1
lim -  /  X{ t ) d t  

T ^ o o  1 J  _ x / 2
(2 . 1)
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which is the average of X( t )  across a measuring period T.  If X( t )  represents 

the voltage across a resistor, the mean of X{t )  is simply the voltage V  

measured using a voltmeter, with T  as its integration time. We can also 

define the variance, (T̂ , of X{t )  as

=  {{X{t) -  { X{ t ) ) f )  = {X{t )  -  { X i t ) ) r d t  (2.2)

If this fluctuating quantity is stationary, its autocorrelation function is

It shows the connection of the signal between consecutive time instants 

[1]. We can also define the power spectrum density (PSD) of X{t )  in the 

frequency domain as the am plitude squared of the Fourier transformed sig

nal

‘■5(/) =  lira - |  /  Xi t ) exp{ - i 2n f t ) d t \ ' ^  (2.4)
T ^ o o  1 J_T^!2

The PSD describes the distribution of the power in a signal across dif

ferent frequencies [2]. C( t )  and S{ f )  are related by the Wiener-Khintchine 

theorem, which says th a t the power spectrum  is the Fourier transform of 

the autocorrelation function [3].

defined as

(2.3)

5 ( / ) =  lim f  6’(r)exp (—<27r/r) c/r
r ^ o o  1 J _ t /2
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2.2 Low frequency electrical noise

Electrical noise in solids originates from different sources, e.g. defect 

motion, magnetic domain and local spin fluctuations, charge carriers cross

ing an energy barrier, electron traps or current redistribution in fluctuating 

inhornogeneous materials [2]. Despite its large number of different origins, 

electrical noise can be classified according to its power spectrum character

istic.

2.2.1 Therm al (Johnson) noise

The most frequent cause of noise in a conductor is probably the random 

movement of electrons due to their thermal energy. This random move

ment of electrons creates a noise power across the conductor. This noise is 

called thermal noise, or Johnson noise, first observed by Johnson in 1927 

[4], later thoeretically derived by Nyquist from thermodynamics [5]. The 

power spectrum of thermal noise is described by

S v i f )  =  ^ k s T R  (2 .6 )

with ke the Boltzmann constant {he = 1-38 x 10~^  ̂ J K“ ^), T  the absolute 

temperature in Kelvin, and R the resistance of the conductor. This noise 

gives a flat and frequency independent spectrum, so it is also called ’white’ 

noise. As the autocorrelation function at r  =  0 is simply the variance of 

the signal, we have

{V^) = AkeTBR  (2.7)

where B is the bandwidth in which the voltage noise is measured. This 

noise is only related to the resistance of the conductor, and has no magnetic
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origin. However, in magnetoresistive systems, whose resistance depends on 

their magnetic states, the therm al noise level is also related to the magnetic 

states of the system. This phenomenon can be understood in general by the 

two-current model suggested by M ott [6, 7]. Therm al noise sets the absolute 

noise floor for a measurement, as we will see in the next few chapters.

2,2.2 Shot Noise

In an oloctronic component where flows of carriers cross potential barri

ers independently of each other, shot noise is observed due to the discrete 

nature of charge carriers. In the absence of any correlations, Poissonian 

shot noise, like therm al noise, is frequency independent and has a power 

spectrum density

S i i f )  = 2eJ (2.8)

where e is the electron charge and I  is the current going through the sam

ple. This is also known as Schottky’s theorem [8]. It has been observed 

in various electronic components, such as p-n junctions, transistors, metal- 

semiconductor contacts, and vacuum tubes [9]. The Fano factor F  =  5 /2 e / 

is defined as the ratio of measured shot noise against its ideal Poissonian 

value, and can be taken as the unit of transferred charge [10]. Electron- 

electron interactions can either enhance or suppress the Fano factor [11]. 

For example, in a tunnel junction between a normal metal and a supercon

ductor, the Fano factor F  is 2, because charge is added to the superconduc

tor in Cooper pairs [12]. In magnetic materials and devices, shot noise is 

normally far less than  the therm al noise, so not often observed. However, 

in certain conditions, e.g. in magnetic tunnel devices at low tem peratures, 

shot noise can be nmch larger and eventually sets the noise floor. It has
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been used to characterize electron-electron interactions during the tunnehng

process in magnetic tunnel junctions [11, 13].

Recent development in mesoscopic physics has drawn great attention to 

quantum shot noise. In a quantum conductor in which the cross-section is 

comparable to the Fermi wavelength, A^, the conductance G is quantized 

and can be related to the transmission probability of each channel, Tn, by 

the Landauer’s formula [14, 15]

where h is Planck’s constant. So the quantum shot noise at zero temperature 

is

with the factor (1 — 7’„) coming from the Fermi statistics [10]. Quantum 

shot noise was first measured in quantum point contacts independently by 

M. Reznikov’s group in the Weizmann Institute [16] and C. Glattli’s group 

in Saclay [17], in which they showed the vanishing of quantum shot noise 

when the conductance is quantized, as predicted by Eqn. (2.10).

2,2.3 R andom  Telegraph N oise

The generation of two-level random telegraph noise (RTN) can gener

ally be traced to the action of two-level fluctuators [18]. The fluctuator 

switches back and forth between two states, which are local energy mini- 

mums separated by an energy barrier. The fluctuator itself can be either of 

electrical or magnetic origin [2]. The fluctuator undergoes thermally acti

vated or tunnel transitions between these two energy states. As each state

(2.9)

(2 .10)
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is coupled differently to  charge carriers, so it contributes differently to  the 

sam ple resistance. T he sam ple resistance thus also undergoes a  tw o-state 

switching.

T he two-level random  telegraph noise can be considered as a discrete 

tw o-state M arkov process. The lifetime of each s ta te  is a random  variable 

and the  resistance value of each s ta te  is ffxod. It can be shown th a t  the  

PSD of a single two-level ffuctuator is a Debye-Lorentzian spectrum  [19].

S p - a / )  =  ^  . 1  f2 /  ,2 (2 >1)
[Tup +  TdnY  1 +  4 7 r 2 /V /c

in which and Tdn are the  average lifetimes in the  ’u p ’ and ’dow n’ sta tes, 

respectively, and f c  is the  corner roll-off frequency f c  =  . It can

be seen th a t the D ebye-Lorentzian sp ec tn u n  is invariant w ith the  m utual 

replacem ent of the  up and down sta tes. T he only inform ation it contains is 

the corner frequency f c  and the  in tensity  of the fluctuation a t zero frequency. 

For synunetric  random  telegraph noise, e.g. r„p =  r^n, the  corner frequency 

can be approxim ated as f c  =  T~p +  and the  Debye-Lorentzian

spectrum  is reduced to  the  m ore fam iliar form [18]

S o - L i f )  =  1 +  (27r/r)2

In the strongly asym m etric case, e.g. r„p Tdn, the  spectrum  is shot 

noise like, w ith one of the  two s ta tes  occupied for a  very sm all fraction of 

time.

If the  two-l(!vol fluctuation is therm ally  activat(;d, the; characteristic  life

tim e r  can be expressed by the  A rrhenius relation

r  =  T Q e x ^ { E / k B T )  
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Random telegraph noise has been observed in a large variety of sys

tems, such as metallic nanobridges [20], low temperature Josephson junc

tions [21, 22], superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) [23], 

two-dimensional electron gas, single electron devices [24], giant rnagnetore- 

sistance spin-valves, and magnetic tunnel junctions. It is shown in the next 

section that a large number of two-level random telegraph systems can be 

taken as elemental fluctuators, which together form a 1 / /  spectrum.

2,2,4 1 / /  noise

1 / /  noise, also called ‘flicker noise’ or pink noise, is the kind of volt

age fluctuation with a power spectrum density inversely proportional to 

frequency [25]. Nearly all resistors and amplifiers exhibit 1 //  noise at low 

frequency, which merges into the thermal noise background at higher fre

quencies. In reality, the observed flicker noise spectrum is very variable, 

with a 1 //"  behaviour, having the exponent a  between 0.5 and 1.5, and 

extending over a few frequency decades [26]. This noise was first measvu'ed 

by J.B. Johnson in his attem pt to capture the shot noise spectrum from a 

‘thermionic tube’ [27] and was given its first theoretical explanation shortly 

after by W. Schottky [28] (though an intuitive but not very successful one).

It did not take long before people started realising how universal the 1 / /  

noise spectrum is in nature, sometimes unexpectedly, for totally different 

phenomena. In a review paper by J.L. Tandon and H.R. Bilger, the authors 

gave a few very interesting examples of 1 / /  noise in other systems, e.g. 

the angular fluctuation spectrum in the earth’s rotation and the voltage 

fluctuation spectrum across resting membrane of myelinated nerve fibers 

[29]. The signal of radio stations also has a 1 / /  spectrum [30]. In our 

following discussion, we restrict ourselves to the electrical 1 / /  noise.
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The principal feature of 1 / /  noise is th a t its power spectrum  S v ( f )  

increases continuously as the frequency /  goes down to the lowest frequency 

one can measure. No levelling off of the spectrum S y ( f )  is observed. The 

1 / /  resistance noise has been measured in a careful experiment down to 

about 0.5 /iHz by Caloyannides [31] and further extended to 10“  ̂Hz by R.A. 

Dukelow [32]. Such experiments lasted for months and it is very difficult 

from a technical point-of-view to avoid long-term drift in the measurement. 

This makes some authors believe th a t 1 / /  noise is, in fact, not a stationary 

process, since if it is, based on the W iener-Khintchine theorem, an infinite 

power is contained in the fluctuations after integration across the whole 

frequency range. However, in everyday measurement, this does not become 

a major issue, since every measurement has a limited time window.

Two other widely accepted facts about 1 / /  have been sunnnarized by 

D u tta  and Horn in their highly recognized review paper as follows [33].

(1) S y  oc V^.  This implies tha t the bias current through the sample does 

not generate the fluctuation but merely makes the resistance fluctuations 

detectable based on O hm ’s law.

(2) In any given material, it has been shown th a t the 1 / /  noise level is 

inversely proportional to the sample volume. This has been taken as the 

evidence tha t the noise is a bulk rather than a surface effect. It has to 

be pointed out th a t exceptions are observed in different systems, in which 

all or part of the 1 / /  noise spectrum  can be attributed  to surface effects. 

For example, M cW horter has shown th a t 1 / /  noise in certain metal-oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistors (M OSFETs) is due to surface traps 

[34].

The most widely adopted description of flicker noise is probably the
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form ula, which was in troduced by F.N . Hooge in the  late  1960s [35].

^  (2 14)
V 2 + 0  J S J J a

Here a,  /3, and 7  are constan ts, Nc is the  num ber of charge carriers in the 

sample. For an ideal 1 / /  noise w ith a = l  and /3=0, 7  is dimensionless. 

This is a purely em pirical form ula. T hough some a tte m p ts  to  give physical 

explanations to  it have been pursued, none of them  led to  less disagreem ent 

th an  others. In Hooge’s early publications, the  Hooge param eter 7  was set 

to  be a physical constan t of 2 x 1 0 “ ^, b u t th is was soon modified to  fit in a 

larger set of da ta . An even m ore drastic  m odification of th e  Hooge’s form ula 

has been in troduced  by some au thors, e.g. by G iordano and coworkers, 

based on their results on 1 / /  noise in m etallic th in  films [36].

It has long been under debate  w hether there  exists any underlying uni

versal explanation  of the 1 / f  phenom enon, which does not depend on a 

p articu lar m aterials system , though it has been m ore or less agreed th a t 

a  more general approach, try ing  to  sum m arize all 1 / f  noise under a  sin

gle fram ework, is highly unlikely to  succeed. T he first influential theory 

of th is kind is the  tem p era tu re  fluctuation  m odel suggested by Voss and 

Clarke [37]. T his m odel trea ts  the  1 / f  resistance noise spectrum  as a  result 

of tem pera tu re  fluctuation across the  sam ple, which leads to  a resistance 

fluctuation through the  resistance tem p era tu re  coefficient, clR/dT.  I t has 

been successful in explaining the  1 / f  noise in a few particu lar system s, e.g. 

noise in a superconductor close to  its critical tem p era tu re  [38]. A direct re

sult of the  tem p era tu re  fluctuation  m odel is th a t  there  exists a large spatia l 

correlation of 1 / f  noise, which depends on the  m ateria l’s therm al diffusion 

coefficient. However, some well-defined experim ents a ttem p tin g  to  observe 

th is spatia l correlation on the  m illim etre scale failed [39, 40]. It has later
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been widely accepted th a t the spatial correlation o i l /  J  noise observed in 

some earlier studies is caused by the therm al heating under a high bias 

current (~10^ A/cm^). J.W . Eberhard and P.M. Horn carried out tem per

ature dependent measurement of 1 / /  noise on Cu, Ag, and Ni thin films. 

They all showed completely different noise - tem perature dependence from 

the prediction of the VC model [41, 42]. Moreover, some other parts of the 

original evidence in favour of this model has also been discounted by further 

studies. For example, a series of experiments carried out by Fleetwood and 

Giordano have shown tha t the diflcrence in 1 / /  noise in thin metallic films 

deposited on different substrates can be well a ttributed  to different strain 

levels created during the metallisation process instead of the differences in 

therm al conductivity of the substrates, which people originally took to be 

the reason [43, 44],

Nowadays the best model for 1 / /  noise is probably the construction of a 

1 / /  spectrum from superposition of independent two-level fluctuators. The 

idea of this approach dates back to Schottky’s first attem pt in finding a 

physical explanation for 1 / /  noise [28] and was further developed by du Pre 

in his 1950 paper [45]. The obvious way to ‘construct’ a 1 / /  noise spectrum 

is probably to superimpose a large number of two-level fluctuations, men

tioned in 2.2.3, with a distribution of the corner frequency D[fc) a  l / / o  

in which D{Jc)Aj\.  is the net variance contributed from a Debye-Lorentzian 

spectrum  with corner frequency from fc to /c +  A fc [25]. The validity of this 

approach has been supported by the work of C.T. Rogers and R.A. Buhrman 

[46], in which they studied the low frequency noise in metal-insulator-m etal 

junctions with very small cross-sectional areas, 5x10^^° < A < 10~® cm^ 

under low tem peratures. They have found tha t the measured spectra a t T  < 

80K for all their samples could be resolved into fewer than  5 distinct Debye-
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Lorentzian spectra. This experiment proves at least in the case of tunnel 

junctions, the low frequency 1 / /  noise can be a ttribu ted  to superposition 

of a large number of two-level fluctuators.

The first well-accepted model of this kind was suggested by M cW horter 

[34], which is utilized to explain the observed 1 / /  noise spectrum  in MOS- 

FETs. Charge traps form at the semiconductor-oxide interface. The author 

supposed simple quantum  tunnelling from the bulk semiconductor to the 

charge traps as the rate determ ined process in the trapping-detrapping pro

cess. Hence, the corner frequency distribution D{ f c )  can be deduced from 

the distance I from the traps to the interface.

O i f c )  « |  ^  I  0 { l )  (X ^  (2.15)

since in a quantum  tunneling event, we have

f c=^ f o e x p { - l / l o )  (2.16)

Hence, uniformly distributed charge traps lead to a constant 0 [ l ) ,  so 

^ ( /c )  oc Superposition of a large number of trapping-dctrajjping fluc

tuators with D{ f c )  gives a 1 / /  spectrum .

D utta, Dimon, Horn (DDH) proposed another model to explain results 

mainly on 1 / J  noise in metallic thin films [47, 33]. This so-called DDH 

model, was later proved to probably be the most successful 1 / /  noise model 

ever proposed. This model is based on the fact th a t in many observations 

the 1 / / “ noise has an a  value not exactly 1. So the distribution of cor

ner frequencies D{ f c )  can not be inversely proportional to fc- The other 

im portant experimental observation is th a t a oc relation implies

a uniform distribution of activation energies, r ) { R) ,  in a therm ally acti-
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vated process (Eqn.(2.13)) and this means a S v { f )  directly proportional 

to tem perature, T.  This prediction contradicts lots of observations on the 

tem perature dependence of S y { f ) .  Instead in the DDH model, a strongly 

peaked 0 { E )  is proposed. The four assumptions the DDH model is based 

on have been summarized by Giordano and co-workers as follows [48],

(1) The low frequency excess noise is due to the superposition of random 

processes having therm ally activated characteristic lifetimes.

5 ( / ) a  J sd- lU ) D { E ) d E  (2.17)

(2) The distribution of activation energies D { E )  varies slowly over any 

interval, when IS.E  ^2  Ub T .

(3) The process is characterized by an attem pt frequency, /o =  1/ tq, 

tha t is much larger than  the frequency window of the measurement.

(4) The number of fluctuators and the coupling constant between the 

random processes and the resistance is independent of tem perature.

These lead to the im portant results of the DDH model, which relate 

the activation energy distribution to the power spectrum  under a certain 

tem perature and the tem perature dependence of 1 / / “ exponent a.

(2 . 18)

where E q = — fcgT/n(27r/ro) is the peak activation energy and

 ̂  ̂ , d l n S v { f , T )

with the second equation giving an im portant test for the DDH model. Var

ious experiments on the tem perature dependence of a  have been carried out 

so far, most of them  show reasonable, at least qualitative agreement with
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the prediction of DDH model, especially in metallic thin films [25, 42]. It 

has been widely accepted th a t a DDH-like model can explain the 1 / /  noise 

property in a large number of different systems. Fig. 2.1(a) shows a mea

surement carried out by Giordano and co-workers on two carbon resistors 

[48]. However, occasional contradictions are also found. It is assumption (4) 

which receives most criticism as there is no reason to believe th a t the number 

of the fluctuators or the coupling constant should not change with tem per

ature. For example, Giordano has proposed a modification of Eqn. (2.19) 

to take account of these two factors.

with rif the number of fluctuators and cj  their coupling coefficient. Another 

good conunent th a t has been made by several authors, is tha t it is not clear 

in the model whether resistance noise averaged by O hm ’s law, Sv{ f ) / V^,  or 

the resistance noise itself, Sv{ f ) / I^,  should be plotted against tem perature, 

especially in materials which have a large resistance-tem perature coefficient 

[48]. The difference in these two cases is small when comparing them  with 

Eqn. (2.19) for a few materials, bu t can not be neglected in many materials.

2.3 Low frequency electrical noise in m ag

netic system s

In magnetic m aterials and devices, noise can originate from magnetic 

domain and spin fluctuations. A physical coupling process is required to 

correlate these local ’fluctuators’ to the charge carrier, inducing noise which 

is measurable electrically [2]. In the following sections, we review previous
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Fig. 2.1: (a) The experimentally measured 1 / / “ slope a compared with 
the prediction of the DDH model [48]; (b) Hooge parameter 7 as a function 
of temperature for a nickel thin film [49].

studies on electrical noise in three different types of magnetic systems, each 

with its own coupling mechanism.
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2.3.1 M agnetic m etals and alloys

The most widely studied noise in magnetic metals and alloys is no doubt 

the Barkhausen noise [50, 51]. It was discovered by Heinrich Barkhausen 

in 1919, when he was trying to detect irreversible domain wall movement 

in nickel wires via the emf generated in a pickup coil by the flux jumps 

[52]. Nowadays, Barkhausen noise provides the basis for a method of non

destructive testing of steel parts under AC excitation [53]. It has also been 

used to study correlations in magnetization reversal cascades by record

ing the jumps with a magneto-optical microscope magnetometer [54, 55]. 

However, electrical excess noise in magnetic materials is very difi^erent from 

Barkhausen noise. It consists of fluctuations near the equilibrium state of 

the sample, while Barkhausen noise is the discrete changes of size or ro

tation of ferromagnetic domains during a magnetization process, which is 

irreversible [2].

Low frequency (less than a few kHz) electrical noise in magnetic metals 

and alloys is a subject which had been long ignored. Early studies either 

suggested that there was no excess low frequency noise in magnetic metals 

or alloys above the level of a non-magnetic system [56], or simply treated 

them as having no differences against other non-magnetic materials [57, 42].

In conventional non-magnetic metallic films, low frequency noise mainly 

originates from grain boundaries and defects [58, 59]. However, in magnetic 

materials, two other possible coupling mechanisms exist between magneti

zation or local spin fluctuaions and resistance. One is the anisotropic mag- 

netoresistance (AMR) effect [60].The resistivity of a ferromagnetic sample 

depends on the angle a  between current and the magnetization.

P =  P x  +  {p\\ -  p ± ) c o s ^ n  (2.21)
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where p±  and p\\ are th e  resistivity  for a  =  90^ and a  =  0^ respectively. 

This effect is related  to  the  spin-orbital coupling and d-band sp litting  in a 

ferrom agnetic m aterial.

T he o ther is dom ain wall m agnetoresistance (DW M R) [61]. It has 

long been theoretically  predicted  th a t  m agnetic dom ain walls can create 

an intrinsic e x tra  contribu tion  to  the  sam ple resistance, e ither by a  spin- 

scattering  process [62, 63] or by m is-tracking of electron spin against local 

m agnetization when an electron is passing through  the  wall [64, 65]. Al

though the conditions these theories require are som etim es not easy to  fulfill 

and there  is still an unsettled  debate  on the  sign of th is ex tra  resistance due 

to  the  fact th a t intrinsic dom ain wall resistance is usually difficult to  sep

ara te  from AMR [66], series of plausible m easurem ents have been realized 

which lead to  the  observation of D W M R in various ferrom agnetic m aterials 

[67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. However, bo th  of these m echanism s are com para

bly small. AMR ratio  is norm ally abou t 1%, though much larger values are 

occasionally observed [60], whereas a  typical DW M R value averaged across 

the  whole ferrom agnetic film is of the  order 0.5%. So the  coupling between 

fluctuators of m agnetic origin and the  resistance is weak. T his probably 

helps explain why m agnetic related  low frequency noise in ferrom agnetic 

m aterials was largely ignored in the literatu re .

G iordano is probably  the  first to  link low frequency electrical noise in 

ferrom agnetic th in  films to  their m agnetic nature. In his pioneering study  

[49], which was m ostly in search of suppo rt or violation of the  DDH model, 

he m easured the 1 / /  noise spectrum  in nickel th in  films from 300 K to 

above its Curie tem pera tu re  Tq- T wo m axim a in 1 / /  noise m agnitude, one 

a t T c  and one a t 450 K, are observed (Fig. 2.1(b)). T he au tho r a ttr ib u tes  

the  inaxinm m  at 450 K to  microscopic changes in the  fluctuating  processes.
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While, well below this tem perature the spins fluctuate nearly independently 

from their neighbours and the magnetic correlation length is of the lattice 

param eter scale, an increase in tem perature induces a higher correlation of 

the fluctuating spins. Fluctuators at higher tem perature are efl'ectively spin 

clusters.

A later study on low frequency noise in ferromagnetic m aterials utilising 

the AMR efl'ect was carried out by J. Briaire [74]. The author measured 

the 1 / /  noise and the out-of-phase resistance susceptibility of permalloy 

(NigoFe2o) under difl^erent dc bias field, and concluded th a t there was a 

part of the low frequency noise, which could not be accounted for by the 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem. More recently, E.R. Nowak and co-workers 

measured the low frequency noise in a zigzag-shaped bridged AMR sensor 

also made of permalloy [75]. They observed both 1 / /  noise under saturation, 

and random telegraph noise during the magnetization switching. The Hooge 

param eter 7  was also shown to have a linear relationship against the sensor 

sensitivity 1 / R{ d R / d H) .

There is one report by Raquet et al. [76] in which the low frequency 

noise in nanostructured nickel Hall crosses and atomic point contacts, made 

by mechanically controllable break junction m ethod [77], are measured. A 

non-Gaussian, Lorentzien-like spectrum  was observed on top of conventional 

1 / /  noise in Hall crosses, which dem onstrates the highly inhomogeneous na

ture of electrical noise in nanom etric scale magnetic samples. A correlation 

length of less than  600 nm was deduced from a spatial correlation measure

ment conducted simultaneously across two Hall crosses on the same sample. 

Nickel atomic contacts showed huge random telegraph switchings under 17 

K. Another work carried out by Cespedes et al. reported low frequency 

noise in nickel nanoconstrictions, which were fabricated by electron beam
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lithography [78]. These ferromagnetic constrictions, a few tens of nanome

ters in width, were once believed to have huge magnetoresistance responses 

due to a highly compressed domain wall pinned at the constriction [79, 80]. 

The authors observed a random telegraph noise together with 1 / /  noise 

in the low frequency range. The 1 / /  noise slope increases when a small 

magnetic field of several mT is applied.

More recently, two groups have reported measurements on low frequency 

noise in electrodeposited nickel nanowires embedded in alumina or polycar

bonate membranes [81, 82]. Though different in details, they both observed 

an excess low frequency noise, which was strongly correlated with the ap

plied magnetic field, and attributed it to a domain wall scattering process.

It needs to be stated that other much stronger coupling mechanisms 

also exist in magnetic materials, which lead to a more pronounced low 

frequency magnetic noise. For example, low frequency noise in antifer- 

romagneic chromium, has been well characterized by Weissman and co

workers [83]. They measured tensor properties of resistance fluctuations in 

chromium films and concluded that there was strong evidence to relate the 

observed 1 / /  noise to rotations of the linear polarization of domains in the 

transverse spin-density-wave structure.

2,3,2 M agnetic m utilayers

Magnetic multilayers, namely giant magnetoresistance (GMR) stacks, 

spin-valves (SVs) and magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), have become the 

focus of the magnetics community for the last decade, partly due to their 

use as test beds for new spin-related physics and also partly due to their 

applications in sensors, magnetic read heads and magnetic random access 

memory (MRAM). Low frequency noise in GMR and TMR structures also
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a ttra c ts  great a tten tion . U nderstanding  low frequency noise in these m ag

netic m ultilayers, is a  key for designing and fabricating m agnetic sensors 

and  read heads w ith lower noise background.

G iant m agnetoresistance was first discovered independently  by the  groups 

of A. Fert [84] and  P. G riinberg [85] in F e /C r m ultilayers. T he resistance 

chango of the  m ultilayer stack under m agnetic field is one or two orders of 

m agnitude larger th an  the  conventional A M R effect. T he m agnetoresistance 

ratio  is defined as

in which l i p  and R a p  are the  resistances of the  sam ple when a lte rna ted  

ferrom agnetic layers are aligned in parallel and an tiparallel respectively. 

T he giant m agnetoresistance is a  sp in-related  effect. E lectrons w ith spin-up 

and spin-down are scattered  differently w ith respect to  the  d irection of the 

m agnetization, giving R p  and R ^ p  [86].

Low frequency noise in GM R stacks was m easured in C o /C u  m ultilayers 

shortly  after the  discovery of the  G M R  effect [87, 88]. T he au thors deduced 

a  fluctuation-dissipation theorem  for m agnetic m ultilayers and showed th a t 

the low frequency noise in G M R  stacks can be accurately  p red icted  from the 

out-of-phase resistance susceptibility, except in the  vicinity of zero applied 

field, where noise is an order of m agnitude larger th an  the  predicted  value. 

Low frequency noise against field in p a tte rn ed  Ni8 oFe2 o/G u m ultilayers has 

also been m easured by Gijs et al. [56]. In th e  sam e work they  also com pared 

it w ith the  low frequency noise in perm alloy films.

A nother s tudy  carried ou t by S.E. Russsek [89] and  co-workers has shown 

th a t  besides the  conventional l / f  noise, random  telegraph  noise also dom i

nates during the  m agnetization  sw itching in a  Ni8 2 Fei8 /A g  m ultilayer stack.
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The up state  and down state hfetimes can be well described by a therm al 

activation process governed by the Arrhenius characteristic rates.

A recent study on low frequency noise in GMR stacks was conducted by 

Aliev and coworkers [90], in which they measured domain-wall magnetore- 

sistance and noise in [Fe/Cr]io antiferromagnetically coupled multilayers 

under different current l)ias. A supi)ression of tlu; low fr(X}U(!iicy noise chu- 

ing the magnetization switching was observed under a current bias of about 

2 X 10^ A/cm^. They attribu ted  the effect to a reduction of local magnetic 

disorder by large domain wall movement under spin polarized current.

Spin-valves are also based on the giant magnetoresistance effect. A 

basic spin-valve consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a non

magnetic spacer. The two ferromagnetic layers are engineered to be able to 

switch independently, so parallel and antiparallel alignments of them  can 

be ac:hieved in the device. Two common methods are utilized to  realize the 

independent switching of the ferromagnetic layers. The easiest way is to 

use two ferromagnets with different coercive fields, e.g. a hard and a soft 

magnet. This forms a pseudo spin-valve. The other way, which is more 

effective, is to use the exchange bias (EB) between an antiferromagnet and 

a ferromagnet to pin the magnetization of the adjacent ferromagnetic layer 

to a certain direction [91]. Fig. 2.2 shows a diagram of a spin-valve structure 

grown by the Shamrock sputtering tool in our laboratory and its MR curve.

The first comprehensive study on low frequency noise in spin-valves was 

carried out by Gijs and coworkers [92], in which they fabricated yoke-shaped 

spin-valve magnetic elements and studied their noise - field response. It was 

reported th a t low frequency noise reaches its maximum during the alignment 

of the two ferromagnetic layers switching between parallel and antiparallel 

where dR/ dJ f  peaks. Similar noise levels have been observed when the
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Fig. 2.2 ; A diagram showing a spin-valve structure (a) and its MR curve 
(b) (courtesy of Dr. Gen Feng).
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two FM layers are aligned either parallel or antiparallel to each other. A 

simple model based on calculating the effect of small variances in the angle 

of the free FM layer using Boltzmann statistics was introduced. Qualitative 

agreement between experiments and the model has been shown.

Similar experiments have been carried out by a number of different au

thors and comparable results are found [93, 94, 95, 96]. In a recent study, 

Nowak and co-workers showed that the low frequency noise in spin-valves 

also closely obeys the fluctuation-dissipation relation [97]. They also relate 

the Hooge’s parameter to the sensitivity of a spin-valve sensor {1/R ) d R / d H .

k s T  l^R I dR
Ima g -  ~   ̂ , R   ̂R dH^  ^

in which Vt is the volume of the sample, e{ f , H)  «  Xji/ xr  is the ratio of 

out-of-phase resistance susceptibility against its in-phase counterpart.
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A magnetic tmuiel junction is made by replacing the non-magnetic 

spacer layer in a spin-valve with a thin insulating tunnel barrier, normally 

AIO3; or MgO [98]. Electron preserves its spin during tunnelling and a 

mismatch of the spin-dependent band structure in the two ferromagnetic 

electrodes due to their relative alignment leads to large MR ratios. In 2007, 

MgO-based M TJ with room tem perature TM R of more than 500% has been 

dem onstrated by H. Ohno and co-workers [99]. The M T J’s high MR ratio 

under room tem perature makes them  ideal candidates for next-generation 

high-sensitivity magnetic held sensors. Fig. 2.3 illustrates an M TJ stack 

produced in the Shamrock sputtering tool in our laboratory and its MR 

response.
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Fig. 2.3 : A diagram showing a M TJ stack (a) and its MR curve (b) (cour
tesy of Dr. Gen Feng).

The first low frequency noise study on M TJs was carried out by E.R. 

Nowak and M.B. Weissman [100] in 1998 on samples with AlO^ as tunnel 

barriers. O ther studies on AlO^-based M TJs are followed since then [101,
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102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108]. It was found th a t the low frequency noise 

in M TJs is dom inated by the tunnel barrier, most likely due to a charge- 

trapping process, and can not be effectively suppressed oven under a high 

magnetic field. Two-level fluctuations due to large domain wall movement 

has also been observed. This suggests th a t the magnetic stability is a crucial 

factor for reducing the low frequency noise in M TJs, especially during the 

magnetization switching. In magnetic tunnel junctions, the Hooge formula 

is recast to reveal the fact th a t the low frequency noise is closely related to 

the area of the tunnel junctions.

^  (2^24)
\ / 2  Af ^   ̂ ’

with A the area of the tunnel junction, so the Hooge’s param eter 7  has the 

units of /fm^.

Later, electrical noise in MgO-based M TJs with CoFeB as ferromagnetic 

electrodes was also measured by several groups. These M TJs normally 

have much higher TM R ratio than  those with AlO^ as tunnel barriers. 

Similar noise - field dependence has been observed as tha t in A1 0 3 ;-based 

M TJs. These studies also focused on how a low Hooge param eter 7  could 

be achieved by either optimizing the tunnel barrier, or stabilising the FM 

electrodes. It has turned out th a t most of these M TJs have a very large re

sistance area product (R A) of 1 MQ/xm^ and an 7  between 10“® to 10"^^m^, 

as summarized by Gokce et al. [109]. Though having a much larger MR 

effect, M TJs suffer high 1 / /  noise levels, which limits their use in magnetic 

field sensing applications. For pT  magnetic field sensors, it is required th a t 

the Hooge param eter 7  be further reduced by about two orders of magni

tude to < 10“ ^̂  Besides this general agreement on noise levels, several 

issues are still under serious debate. For example, Fermon and co-workers
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have shown tha t anneahng has h ttle influence on the noise level in MgO- 

based tunnel junctions [110], however a more recent study by Russek and 

CO -workers suggests th a t hydrogen annealing under high magnetic fields can 

signihcantly alter the shape of the noise spectra, thus a reduction in low 

frequency noise can be expected [111].

Fermon and Freitas very recently studied the possibility of using an array 

up to 3000 M TJs connecting in series or in parallel for sensing applications 

[112]. The idea behind can be understood in a simple calculation. The 

detectivity D in T / o f  a magnetic field sensor is defined as

with A V / A H  the derivative of the transfer curve of the sensor. For a single 

M TJ, the voltage noise across the junction can be described as

with 7’ the resistance of a single M TJ. The first term covers both the thermal 

noise and the shot noise. For N  M TJs connected in series, each having a 

resistance r , it can be shown tha t

in which Ri s  the resistance of the whole M TJ network, an d e  =  { A R / { R A H )  

is the TM R ratio per unit field change. In this case, the 1 / /  noise in the

tance of the network increases. Hence, it is not possible to stack thousands 

of M TJs together, since the resistance will become impractically large to

(2.26)

(2.27)

junctions have been reduced to 1 / y / N  of its original value. However, the 

therm al noise background increases with a factor of \ / N  as the total resis-
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handle. An improved scheme consists of M  parallel legs of N  M TJs in 

series. The detectivity of this M TJs network is

in which R  is still the resistance of the network and now can be adjusted 

by M and N.  The 1 / /  of the M TJs network can be seen as 1 / /  noise in 

a single M TJ having an effective area of M N A .  Their experiments also 

confirmed the above theoretical model [112].

Aliev and co-workers characterized the low frequency noise in single crys

talline M TJs grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), with MgO (111) 

as the tunnel barrier and Fe (110) as FM electrodes [113]. These junctions 

have a TM R ratio of only 15 - 20 % and a large Hooge param eter between 

10“® to 10“ '̂  which is more than an order of m agnitude higher than

what was observed in polycrystalline MgO-based M TJs with CoFeB as FM 

electrodes having similar RA values. This suggests th a t the Hooge param 

eter in magnetic tunnel jvmctions is very weakly dependent on whether the 

barrier and the electrodes are single crystalline. They also observed a mag

netic field dependent of Hooge param eter 7 in their large 20 fim. x 20 /um 

junctions, and a ttribu ted  it to the magnetoelastic constriction in the soft 

Fe layer.

Shot noise in magnetic timnel junctions has also been characterised by 

several authors. In the original report by Nowak et al. [102], they found a 

full Poissonian shot noise with the Fano factor F  w 1 in AlO^-based M TJs 

with AP alignment of the FM electrodes. This was followed by another 

report by the same group, in which strong suppression of the Fano factor 

down to about 0.45 was observed [13]. Aliev and co-workers also measured 

shot noise in AlO^-based M TJs, either with or w ithout Cr doping at the

M N A f
(2.28)
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barrier layer. They reported a Fano factor of approximately 0.65 in the 

junctions without Cr doping, however, the Fano factor is restored to 1 in the 

Cr-doped ones. Two simple models have been developed in the same paper, 

utilising sequential tunneling through an island inside the tunnel barrier, to 

explain the observed suppression of Fano factor in the undoped junctions. 

In a later report, the same authors also measured the shot noise in epitaxial 

MTJs with MgO (001) tunnel barrier and Fe (001) as FM electrodes. These 

tunnel junctions have large TMR ratio at low bias voltages due to the fully 

spin polarized Ai bulk electrons in Fe(OOl), which arc reflected for the AP 

state and well transmitted for the P state. They measured a full Fano factor 

in these junctions, both under P and AP states of the FM electrodes. It has 

to be admitted at this stage that the origin of the suppression of Fano factors 

in some of the MTJs is still not well understood and more experimental and 

theoretical work is needed to elucidate the problem.

It is worth mentioning two other approaches in eliminating the influence 

of low frequency 1 / /  noise to the sensitivity of GMR- and TMR- based 

magnetic sensors. The first one is to integrate spin-valves and MTJs into 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). This approach is independently 

pursued by Edelstein and co-workers in the U.S. Army Research Laboratory 

[114, 115], and Freitas’ group in INESC-MN, Lisbon [116, 117]. The idea is 

to rnicrofabricate magnetic flux guides which can be electrostatically driven 

at a working frequency much higher than the 1 / /  knee of the sensor noise 

spectrum, where only white noise contributes. This method shifts the oper

ating frequency of the sensor to high frequencies and gives about two orders 

of magnitude gain in the sensor detection limit, as the detection limit at low 

frequencies of a conventional magnetic field sensor is set ultimately by the 

1 / /  noise. Edelstein’s group has fabricated flux concentrators deposited
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on electrostatic comb drives with a resonant frequency of about 10 kHz. 

Low frequency magnetic field signal shows up in their device as side bands, 

when the comb drives are driven at their resonance. They have shown that 

magnetic field with frequency as low as ~1 Hz could be demodulated by a 

lock-in amplifier, so the bandwidth of the drive does not set the detection 

frequency limit. Detectivity increase of a factor of 10 at 1 Hz is expected 

with their device [118]. Freitas’ group succeeded in fabricating flux guides 

deposited on a cantilever, which is suspended on top of a GMR sensor. The 

vibration of the cantilever thus converts a dc field into an ac field. However, 

in their first device, the field modulation efficiency is very low (0.11%). So 

the lowest detectable field of their MEMS-GMR sensor is only 2.7 /xT [116]. 

In later work [117], they replaced the cantilever fiux guide with a MEMS 

‘torsionator’. This increases the field modulation efficiency to about two 

orders of magnitude, and gives a detectivity of 40 nT/Hz^/^. The other ap

proach was innovated by Fermon’s group in CEA, Saclay [119, 120]. They 

fabricated GMR or MTJ sensors on top of a constricted superconducting 

loop serving as fiux-to-field transformer. These devices are named mixed 

sensors. It has been demonstrated that it is capable of measuring a magnetic 

field as tiny as 32 fT at low temperature [119].

2.3,3 M agnetic O xides

We can roughly divide magnetic oxides discussed in this section into 

two categories, half-metallic oxides and mixed-valence magnetic perovskites 

exhibiting colossal magnetoresistance (CMR).

Half-metals are ferromagnets with only one type of conduction electrons, 

either spin-up or spin-down. They are interesting materials for spintronics 

applications as fully polarized spin sources or analysts. It is of fundamen-
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tal interest to study whether their electrical noise is related to the half- 

metallicity. Large 1/ /  noise, several orders of magnitude higher than nor

mally found in metals, was measured in Cr02, Fe304, and La2/3Sri/3Mn03 

(also a mixed-valence perovskite), all proposed half-metallic oxides [121], In 

Cr02 films part of the 1 / /  noise has been shown to have magnetic origin, 

which can be suppressed by applying a high magnetic field of 4 T. How

ever, the resistance fluctuation still remains very high even compared with 

some other oxides (7 «  2000). Whereas in Fe304, a ferrimagnetic half

metal, 1/ /  noise having a Hooge parameter 7 ~  80 at room temperature, 

shows no dependence on the applied magnetic field but it is strongly depen

dent on temperature. This temperature dependence has been attributed 

to the variation of the density of carriers in the conduction network. In 

La2/3Sri/3Mn03, an applied magnetic field of 12 T has been shown to sup

press the 1/ /  noise to one quarter of its zero field level. The temperature 

dependence of the 1/ /  noise shows reasonable agreement with the DDH 

model.

Mixed-valence manganese oxides (Ri_j:A3:)Mn03, where R is a rare- 

earth cation and A is an alkali or alkaline earth cation, having a perovskite 

structure have received great attention since 1990s due to the colossal mag- 

netoresistance (CMR) effect observed near their Tc [122]. It is generally 

understood that the manganese oxide is in a paramagnetic semiconduct

ing phase at high temperatures, and in a ferromagnetic metallic phase at a 

low temperature. The transition between these two phases is called ‘metal- 

insulator transition’. The CMR effect develops from the fact that this tran

sition temperature can be shifted by an applied magnetic field, normally 

of several tesla. Based on the intensive research in the last two decades, 

unfortunately it turns out that the magnetic field required for CMR eft'ect
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is far too large for magnetic sensing applications. However, mixed-valence 

manganese still remains as an interesting system, where many materials 

physics concepts can be probed, e.g. percolation phase segregation [123]. 

For a recent review of noise studies on perovskite oxides we refer to  section 

II of Mechin et al. [124].

In the param agnetic semiconducting phase of manganese perovskite, 

the hopping conductivity depends strongly on the oxygen stoichiometry 

and defects [2]. Hence oxygen diffusion may introduce large low frequency 

noise in the sample, which is not of magnetic origin. This was used as 

an non-destructive m ethod to characterize the quality of m anganite thin 

films [125]. A Hooge param eter as low as 8 xlO~^ was reported in epitax

ial La2/3C ai/3Mn0 3  (LCMO) thin flims on lattice-m atched single crystal 

NdGaOs substrates [126]. The authors also showed tha t the low frequency 

noise in LCMO thin films decreases when less strain is introduced between 

the substrate and tlu; thin film. It has been observed tha t there is an 

increase of the noise level of a few orders of m agnitude around the nietal- 

insulator transition tem perature in CMR oxides. The noise normally peaks 

slightly lower in tem perature than  resistance. An applied magnetic field of 

a few tesla has been shown to effectively suppress the noise peak. Hence, 

we can infer tha t the low frequency noise in this case is mainly of magnetic 

origin [127, 128, 129].

Low frequency noise has been utilised as a dynamic probe of the phase 

percolation nature of the manganese perovskites. It has been suggested by 

various studies th a t there is an extended tem perature range around Tc, 
where ferromagnetic m etal clusters exist in a m atrix of param agnetic semi

conductor [130, 131]. The m aterial in this tem perature range is actually 

largely inhomogeneous. Raquet et al. [123] measured alternatively large
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non-Gaussian noise and giant RTN with resistance steps as high as 0.01 % to 

0.2 % between 4 and 180 K in LCMO films deposited on LaAlOa substrates. 

This is quite surprising for such a large, macroscopic sample. These fluctu- 

ators are very sensitive to tem perature change and a t certain tem peratures 

only a single fluctuator dominates. The measured average lifetimes of the 

up and down states can be explained within the two-level fluctuator model, 

by including a field-dependent energy barrier Ei{H) = Ei{0) + Am i ■ H, in 

which Ei is the barrier height to escape from state  i and Att?, is the moment 

difference between two states. F itting of the data  gives a A rrii of 550 /.is, 

with hb  the Bohr magnetron. This corresponds to a sample vohmie of only 

a few nm^. Weissman and co-workers also carried out low frequency noise 

and resistance susceptibility measurement on Lao.7 Ca<).3 Mn0 3  film grown 

on NGO (001) substrates [131]. They observed th a t the in-phase suscep

tibility appears close to the Curie Temperature, where d R /d T  is a maxi

mum. This can be directly related to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 

(see Appendix A.2). The out-of-phase susceptibility follows the in-phase 

coim terpart for most of the tem perature range but deviates from it near 

Tc- They also show a slow fluctuation of the low frequency noise magni

tude close to Tc- These lead the authors to believe th a t there exists another 

phase, namely antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI), together with the other 

two well-known phases (ferromagnetic metal and param agnetic insulator), 

in a tem perature range not far from Tc-

Low frequency noise in CMR manganese single grain boundary junc

tions has also been studied by different authors. These films are epitaxially 

grown on bicrystalline SrTiOs or LaAlOs substrates and show large tun 

neling magnetoresistance effect under reasonably low field of 20 - 100 mT 

[132], M athieu et al. measured low frequency noise in pulsed-laser deposited
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Lao.ySro.aMnOa grain boundary junctions on LaAlOa bicrystal substrates 

[133]. They found both conventional 1 / /  noise and two-level fluctuations in 

these junctions, which could be suppressed by applying a magnetic field of 

1 T. They a ttribu ted  it to the modification of domain structure under ap

plied magnetic field around the grain boundary area. Gross and co-workers 

measured La2/3C ai/3M n0 3 _  ̂ junctions deposited on SrTiOs bicrystal sub

strates. These samples show turmeling magnetoresistance as high as 300 % 

under low tem perature. They showed a dependence of the low frequency 

noise level on the current density in the film. There is a decrease of average 

octave noise power when the applied current is increased from 10 j i k  to 1000 

/xA. Applying a magnetic field can also suppress the low frequency noise, 

however the magnetic field required is nmch larger ( '^  12 T). Some two-level 

fiuctuators are not effectively suppressed even under a magnetic field of 500 

mT. This leads them to suggest th a t the main mechanism of low frequency 

fluctuations in their samples is the inelastic tunneling through interacting 

local magnetic states in the grain boundary, which are spin glass like. Their 

noise data  can be at least qualitatively explained by a modified model first 

suggested by Glazman and Matveev [134], which takes account both  the 

elastic direct or resonant tunneling and inelastic tunnelling involving more 

impurity states.

During noise measurement on magnetic oxides, special care has to be 

taken to eliminate the contribution of contact noise to the measured spec

trum  due to the large resistance of these samples. In Weissman and co

workers’ experiment [131], they chose to pattern  the sample into a bridge 

structure, in which current fluctuations generated by poor contacts through 

the bridge can be roughly cancelled out. The remaining current fluctua

tion was then measured separately and eliminated from the noise voltage
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across the  sam ple bridge. A m ore com plicated technique was introduced by 

C. Barone et al. [135]. They used series m easurem ents to  independently  

m easure th e  bias source curren t noise , the  bias resistor voltage noise 

and the  pream plifter equivalent inpu t voltage noise e^, the  four-porbe, 

tw o-probe and zero bias noise of the  system  and The real

sam ple noise is then  recovered by a  linear com bination of the m easured 

quan tities from solving the  circuit analytically  when the  noise sources are 

not correlated. In ano ther paper from the  sam e group, they  also showed 

th a t  failing to  effectively elim inate the  con tact noise from the  m easurem ent 

on oxides sam ples can lead to  false in te rp re ta tion  of the  results [136].

O ur litera tu re  review shows th a t  there have already been a great num ber 

of publications in relation to  low frequency noise in m agnetic m aterials and 

m icro-structures, especially in system s exhibiting large m agnetoresistance 

(C M R , TM R and CM R) effects, which is closely related  to  sensor applica

tions. However, there  is a  lack of studies on sim ple ferrom agnetic m aterials 

and the  m echanism  which leads to  the  observed noise is still not very well 

understood. T he work presented in th is thesis is hoping to  move a  step  

fu rther in the above directions.
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Chapter 3 

Experim ent M ethods

3.1 Sam ple Fabrication

hi this work samples are niicrofabricated by litliograpliy.^ Lithographic 

processes are widely used in the modern semiconductor industries. A litho

graphic process consists of two different aspects, one is to  delineate the 

desired pattern  onto a resist layer, usually a polymer th a t is spin-coated 

on the sample surface; the other is to transfer this pattern  to the sample. 

Photolithography and electron beam  lithography are used for the first step, 

whereas argon ion milling and lift-off are used for the second.

3.1.1 P hotolithography

Photolithography is the process in which patterns are exposed on pho

toresists using ultraviolet light (200 - 450 nm). The conventional technique 

is called contact or shadow printing, in which a flood-exposure of a wafer 

coated with photoresist are carried out through a mask directly placed on

^The metallization process was carried out by several colleagues of the candidate, 
Gen Feng, Jiafeng Feng, Ciaran Fowley, Byong-Sun Chun, and Junyang Chen on the 
Shamrock sputtering tool.
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top  of the substra te . The photom ask containing clear and opaque features 

of the  designed p a tte rn , is usually prepared  by an electron beam  lithography 

process, due to  its much higher resolution. This was the  m ainstream  m icro

fabrication process in the  sem iconductor industry  up to  the  mid-1970s. The 

resolution of shadow prin ting  is lim ited by the  diffraction of light a t the edge 

of the  opaque feature on the  m ask as light passes through  adjacent clear 

areas. Diffraction makes the  in tensity  of hght on the resist non-uniform  and 

the  image edge looks b lurred and diffuse [1]. T he theoretical resolution of 

shadow prin ting  for a  m ask w ith equal lines and spacings of w idth  h is given

w ith 2b the  g rating  period, s the  gap w idth between the m ask and the 

photoresist surface, A the wavelength of the  exposing UV light, and 2  the 

thickness of the  photoresist. T his gives a  m axim um  resolution slightly less 

th an  1 //,m for hard  contact exposure (.s=0) [1]. From  Eqn.(3.1) we can see 

th a t b e tte r  resolution is achieved by either reducing the  d istance between 

the  m ask and the  photoresist, or by th inning  the  photoresist. However, the 

second m ethod is not always possible, since the  p a tte rn  transfer process 

requires a certain  resist thickness. Hence, try ing  to  reduce s in the soft 

contact exposure or sw itching to  hard  con tact exposure is the  m ain stra tegy  

to  achieve higher resolution in photolithography.

In th is work, photo lithography is routinely  used to  fabricate either de

signed m icroniagnetic struc tu res, e.g. Hall bars or m icron-scale electrical 

contacts to  them . T he photo lithography process was perform ed in the  SNI- 

AMS Class-100 cleanroom  w ith a  Karl Suss M.IB-3 UV400 m ask-aligner. A 

350 W  m ulti-w avelength m ercury arc lam p was a ttached  as the  light source. 

Two different photoresists are used for the  processing, S1813 from Shipley

by

min
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as positive resist and AZ nLof 2070 from MicroCheinicals as negative resist. 

Their detailed processing parameters can be found in Appendix B.

3.1.2 E lectron B eam  Lithography

Electron beam lithography is the microfabrication process which uses 

beams of electrons to expose the resist. It was first developed in the 1970s 

for fabricating high density integrated circuits. In the present day semi

conductor industry, nearly all integrated circuits processing are carried out 

with sophisticated deviations of the optical techniques mentioned above. 

However, electron beam lithography still serves two main roles. First, it 

is used to write masks for photolithography, for which high resolution and 

precision is required. Second, it is used in prototyping low volume high 

precision devices for research and development [2].

Like photons, electrons also possess particle/wave duality. The wave

length of electrons accelerated to a few tens of kV is normally 4 to 5 orders 

of magnitude shorter than the wavelength of UV photon. So the resolution 

of electron beam lithography is not limited by diftraction issues. However, 

the resolution of electron beam lithography is limited by electron forward 

scattering in the resist, backscattering from the substrate and the resolution 

of resists used. The scattering process significantly broadens the beam and 

worsens the resolution of the written pattern. The backscattered electrons 

also create the so-called ‘proximity efiect’, which is a variable background 

on which the patterns sit during the exposure. For high-resolution electron 

beam lithography, minimizing the proximity effect by optimized pattern 

design and dose variation is of crucial consideration.

An electron beam lithography system normally consists of an electron 

source, beam control hardware, and related software to edit and process
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patterns. In this work, three different electron beam lithography systems 

were used, namely an FEI S tra ta  Dualbeam 235, a Zeiss EVO 50 and a 

Zeiss Supra 40. They are all conventional scanning electron microscopes 

modified with Raith lithography modules [3]. In general, these are scanning 

beam systems tha t use Gaussian beams and can carry out either raster or 

vector scans. Fig. 3.1 shows a simplified diagram of a scanning electron 

microscopy system with lithography add-ons. Electrons are em itted from 

the electron gun, whose crossover is focused onto the surface of the workpiece 

by electromagnetic lenses. An aperture between the first lens and the beam 

blanking system is called the beam shaping aperture, which also sets the 

niunerical aperture of the system. The beam blanker is used to move the 

electron beam off the sample surface during writing, which is normally done 

electrostatically due to the speed requirement of the writing process. A 

beam position deflector at the end of the electron beam optics is used to 

shift the electron beams on the workpiece.

The required charge density to be delivered to the workpiece, usually 

called ‘dose’ Q is calculated as

I T
Q = —  (3.2)

with I  the beam current, T  the exposure time and A  the workpiece area. 

The Raith electron beam writing modules we use have two independent 

2.5 MHz 16 bit digital-to-analogue converters (DAC), hence, the minimum 

exposure time (also commonly called ’dwell tim e’) is 0.004 ms.

Electron guns are the defining factor for the resolution of an electron 

beam lithography system. Normally, two different types of guns are utilized. 

The first type is thermionic gmis, which are simple in design and reliable. It 

is formed by heating either a bent tungsten wire or a lanthanum  hexaboride
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Gun

Beam  Shaping Aperture 

Lens

Beam  Blanker

Beam  Blanking Aperture

► Lens 2

Beam
Deflector

W orkpiece

Fig . 3.1: Simplied diagram of a scanning electron beam writing system 
(reproduced from [2]).

(LaBe) crytal. The la tter is nowadays widely used on thermionic electron 

beam systems because of its long lifetime (a few thousand hours) and better 

brightness (more than 10^ Acm“^sr“ ^). The lanthanum  hexaboride tip is 

heated up to about 1600 °C. This requires an electron gun vacuum of about 

10“® torr to avoid corrosion by gas molecules. The Zeiss EVO 50 system 

used in this study is of this type. It has a quoted resolution of 50 nm for 

lithography. The second type is thermionic field emission gun (FEG). In 

this type of electron gun, an etched sharp tungsten tip with a radius of 

curvature about 1/xm serving as the cathode, is placed in front of a coaxial 

flat disk serving as the anode. A high voltage of a few kV to a few tens of 

kV is applied in between which generates an electric field of 10*̂  V T n ~ ^ .  The
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tungsten tip is heated up to about 1000 - 1500 Ĉ, and electrons are emitted 

from the tip due to a reduction of the work funtion under high electric 

field. Very high brightness (at least 10  ̂ Acm“^sr“ )̂ can be achieved with 

thermionic field emission guns and a high vacuum (10“® torr) is required. 

The FEI Strata Dualbeam 235 and Zeiss Supra 40 are both thermionic field 

emission systems which give a resolution of 3 - 10 nm.

The major requirement of an electron beam resist compared to its optical 

counterpart is its resolution. Presently, electron beam resists with resolu

tion down to 5 - 10 nm, are widely used. In this work, most patterning has 

been carried out on three different electron beam resist systems, namely 

poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), ma-N 2403 and hydrogen silsesquiox- 

ane (HSQ). Their processing conditions are documented in Appendix B and 

detailed fabrication routines are described in the corresponding chapters.

3.1.3 Lift-off

‘Lift-off’ is a simple and widely used lithography method for transferring 

pre-defiiicd patterns on the resist to the sample. A thin metallic film is 

deposited by evaporation or sputtering on prepatterned photoresist. During 

the lift-off process, the resist under the film is removed by solvent, taking 

away the metal films on top, and leaving films only on those parts of the 

substrate on which films were directly deposited.

Primary considerations of a lift-off process are the resist thickness and 

cut. It is generally accepted that the deposited metal layer has to be thinner 

than 1/3 - 1/2 of the photoresist thickness, otherwise the lift-off process 

may become difficult. An undercut resist profile, with more resist removed 

from the bottom than the top in a cross-sectional view, is also of help to 

the lift-off process. This innovates the introduction of the so-called ‘lift-ofi’
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resist’, which is a polymer precoated on the substrate before applying the 

photoresist, and is able to give higher cuts than the photoresist itself. The 

most common defects caused by a lift-off process arc retention and oars.

(C)

Fig. 3.2: A schematic diagram of the lift-off process, (a) substrate coated 
with resist; (b) following exposure and resist development; (c) following 
metallization; (d) following lift-off; (e) after ultrasonication to remove ears.

In this work, lift-off is performed using either acetone or 1165 microre

sist remover (Shipley). The later contains N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), 

which is an organic base commonly used as paint stripper. The use of 

1165 microresist remover requires an elevated temperature above 80 *’C. 

Normally, an ultrasonically assisted lift-off process is adopted, except when 

ultrasonication is likely to damage the pattern. During the metalization 

process, a thin tantalum layer of 5 - 10 nm is deposited before other met

als. This improves the adhesion between the metallic layer and the silicon
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substrate, which minimizes accidental remove of the pattern  during lift-off. 

Fig. 3.2 is a schematic of the lift-off process with a conventional resist, with 

which very little undercut is expected. Fig. 3.3 shows the undercut created 

by using lift-off resist.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 3.3 : A schematic diagram of the lift-off process with lift-off resist 
creating the undercut. The lift-off resist is depicted in green.

3.1.4 Argon Ion Milling

Argon ion milling on a M illatron tool was used in this work to transfer 

the resist pattern  to magnetic layers underneath. The M illatron is a broad 

beam ion milling tool which uses an argon plasma to etch samples located on 

a rotating stage. Argon ions are produced in a cavity and then accelerated 

to produce a relatively intense and homogeneous beam using RF source. It 

is a physical etching process, in which ions sputter away materials which 

are not protected by the resist. The system has a base pressure of 2 x 10“^
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Torr and a typical working pressure of about 5 x 10“  ̂Torr when argon gas 

is used in. A Hiden Analytical secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) is 

attached to the system, for monitoring ions milled away from the sample. 

Fig. 3.4 shows the SIMS readout during the milling proccss of a spin-valve 

stack.

S D <  cA

Mn

Cu

Fig. 3.4 SIMS readout during argon ion milling of a 
Si02/Ta(5)/NiFe(3.5)/CoFe(1.5)/Cu(2.9)/CoFc(2.5)/IrMn(10)/Ta(5) 
spin-valve stack on the Millatron (numbers in nm). The fact that the SIMS 
signal docs not always follow the stack can be possibly explained by the 
cross-talk between adjacent mass channels.

3.2 Sam ple C haracterization

3.2.1 Transport and N oise M easurem ent Set-up

In this work, a transport and noise measurement set-up has been adapted 

from Prof. Edmund Nowak’s laboratory in University of Delaware to ours.
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This is a conventional DC noise measurement set-up, which can also monitor 

the sample resistance through a buffer amplifier circuit while noise data are 

taken. It is composed of a soft iron shielded box housing the power source, 

protection circuits, a buffer amplifier and two low noise AC coupled ampli

fiers. Noise from two voltage channels across the sample can be measured 

at the same time with the two low noise amplifiers. Their cross-correlation 

can also be utilized to further reduce the noise background [4], Fig. 3.5 

shows a diagram of the noise and transport measurement circuit.

Shi e l d i ng  box

IShielding box
V I-......................

C h i
SR55:
SR55I

DU SW 4Ch212V
SR55:
5R55ISW3

SW2

AD620

Shie ld ing box

Fig. 3.5 : Circuit diagram of the noise and transport measurement set-up.

The power source is made of two 12 V lead acid battery packs in series 

with a group of low noise current limiting resistors from 2 kQ to 10 MQ. This 

gives discreet current outputs between 2.4 /iA and 12 mA. A potentiometer, 

connected in parallel with the sample, is used to give protection to the device 

under test (DUT) against voltage spikes when the current is first applied.
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The potentiometer is at its resistance minimum, when SW2 is first closed, 

so current runs through the potentiometer but not the sample. The current 

through the sample can be slowly brought up by increasing the resistance of 

the potentiometer. SW3 is used to cut the potentiometer out of the circuit 

when the current through the sample has reached its set point. This avoids 

the potentiometer creating leak current path and extra impedance during 

the noise measurement.

ampiifier

N oisey channeis

va

N o ise le ss  ampiifier

Fig. 3.6: The input noise equivalent circuit diagram of an amplifier.

Fig. 3.6 shows the noise equivalent circuit of an amplifier. In general, 

the noise channels for an amplifier can be fully characterized in terms of two 

noise generators, the input equivalent voltage noise S^a and the input cur

rent noise Sia- The rest of the amplifier can be treated as a noise-free circuit 

[5]. Depending on the input, amplifiers can bo normally divided as bipolar- 

transistor input amplifiers and junction field effect transistor (JFET) input 

amplifiers, with the former having lower voltage noise, but likely to suffer 

from high current noise when a high impedance sample is connected, and 

the later having lower current noise but higher voltage noise. Data sheets of 

amplifiers usually specify the input voltage noise at 1 kHz but input current 

noise might not always be listed.
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The buffer amplifier is made of an AD 620 instrumentation amplifier. It 

has a low input offset drift (< 0.6 jjN/^C) and a bias current below 1 nA. 

The equivalent input voltage noise of the instrumentation amplifier is about 

9 nV /\/H z  at 1 kHz, which is acceptable for our purpose. Three different 

gain setting resistors were connected with the IC chip through a multiple 

switch, hence, totally four different gains, namely Ix , 2x, 11.5x, and 106x 

can be set for the MR measurement. The instrumentation amplifier has 

been tested to bring no effect to the noise measurement circuit.

We use two sets of commercially available AC coupled low noise pream

plifiers for the set-up, namely SR552 and SR550 from Stanford Research 

Systems. They match reasonably well with low and intermediate impedance 

samples, respectively. Table 3.1 is a list of key specifications of the two 

preamplifiers.

SR552 SR550
Input B ipolar junction  transistors Field-elTecl transistors
Input Impcdaricc: 100 k n  +  25 pF 100 M n +  25 pF
Noiso: 1.4 n V ^ H z  (1000 Hz) 

2.5 n V \/H z  (10 Hz)
3.6 n V T H z  (1000 Hz) 

13 n V ^ H z  (10 Hz)
Frequency Range: 0.016 Hz - 1 MHz 0.016 Hz - 100 kHz
M axim um  inputs: 70 mVaMs (overload)

20 V ac and 50 V dc dam age
250 hiV rms (overload)

10 V ac and 100 V dc dam age
C onunon Mode: 1 V peak (Range)

100 dB at 100 Hz (R ejection)
1 V  peak (R ange)

90 dB at 100 Hz (R ejection)
Gain: 10, 20, 50, 100 1, 2, 5, 10
Gain accuracy: 2% (2 Hz - 100 kHz) 2% (2 Hz - 100 kHz)
Gain stability: 200 p p m /‘>C 100 ppm/^^C
O utput im pedance: 600 9. 600 n

Table 3.1: Specifications of SR552 and SR550 preamplifiers.

Both the AD 620 circuit and the two sets of preamplifiers can be powered 

up by either an Agilent E3631A triple output DC power supply or by a 

home-made battery pack using two laptop backup batteries. Measurement 

has been carried out with each, and no significant difference in the power
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line pickup has been found between them. In the context of this work, 

we do not specify in which way the amplifiers were powered up during the 

measurement. Power line pick-up was sometimes present in the measured 

spectra, they do not alter the conclusion of the work and are removed during 

signal processing.

The booster amplifier used is a SR640 wide-band voltage amplifier (Stan

ford Research Systems). It is normally set to give a second stage gain be

tween 10 X -  1000 X.  The amplified noise voltage is then either fed to an 

HP35660A Fast Fourier Transform Spectrum Analyser or through a Krohn- 

llite 3362 Dual channel filter, as anti-aliasing filter, then sami)lcd by a PCI 

6250M data acquisition card (DAQ) from National Instruments (NI).

Magnetic field is generated by an electromagnet with an adjustable dis

tance between the two pole pieces, powered up by a 20 A power supply 

from Bouhnik. The maximum field that can be generated with our sample 

box fixed in between the electromagnet pole pieces is about 1.2 T. The low 

frequency noise profile of the electromagnet has been characterized, by mea

suring inductive pick-up from a 200-turn test coil placed in the centre of the 

electromagnet using the HP35660A spectrum analyser. No feature which 

might potentially affect the noise measurement has been found (Fig. 3.7)^. 

The output of the electromagnet can be controlled by setting the current 

or magnetic field level with the DAQ card’s analogue output channels.

The whole measurement system is controlled by a personal computer 

running LabView (NI). Several LabView programs are either coded or adapted 

from Prof. Nowak’s laboratory for automatic measurements, for exam

ple, MR measurement, single spectrum capture, noise and sample voltage 

against field, coherence measurement, long-time sampling. Many other pro-

^Thc measurement was carried out together with Dr. Plamen Stamenov.
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Fig. 3. 7: Power spectral density of magnetic field generated by the elec
trom agnet in our set-up. The slope is due to the increase of the impedance 
of the pickup coil at low frequencies.

grams were also coded for data  analysis.

The performance of the set-up was tested by measuring the therm al 

noise of different metal film resistors. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8 to

gether with the short and open input noise level of the preamplifier (SR552). 

The short input noise gives the input voltage noise of the amplifier, since 

the current noise source is effectively shorted from the circuit, whereas the 

open input noise can be seen as the voltage fluctuation due to the current 

noise on the input impedance of the amplifier, so it can be converted to 

the input current noise. It can be seen clearly from the graph tha t the 

short input noise of our set-up is very close to the quoted input voltage 

noise of the SR552 preamplifier at 1 kHz. For the 100 Q and 1 kQ resistors, 

their measured noise spectra can be well predicted by the amplifier input
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voltage noise plus their therm al noise S{ f )  = 4kTR,  while for the 10 kii 

resistor, the amplifier’s input current noise has to be taken into account 

to correctly predict the measured spectrum . This follows the above dis

cussion, th a t the bipolar-transistor input SR552 preamplifier is better at 

measuring low impedance samples. For samples of a few kJl impedance, the 

background becomes higher due to the input current noise of the amplifier, 

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) goes down. Hence, for samples having 

impedance larger than a few kfi, the JF E T  input SR550 preamplifier is 

desired.

,-14 ,-22
 R =  100 £i
 R = 1 kn
 R =  10 kn
 SR552 Input short
 SR552 Input open ,-24

,-26

,0 1 2 3

N
X

CM<
C/D~

Frequency (Hz)

Fig . 3.8: Power spectral density measured on three thin film resistors of 
100 Q, 1 kJ7, and 10 kO using SR552 preamplifier with our set-up. Also 
shown is the amplifier input equivalent voltage and current noise. The blue 
dashed line is the voltage noise level of SR552 quoted in the specifications. 
Dashed lines in other colours indicate the respective theoretical estim ate of 
the noise level for each resistor. The lower of the two green dashed lines 
is a theoretical estim ate w ithout taking account of the input current noise, 
whereas the higher one also has it counted.
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3.2.2 M agnetic Force M icroscopy

Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) has been widely used in characteriz

ing the domain structure in magnetic samples since its invention 20 years ago 

[6]. It is an extension of the conventional scanning force microscopy (SFM), 

which moves a microfabricated flexible cantilever with a sharp tip across a 

sample surface using piezoelectric scanners. A force image is produced by 

the deflection of the cantilever due to the interaction between the tip and 

the sample surface. An MFM tip  is either made of a magnetic material, or 

coated with a thin layer (tens of nm) magnetic m aterial, and can sense the 

magnetic stray field emerging from a magnetic sample when it is in close 

proximity to the sample siuface. The spatial resolution of the MFM tech

nique is of the order 10 - 100 nm, though sub-10 nm images are achieved 

in several studies. The force sensitivity of MFM is 10~^^ N /m , which is 

considerably higher than  conventional atomic force microscopy (AFM) [7]. 

In order to minimise the sample surface morphology contribution to the 

MFM contrast, normally an additional scan based on another interaction 

is used to acquire the sample topographic image [8]. For example, in the 

widely adopted Veeco-Digital Instrum ents TappingM ode/LiftM ode^^ in

terleave technique [9], a two-scan process is used. In the first scan, the 

magnetic tip traces the sample surface and a surface morphology image is 

obtained. Then the tip is lifted on the same scan lino to a predefined height 

above the sample surface and another scan is carried out with the feedback 

switched off. This gives an image to which the main contribution is the 

magnetic interaction. The great advantage of MFM, compared with other 

domain imaging techniques, e.g. Lorentz Microscopy and SEM with po

larized analysis, is its high resolution and minimal requirement for sample 

preparation.
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The interpretation of magnetic force microscopy images is not trivial due 

to the complex nature of the interaction between the magnetic tip  and the 

sample. It can be generally treated  as a mapping of the stray field from the 

magnetic surface by a localized point magnetic dipole [10]. Here we use the 

theoretical work by H ubert et al [11] to interpret the mechanism of MFM 

image forming because of its simplicity and applicability to  a wide range

of domain structures. For a magnetic tip in the stray field of a sample,

the m agnetostatic interaction energy in the weak interaction limit, in which 

both the sample magnetization and the tip can be considered as rigid, is 

defined as

E, = -  [  Jup-llsampledV (3.3)
J  tip

in which Jup =  fi'O^tip is the tip magnetic polarization.

Due to the reciprocity relation, the interaction energy can also be ex- 

[)ressed as the sample magnetization in the stray field of the MFM tip

I  ^ s a m p le  ' H f jp  d M  — I  J  sam ple ' ^ ^ t i p  ( 3 '4 )
J  sam ple J  sam ple

in which ^tip is the scalar potential of the stray field (Hjjp =  — V$tip)-

Integrating Eqn. (3.4) by parts, we have

— I  ^ s a m p le ^ t ip  “1“ I  P s a m p le ^ t ip  ( 3 - 5 )
J  sam ple J  sam ple

with

Psam ple  ^  ’ ^s a m p le  < m d  (^sample ^ s a m p le  ' ( 3 - 6 )

in which Psampie and (Jgampie are the magnetic volume and surface charges, 

respectively. From E qn.(3.6) we see th a t, in the weak interaction limit,
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an MP^M can be considered as a sample magnetic charge mapping tool. 

The MFM images are formed by the convolution of the sample magnetic 

charge and the tip scalar potential. In reality, for an MFM running at the 

am plitude modulation mode, the force gradient between the tip and the 

sample is measured. In this case, images are the convolution of the sample 

magnetic charge and the force gradient.

For the MFM measurement presented in this work, a special technique, 

active Q-control, is used in order to achieve better signal-to-noise ratio 

for the images. An additional feedback loop consisting of a phase shifter 

and an amplihcr is utilised to actively modify the cantilevcr damping by a 

controlled increase or decrease in the ‘effective’ quality factor (Q-factor) of 

the system (F'ig. 3.9). The theory of this operation is docmnented in the 

pioneering paper by Mertz et al [12], and further developed by a few other 

authors [13, 14, 15].

In an MFM working with phase detection mode, the sensitivity A(/? is 

proportional to the (J-factor of the cantilever, described by the equation 

below [17].

- - i n
in which A</? is the phase shift of the cantilever, Q is the quality factor, k 

is the spring constant, F{t)  is the driving force, and z{t)  is the cantilever’s 

deflection. The general equation describing the cantilever motion under am

plitude modulation with a self-excitation gain and without any tip-sample 

interaction is as follows [14]:

z"{t) + + iOnZ{t) + LJ^Gz{t — — — cos{ujt) (3.8)
Q Lo m

where u>o is the free resonance frequency of the system, G is the gain factor
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F ig . 3.9: A diagram showing a magnetic force microscopy system with 
active Q-control feedback loop (adapted from [16]).

without units, and m=k/ujQ is the effective mass.

We approxim ate the cantilever deflection to a sinusoidal function z{t) ~  

A ■ sin(u;i), which is not too far from the realistic situation, and choose the 

phase shift used in the feedback (/?=±7t / 2 , we have [18]

Hence, the equation of motion 3.8 can be recast into the following format.

(3.9)
UJ UJ

in which we can define
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Q e f f  Q  m u
(3.11)

Then we have the effective quahty factor Qef f  [14] defined as follows.

An enhancement of the Q-factor leads to a higher sensitivity in the phase 

detection mode.

The magnetic force microscopy measurement was carried out on an Asy

lum Research MFP-3D system with Ni coated low magnetic moment tips 

(Sm artTip B.V.) in order to minimize the stray field from the tip. The 

active Q-factor control loop was achieved by its DSP controller, and inte

grated into the control programme. The height of the tip was 30 - 50 nm 

from the sample surface, where the stray field from the sample was sensed. 

This gives a lateral resolution of 30 - 50 nm (As a rule of thum b, the spa

tial resolution of an MFM is roughly the same as the tip lift height above 

the sample surface). A typical phase change of 3° was observed from one 

domain to the next, compared to a reported phase resolution of ~  0.1° for 

a home-built AFM [19]. The combination of active (^-control and low mo

ment tips ensure good quality MFM images with minimum distortion of the 

samj)le magnetization state  due to the tip  stray field.
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Chapter 4

M agnetization  Sw itching and  

F luctuations in (C oF e/P t)n  

M ultilayers w ith  Perpendicular  

M agnetic A nisotropy

Thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) have been 

under intensive investigation in the last few decades. Magnetization switch

ing in PMA media is very often more complicated than for films with only 

in-plane anisotropy. The existence of the out-of-plane anisotropy constant 

creates a delicate balance among different energy terms, in competition 

with the in-plane magnetic shape anisotropy term. Magnetic fluctuations 

in PMA magnetic films are of great importance for magnetic recording ap

plications, but have not been addressed previously. In this chapter, we show 

how the magnetic noise due to fluctuations in the magnetization of a small 

sample volume of a PMA magnetic material changes as we go around the 

hysteresis loop. The fluctuations are measured using the anomalous Hall
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effect, which gives a much higher sensitivity than  microscopic magnetome

ters. First order reversal curves (FORCs) were also used to characterize the 

magnetization switching process, and an account of the results was based 

on the classical Preisach model, which trea ts the magnetic hysteresis as a 

superposition of elementary square hysteresis loops — ’hysterons’.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Perpendicular M agnetic A nisotropy M edia

In micromagnetics, the discrete nature of m atter is neglected. The shape 

anisotropy due to dipolar interactions of a uniformaly-magnetized ellipsoid 

can then be expressed by the demagnetizing field

H d  = - N - M  (4.1)

where N  is the demagnetizing factor, which is dependent on the ratio of the 

three axes of the ellipsoid, a, b, and c [1]. Numerical values of N  have been 

tabulated by Osborn [2].

The demagnetizing factor for a thin magnetic film is simple. It is 1 

for the magnetization direction perpendicular to the layer, while zero for 

any in-plane magnetization direction. This leads to the shape anisotropy 

of magnetic thin films, defined as the m agnetostatic energy due to dipolar 

interactions per unit volume

Ed = ^ /x q M ^ c o s^ ^  (4.2)

in which 0 is the angle between the magnetization and the film normal [3].
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This shape anisotropy energy favours an in-plane magnetization direction, 

and it is the reason that an in-plane direction is always the easy magneti

zation direction in conventional magnetic thin films.

However, there exist a few magnetic thin film systems and superlattice 

structures, in which the preferred magnetization orientation lies perpendic

ular to the film plane, due to other anisotropy energy contributions. In 

general, the effective magnetic anisotropy energy A'efr in J/m^ can be ex

pressed by a vohune term K y  and an interface term Kg

Kef! = + ‘2'Ks/t (4-3)

with t the thickness of the magnetic layer [1].

The main contribution to the first term in Eqn. (4.3) is very often the 

magnetostatic energy described by Eqn. (4.2). However, in certain magnetic 

materials, for example, well-oriented chemically ordered LIq FePt [4] and 

FePd alloys [5], or hep cobalt thin films with its c-axis perpendicular to the 

film plane [6], the magnetocrystalline anisotropy can play a very important 

part in the volume anisotropy term, even changing the easy magnetization 

axis from in-plane to out-of-plane.

The second term in Eqn. (4.3), Kg, can normally also be divided into two 

parts. The first part is usually named as interface anisotropy, first discussed 

by Louis Neel [7], which also originates from the spin-orbit coupling, as 

in the case of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The difi^erence between 

the interface anisotropy and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is due to 

the breaking of lattice symmetry at the interface [1]. Hence, in magnetic 

multilayers, having a very high interface to volume ratio, it is possible to 

obtain an interface anisotropy term favouring the thin film normal direction, 

e.g. in C o/P t and Co/Pd multilayers [8, 9, 10, 11]. The second part is often
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called ’magneto-elastic anisotropy’, which can be seen as the inverse effect of 

magnetostriction -  the change of sample dimension due to its magnetization 

change^. This anisotropy can be expressed as

^ m e  =

with A the m agnetostriction constant, a  the stress, c the strain, and E  

the elastic modulus given hy a = Ee [1], For thin film multilayers, the 

most im portant magneto-elastic anisotropy comes from the mismatch of the 

lattice param eters of two materials. It has been shown experimentally tha t 

the perpendicular anisotropy in C o /P t and C o /P d  multilayers is partly from 

this magneto-elastic anisotropy and partly from the interface contribution 

[12, 13],

One im portant param eter characterizing a magnetic thin film with per

pendicular anisotropy is its ’quality factor’ Q defined as [14]

It can be seen as the ratio of the out-of-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy 

A'u to the shape anisotropy created by dipolar interactions, with the for

mer consisting of possible contributions from magnetocrystalline, interface, 

and magneto-elastic anisotropies. Uniformly-magnetized films of a few 

nanometers thick having spontaneous magnetization Mg and perpendicular 

anisotropy exhibit perpendicular magnetization when the quality factor 

is greater than  1. The hysteresis may then be a simple square loop like 

th a t of a Stoner-W ohlfarth particle (Appendix A.6), with an abrupt switch

^Strictly speaking, magneto-elastic anisotropy might not be a pure interface 
anisotropy. For details see [1].
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from magnetization +Mg to —Mg at the coercive field when the applied 

field is along the easy axis. Perpendicular magnetization remains possible 

when Q < I, but in a multidomain state, which is stabilized by the stray 

field created by a maze of stripe domains. In that case, the magnetization 

switches from a uniformly-magnetized state in a positive applied field to a 

maze domain state, which is then progressively demagnetized by domain 

wall motion. The reverse stripes broaden and the normal stripes narrow 

before breaking up into segments and bubbles, eventually disappearing as 

the sample reaches saturation in the reverse direction. This process is de

picted in Fig. 4.1. U Q becomes even smaller, the out-of-plane uniaxial 

anisotropy is not enough to sustain this perpendicular magnetization, and 

magnetization of the thin film turns in-plane.

a b c

Fig. 4.1 : Domains patterns observed in a typical magnetic thin film with 
Q ~  1 during magnetization switching, (a) Stripe domains, (b) reverse 
stripes broadening while the normal stripes narrowing, (c) bubble domains 
(reproduced from [15]).

From the application point of view, magnetic thin films with perpendic

ular anisotropy were first developed as potential magneto-optical recording 

media [9], and are still of great interest for the perpendicular magnetic 

storage industry [16, 17]. It also finds new applications in the spintronics
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com m unity [18, 19]. Hence, understand ing  the  physics, especially the  m ag

netization  sw itching process in these m aterials, is im portan t for addressing 

these application issues. C obalt or iron by itself norm ally does not have 

enough anisotropy to  susta in  perpendicular m agnetization in unstruc tu red  

films, bu t when it is p repared in th in  film form and interleaved w ith layers 

of P t  or Pd, the  interfacial anisotropy and th e  reduced m agnetization of the 

stack ensure th a t  Q ~  1. T hey form stripe  dom ains when the  applied m ag

netic  field is decreased from positive sa tu ra tion , which have been used in 

determ ining the  dom ain-wall resistance in wires p a tte rned  from the  stacks 

[20]. T he system  we investigate in th is chapter, the  (C o F e /P t)„  m ultilayers 

w ith 10 atom ic percent iron doping in the  cobalt layer, is expected to  have a 

sim ilar m agnetic behaviour as th e  well stud ied  C o /P t  m ultilayers, possibly 

w ith a  higher m om ent due to  iron doping.

4.1.2 A nom alous Hall Effect

In m agnetic m aterials in a perpendicular m agnetic field, it has been 

observed th a t a  much larger Hall voltage develops in the transverse direc

tion  of the curren t flow th an  can by explained by the  ordinary  Hall effect. 

Phenom enologically, it can be described by the following equation.

p H  — ^ 0 ^  +  (4-6)

w ith Ph  the Hall resistivity, R q the  ord inary  Hall coefficient, and Rg the 

anom alous Hall coefficient [21]. T he ord inary  Hall voltage changes linearly 

w ith the  applied m agnetic field, while th e  anom alous Hall coefficient is pro

portional to  the  m agnetization of the  sam ple. In a  ferrom agnetic m aterial, 

it has been suggested th a t  the second term  Rg is norm ally the dom inant
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contribution [22], Hence, it can be used to characterize the magnetization 

switching in a ferromagnet via a simple electrical measurement.

The origin of the anomalous Hall effect is still under an intense debate. 

It is generally agreed th a t spin-orbit scattering and the asymm etry in spin- 

up and spin-down electrons in a ferromagnetic material are the key factors 

in any model for AHE. Two models have always been mentioned in this 

context. The first is the ’skew scattering’ mechanism, which is the broken 

left-right symmetry in a scattering event. The second is called ’side-jump’ 

mechanism, which is a quantum  mechanical effect causing hnite lateral dis- 

l^lacement upon scattering, and it is the most significant effect in ferromag- 

nets with short mean free paths. The former model gives a Rg proportional 

to the longitudinal resistivity of a homogeneous sample, Rs oc whereas 

the la tter model predicts the scaling of Rg as the square of the longitudinal 

resistivity Rg oc pl^.

In a magnetic/non-m agnetic multilayer system, such as (C oFe/P t)„ which 

we studied, it is not clear what the scaling rules should be. Theoretical 

studies have shown th a t the scaling rules in superlattice multilayers are to 

be modified [23], and it was partly  supported by subsequent experimental 

works [13]. For this reason, we use the so-called ’black box’ approach to 

trea t our anomalous Hall effect d a ta  [24], in which samples are only charac

terized by the phenomenological param eters w ithout further discussion on 

the origin of the effect. Hence, for our (C oFe/P t)„ multilayers

Vh
P H  =  - f t  (4.7)

where Vh is the Hall voltage, I  is the longitudinal current through the 

sample, and L is the to tal thickness of the multilayers. Assuming the para

magnetic layer (Pt) is not polarized by the ferromagnetic cobalt layer (which
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is not exactly  true  in reality  [25]), we have

It.  = (4.8)
H o m p M t p M

where R h is the  m easured anom alous Hall resistance, mp M  and  are 

the m agnetic m om ent and the  thickness of cobalt layers, respectively [24],

4.1.3 Preisach M odel and First Order R eversal Curves

T he hysteresis behaviour of m agnetization  sw itching is usually charac

terized by the  m ajor hysteresis loop, which s ta r ts  from a  large positive 

m agnetic field under which the  m ateria l is sa tu ra ted , and goes to  a large 

negative m agnetic field to  sa tu ra te  the  m aterial in the  opposite direction, 

then  comes back. T his process can be stopped  a t some point of the  m ajor 

hysteresis loop, and the  apphcd field sw itched to  the  opposite direction, 

driving the  m aterial back to  sa tu ra tion . This is called a first-order reversal 

curve (FO R C ), and the  point a t which the  field is reversed is called a tu rn 

ing point [26]. A FO RC is a  m inor hysteresis loop w ith only a  single tu rn ing  

point. T he m agnetic field a t th is point is denoted the  reversal field. If 

we m easure a series of hrst-order reversal curves across a range of reversal 

fields, they  will fill the  interior of the  m ajor hysteresis loop. We denote the  

m agnetization under applied field H  on the  first-order reversal curve w ith 

a reversal field of Hji  as M { H n ,  H) .  T he  FO R C  d istribu tion  param eter 

p{Hf i , H)  is then  defined by a mixed second-order derivative [27, 26, 28],

=  OH,OH

It can be seen th a t  the  definition of H)  elim inates the  pure re

versible p a rt of the  m agnetization [29], since in th is case the  m agnetization
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does not change from one reversal curve to another, and the 

successive FORCs overlap. Hence, the magnetization is a single variable 

function against applied magnetic field H . This leads to a zero value of the 

FORC distribution parameter p{I^r , H). A plot of the FORC distribution 

parameter p{Hr , H)  against H and Hr is called a FORC diagram.

M

H r

H.u

M

H  H

Fig. 4.2: A diagram showing a non-interacting hysteron (left) and a hys- 
tcron with an interaction field //„.

The Preisach model is a mathematical tool for describing the hystere

sis behaviour [30]. It considers the material having a large collection of 

square hysteresis loops -  hysterons, each with a normalized magnetization 

ru, but different coercive fields He and interaction fields //„  (Fig. 4.2). The 

interaction field shifts the centre of a hysteron from the origin. A posi

tively saturated hysteron reverses when a magnetic field of Hfi =  —Hc + Hu 

is applied, whereas a negatively saturated hysteron reverses at an applied 

magnetic field of / /  =  //c +  //„ [26]. From the view of Preisach model, the 

event of a hysteron switching is lodged by the mixed second-order derivative 

p{H[i, H). Hence, a diagram of the FORC distribution parameter against
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Hfi and / / ,  is effectively a diagram of hysteron switching events. The crit

ical field and interaction field of a hysteron are related to Hji and H  by 

[31, 32]

= (4.10)

Hence, we can also build FORC diagrams on the lie-flu plane, namely 

the Preisach plane. Previously, FORC diagrams have been intensively in

vestigated in magnetic nanoparticles [33, 34, 35, 36]. A FORC diagram of 

[Co(0.4 nm )/P t(0 .7  nm)]5o multilayers was also reported [29], together with 

a few more studies on multilayer thin films [37, 38]. However, no systematic 

studies on the FORC diagrams in relation to the multilayer repetition was 

carried out. Moreover, the authors only looked a t the FORC diagram on 

the Hji-H plane, but not on the real Preisach plane.

4.2 M aterials and M ethods

Our samples of (C oFe/Pt)„ were deposited by DC sputtering in an SFI 

Shamrock industrial sputter tool on Si/Si02 substrates. Layer thicknesses 

were 0.5 nm and 1.0 nm for the CogoFeio (numbers are in atomic percent) 

and P t, respectively, with a 2 nm P t cap and seed layer. The number of 

repeats were 10, 20 and 50. The stacks were patterned into Hall bars by 

photolithography. Gold pads were fabricated by a second optical hthogra- 

phy process to further reduce the two point resistance of the low repetition 

samples. Fig. 4.3 shows selected SEM images of the Hall crosses. The wires 

have a width w =  3 //m, and their thickness t varies from 19 nm for n =  

10 to 79 nm for ?̂  =  50 (including the P t seed and capping layers). For 

the Hall noise measurement, the Hall resistance is measured by passing a 

current, 7 =  1 - 3  mA along the wire, and sensing the Hall voltage V (~  1
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mV) across the transverse contacts on the transport and noise measurement 

set-up described in C hapter 3. hi our case, the anomalous Hall voltage is 

proportional to the perpendicular m agnetization M  averaged over the ac

tive volume in the Hall bar, which is approxim ately nP‘t. Small incremental 

changes in field were used to sweep between magnetic states. Noise mea

surements were started  a few seconds after attaining the field setpoint and 

typically consisted of acquiring 50 - 100 averages of the power spectrum. 

The averaged power spectrum  was binned into 7 consecutive octaves and 

their values were recorded.

(a) (b)

Fig . 4 .3  : SEM images of (C oFe/P t)„ Hall crosses fabricated by photolithog
raphy. (a) Hall crosses of a (C oFe/Pt)io sample with additional Au contacts; 
(b) Hall crosses of a (CoFe/Pt)so sample w ithout additional Au contacts.

Magnetic force microscopy was performed on thin films of the same 

stack under virgin sta te  of the sample, or else after an AC dem agnetization 

process. No significant difference in domain structure was observed between 

these two states. This suggests th a t the stray field of the sputtering gun 

in our deposition system is too weak to exert any perceptible effect on the 

domain structure. The MFM images were used to characterize the domain 

size of the samples. Selected Hall crosses were also imaged under MFM,
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and no distinguishable difference in tfie domain structure was observed in 

comparison to their thin film counterparts.

Unpatterned samples were also measured in a commercial superconduct

ing quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer, with a magnetic 

field of 5 T for determining their saturation magnetization.

FORCs of the same samples were measured in a magnetotransport set

up on a GMW electromagnet. The current sourcing and voltage readout are 

both performed by a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter. The whole measurement 

set-up was connected via GPIB bus, and controlled by a computer running 

LabView.

4.3 R esults

4.3.1 D om ain Structure and A nom alous H all Effect

The hysteresis loops in Fig. 4.4 were deduced from the anomalous Hall 

signal at a field scan rate of 1 - 2 mT-s“ .̂ A hysteretic behaviour closely 

resembling that for perpendicular anisotropy films with Q ~  1 as described 

in Section 4.1.1 is evident. On the left, are illustrations of the domain 

structure in the virgin, unmagnetized state, determined by magnetic force 

microscopy. The domain structures for the n =  20 and n = 50 stacks in zero 

field, after saturation, resemble those in the virgin state. The domain width 

is 100 - 150 nm. Samples with lower n have a slightly larger domain width, 

which can be well described by the Kooy-Enz model [39], or a modified 

model taking the multilayer nature of the sample into account [40] (see 

Appendix A.7). The comparison with the magnetization loop measured on 

an unpatterned film (n = 20) using a SQUID magnetometer is shown by 

the dotted line in Fig. 4.4(b). Evidently, the magnetization averaged over
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Fig. 4.4; Magnetic hysteresis loops of three (CogoFeio/Pt) multilayer 
stacks, with different numbers n of bilayer repeats. Hysteresis loops are 
deduced from the anomalous Hall effect. MFM images (5 /xm x 5 //m) 
show the domain structure in the virgin state of each sample. In the n =  20 
case, the magnetization curve is compared with one determined by SQUID 
magnetornetry on an unpatterned film.
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the small active Hall volume is representative of the magnetization of the 

whole film. The reversal in the quasi-linear slanted sections of the hysteresis 

loops occurs in the maze domain state, as described in detail in Refs. [29] 

and [41], Comparisons with loops calculated by Clarke et al. [42] can be 

used to associate Q numbers of 1.06, 0.94 and 0.69, respectively, with the 

three samples.

The magnetization of the unpatterned stacks was determined as M  = 

500 kAm '^ from SQUID measurements. The magnetic moment in the ac

tive volume of the Hall bar is only of order 10“ ^̂  Am^, or about 10^° Bohr 

magnetons. This is far beyond the sensitivity of the SQUID. G reater sensi

tivity to magnetic fluctuations may be achieved by measuring the stray field 

of a tiny magnet placed on an microsquid, a t cryogenic tem peratures [43], or 

by passing an electron beam through the specimen, in Lorentz microscopy 

[44]. However, the present m ethod provides a measure of the perpendicu

lar magnetization as well. The anomalous Hall resistance can be used to 

determine both the relative magnetization in a submicron volume, and its 

temporal fluctuations, quickly and accurately over a range of tem peratures.

It is also known th a t (C o /P t)„  multilayer systems normally have com

plicated rate-dependent magnetization processes. In order to confirm tha t 

the measured anomalous Hall effect loops in Fig. 4.4 are not greatly affected 

by the field sweep rate, we measured the AHE voltage while ‘boosting’ the 

electromagnet from positive saturation to negative saturation. In this case, 

the field ramping rate is only limited by the internal current-limiting capac

itor of the electromagnet power supply, and a field ramp from -1-400 m T to 

-400 niT takes only 5 - 6 s. The resulted half-loop is shown in Fig. 4.5 and 

compared to  th a t measured by sweeping the field in a normal rate of 1 - 2 

mT-s“ \  as for Fig. 4.4. No significant difference is observed between these
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Fig. 4.5: Magnetization curves measured l3y sweeping the apphed magnetic 
field step by step with a rate of 1 - 2 mT-s“ \  and measured by boosting 
the magnetic field between positive and negative saturation within 5 s.

two cases (much of the difference observed in the figure can be attributed to 

the oscillation of the current limiting feedback control of the power supply), 

which suggests that the AHE loops we measured are representative for quite 

a wide range of field ramping rates.

4.3.2 A nom alous H all V oltage N oise

Figure 4.6 shows half hysteresis loops on n  —  10, 20, 50 stacks, and 

the Hall voltage noise in an octave centred at 4.8 Hz as a function of field. 

The noise-field profile on the three stacks show similar behaviours for the 

lowest three octaves (extending up to ~  50 Hz) on all the stacks measured. 

Profiles of the higher octaves show progressively higher field-independent 

background levels outside the magnetization reversal region. This is due to
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the therm al noise of the lead resistance, Ri, in series with the Hall segment. 

Ri is about 500 Q, much larger than ~  1 Jl, and its therm al noise 

dominates the power spectrum  at high frequencies (see Fig. 4.10). This can 

be seen more clearly when noise voltage across different octaves are plotted, 

as in Fig. 4.7. The noise power in each octave is expected to be the same 

for pure 1 / /  noise (P  =  A\n2, with A  being a constant), but doubles among 

consecutive octaves for white noise. It describes exactly what is observed in 

Fig. 4.7, where 1 / /  noise only exists during the magnetization switching.

Taking Fig. 4.6(b), for example, the magnetic noise behavior can be 

sununarized as follows. When the magnetic field is at positive saturation 

(450 niT), no low-frequency noise above the therm al background level is 

observed. Spikes in the low frequency noise power, more than  an order 

of magnitude above the background level, are observed when the magnetic 

field is swept back to the domain nucleation field, where a sudden switch 

in Hall voltage occurs. The Hall voltage then crosses over into a regime 

tha t is linear in field, which is characteristic of the widening of the reversed 

stripe domains. Concurrently, the magnetic noise is considerably lower, but 

remains well above the background. At a more negative field (-150 mT), 

close to reverse saturation, huge noise spikes reappear together with changes 

in the slope of the Hall voltage {dVn/djj-oll). The occurrence of noise spikes 

persists over a magnetic field range of about 50 mT, and disappears when 

the magnetic layer reaches negative saturation.

Minor loops studies have been carried out to verify the appearance of 

magnetic noise in relation to the sample magnetization states (Fig. 4.8). It 

has been shown th a t magnetic noise only appears in the region of applied 

field where magnetization reversal occurs. No excess noise was observed 

when the sample is fully saturated  independent of the magnetic history.
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Fig. 4.6 : Anomalous Hall voltage and octave noise power (centred a t 4.8 
IIz) against magnetic field for three samples with different n. The bias 
current for AHE has been normalized to 1.2 niA.
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Fig. 4 .7  : Anomalous Hall votage and octave noise power in the lowest 3 
octaves against magnetic field for a sample with n =  10. The bias current 
is 2.4 mA

It has been shown th a t the noise-field profile depends partly on the wait

ing time before the noise da ta  is taken after each setpoint field is reached. 

To characterize this effect, we conducted noise vs. field measurements, in 

which noise data  were only taken 5 niin after each field setpoint was reached. 

The result is shown in Fig. 4.9. Due to the restriction in the to tal measure

ment time, fewer da ta  points were taken. Compared to Fig. 4.6(b), we can 

see th a t the noise spikes around the domain nucleation field (0 mT) and 

close to the negative saturation (-150 - -200 mT) have almost disappeared. 

The only noise spike which has left is th a t when bubble domains are fi

nally squeezed out of the sample at ~  200 mT. This suggests th a t the noise 

spikes during the above two situations are not due to stationary processes. 

However, excess noise power of 1 / /  nature, appearing during the continuous 

expansion of stripe domains, is hardly affected by the length of waiting time
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Fig . 4.8: Tliree minor hysteresis loops of anomalous Hall voltage and octave 
noise power (centred at 4.8 Hz) against magnetic field measured on a n  =  
20 sample. The reversal field H[i are -50 mT, -fOO m T and -f50 mT, 
respectively. The bias current is 1.2 niA.

before which noise da ta  were taken. It is stationary noise.

In order to better understand how the noise is related to the magnetiza

tion switching process, we recorded noise spectra at several representative 

magnetic field levels on the n =  20 sample (Fig. 4.10). The magnetic field 

was swept a t a rate of 2 mT-s“  ̂ from positive saturation to  the field setpoint. 

At each field, an average power spectrum  was determined from 64 consec

utive power spectra computed from 5 s tim e records of the Hall voltage, 

sampled at 400 Hz. The to tal da ta  acquisition time at each field setpoint 

was about 5 min.

The spectra are characterized by excess low-frequency noise scaling in

versely with frequency and crossing over to a white (frequency-independent) 

noise level above 50 Hz. The white noise level is the expected therm al noise.
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Fig. 4.9 : Anomalous Hall voltage and octave noise power (centred at 4.8 
Hz) against magnetic field on a sample with n = 20. Noise data were taken 
5 min after each field setpoint was reached. The bias current is ~  3.2 niA.

Sv  =  4A:gTR, coming from the lead resistance. The two noise spectra in 

P"ig. 4.10 having the highest slopes (denoted by the solid symbols • and A)  

were obtained at 25 mT (just before the magnetization switch) and at -175 

mT (just before negative saturation). Their low frequency dependences can 

be fitted by a power-Iaw curve, Sy = 1 / / “ , with a  ~  1.7.

The large noise spikes that occur around the magnetization switching 

and just before negative saturation are due to step-like magnetic relaxation 

events that occur during the timescale of our measurements. The relax

ation process gives rise to nonstationary noise spectra as illustrated by two 

other spectra shown in Fig. 4.10 (Q  and A). These spectra were taken 

during a 5 minute time interval starting 5 min after the setpoint fields were 

reached. They show very different characteristics compared to their earlier
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Fig. 4.10: Noise spectra at three different magnetic fields for the sample 
of Fig. 4.G. The Held was swept from positive saturation to the setpoint at 
a rate of 2 mT-s“ .̂ The background has been subtracted from the spectra 
except for the one taken in the second 5 min a t -175 niT. The dashed 
line is the background, consisting of the amplifier noise and the therm al 
background noise of the sample.

counterparts. The spectrum  denoted by open circles was measured 5 min 

after reaching a setpoint field of 25 mT. It closely resembles the 1 / /  spectra 

measured a t 0 m T (■  and □ ). This can be understood because after the 

magnetization switch at 25 mT is complete, the sample is in a maze domain 

state  where the magnetic noise has a 1 / /  spectrum . The open triangles 

denote the spectrum  at -175 m T taken after 5 min. It is nearly equivalent 

to the spectrum  of the amplifier plus therm al resistance noise (dashed line) 

because the relaxation process has driven the system to negative saturation. 

On the other hand, magnetic noise spectra obtained at a setpoint field of 

0 m T were stationary, and of 1 / /  character. There was little or no change
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of the spectra within a time frame of a few hours (□ in Fig. 4.10), or even 

days.

In Fig. 4.11, we plot the noise power density at 4 Hz and 10 Hz in zero 

field against current bias. The data are consistent with an scaling (de

noted by the black line). From Eq. (4.6), the Hall resistance is proportional 

to the magnetization in the active area. Hence, the observed quadratic de

pendence, Sy ^ P,  indicates that the current is probing the magnetization 

fluctuations in the sample.

1E-15

•  10 Hz

IE-16

IE-17

/g (mA)

Fig.  4.11: Power spectrum density at 4 Hz and 10 Hz for a n =  20 sample 
with different current biases.

The time evolution of the magnetization can be used to further char

acterize the magnetic noise spectra. Figure 4.12 shows three time records 

of the Hall voltage which were started shortly (~  1 s) after the setpoint 

field was reached upon sweeping the field down from positive saturation. 

Substantial magnetic relaxation is observed at short times for setpoint 

fields near the magnetization switching field (Fig. 4.12(a)) and there is also
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Fig. 4.12: Time sequence measured on a n =10 sample with different 
setpoint fields, (a) -10 mT, (b) -20 rnT, and (c) -250 rnT. Points A, B and 
C refer to those labelled in Fig. 4.4a. The bias current is 1.2 mA.

some relaxation in the quasi-hnear V h  v s . h q J I  region (Fig. 4.12(b)). No 

relaxation is observed when the sample is driven to negative saturation 

(Fig. 4.12(c)). For setpoint fields just before magnetization switching, the 

relaxation is characterized by a series of Barkhausen jumps such as those 

shown in Fig. 4.12(a). In the quasi-linear vs. fioH region, the relaxation 

is continuous and is related to the magnetic aftcr-cffoct. Also known as 

magnetic viscosity, this is the sluggish time response of the magnetization 

to a change in applied field, within the hysteresis loop. At times which are 

neither very short, nor very long, the change of magnetization varies as

A M  = Sln{t/to) 
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where S  is the magnetic viscosity which is related to a fluctuation field by 

Hf = S/xirr,  in which Xirr is the irreversible susceptibility [45, 46]. The 

magnetization relaxation for the n =  10 sample at -20 m T can be fitted to 

Eq. (4.11), with S  ~  50 A-m“  ̂ and to ^  1 s.

4.3.3 First Order R eversal Curves

The results of the first order reversal curves measurement are summa

rized in Figs. 4.13 - 4.15 Due to the sharp transition in the n =  10 sample 

at the switching field, significantly fewer FORCs were recorded. There is 

a drift of the Hall voltage signal in some of the measurements, which is 

attributed  to  the very long time it takes to acquire the full set of FORC 

loops (in the range of a few tens of hours).

The FORC diagrams of the three samples, plotted on the Preisach plane, 

with He and //„  as the two axes, are summarized in Fig. 4.16.

Some key observations from the FORCs diagrams can be summarized 

as follows. There are two clearly distinguishable peaks in all the three dia

grams, one of which has a positive interaction field //„ , while the interaction 

field of the other one is negative. The coercive fields for both peaks increase 

with the number of repetitions, n, from 10 to 50. The coercive field for 

the peak with negative interaction field is always larger. There is also a 

trend tha t the peaks become broader as n increases. W hen the number 

of repetitions grows from 10 to 50, the distance between these two peaks 

becomes larger. The area between the two peaks is considerably quiet, with 

a very small FORC distribution param eter p{Hu,Hc).  A slightly larger p

^Thc results were obtained in a summer student project for Nicolas Decorde, from 
INSA Toulouse, set up by the candidate, and coordinated with Dr. Karsten Rode and Dr. 
Plamen Stamenov. The FORCs diagrams were calculated with the help of Dr. Plamen 
Stamenov.
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Fig. 4.13: FORCs measured on a (CoFe/Pt)io sample.

for the 50 repetition sample is observed compared to samples with 10 and 

20 repetitions. Another noticeable feature is that there exists a small peak 

with a very small coercive field in the FORCs diagram for the 50 repetition 

sample besides the other two peaks mentioned above. This peak also has a 

positive interaction field and is connected to the other positive interaction 

field peak with an area having non-zero /?(/■/„, He) values.
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Fig. 4.14: FORCs measured on a (CoFe/Pt)2o sample.

4.4 D iscussion

4.4.1 A nom alous H all V oltage N oise

We first consider the 1 / noise spectrum at the switching field and 

before negative saturation. A number of physical processes can lead to 

a 1 / / “ spectrum with a close to 2, including a drift or stepwise change 

of resistance [47, 48], a growth-coalescence process [49, 50], and two-level 

fluctuations having a characteristic transition rate [51, 52]. In the case of 

electromigration, resistance drift leads to a spectrum with higher spectral 

density at low frequencies. In previous work, Koch [53] studied the power
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Fig. 4.15: FORCs measured on a (CoFe/Pt)5o sample.

spectrum from a resistor whose resistance varies with time

R{t) = Ro + at  (4.12)

He showed that its power spectrum could be expressed as

a ^ T
S { f )  = (4.13)

where T is the measurement time. Similarly, if the resistance of a resistor 

takes step-like drift, the power spectrum is

SU) = ^
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where N  is the number of independent positive resistance jumps in the 

measurement time T,  and A R  is the size of each resistance step. As a 

m atter of fact, these are both 1/ p  spectra. In general, a superposition of 

both 1 / p  and ordinary 1 / /  noise [54] is likely, and thus a  values between 

1 and 2 can be evident over some range of frequencies. In our case, we 

attribute the noise spikes and the 1 / spect rum to the magnetization 

relaxation process happening at the switching field and immediately before 

negative saturation, as already mentioned in the results section.

We now try to understand the nearly 1 / /  noise within the stripe domain 

state. Two plausible explanations of this magnetic noise are;

— Spontaneous reversals of an activation volume (nucleus), which are 

not followed by growth of the reverse domain. The activation volume in 

a hard magnet is a})proximately where Sb is the Bloch wall width 

7r(y4/A'u)^/^, where A is the exchange stiffness. Using values of /I =  10 

p j m“  ̂ [38] and /('„ =  1.5 x 10  ̂ J m“  ̂ (corresponding to Q = 0.94) for our 

n = 20 sample, we estimate that 6b is 25 nni and 5'b 1-5 x 10  ̂ nm^.

- Fluctuations of the position of the domain walls (Fig. 4.17). Walls 

are expected to be strongly pinned at defect sites. If the average distance 

between these is d, then the fluctuating volume will be approximately Q.ldPt. 

The value of d (~  300 nm) corresponds to the length of the straight seg

ments of domain wall shown in Fig. 4.4b. The reversal volume is then ~  

2.7 X 10  ̂ nm^. These domain wall reconfigurations can be modelled as a 

fluctuating two-level system, characterized by an activation barrier between 

two, nearly equivalent energy levels. A superposition of a large number 

two-level systems with a broad distribution of activation energies is known 

to give rise to a 1 / /  spectrum (see Chapter 2) [55, 56].

The amplitude of the fluctuations by integrating the 0 mT spectrum
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shown in Fig. 4.10 indicates th a t  the  fluctuating m agnetic volumes are of 

order 3.0 x 10^ nm^. This volume is sim ilar to  the  reversal volume due to  

a moving dom ain wall, b u t significantly g reater th an  the  activation volume 

(1.5 X 10“* nm^). Furtherm ore, a new wall w ith finite area  ( ~  m ust

be created  to  form the  activation volume. The energy cost is expensive -  

<7̂  =  Ay A K  =  5 m J per square m eter of dom ain wall, or w 3300 k ^ T  

per nucleus in the  n  =  20 sample. By contrast, there  is no need to  create 

new wall area  to  accom m odate the  reversal in the  second model because the  

walls them selves are not stra igh t. Therefore, we conclude th a t  th e  m agnetic 

fluctuations th a t  give rise to  s ta tionary  1 / /  noise are rela ted  to  dom ain wall 

movem ents, ra ther th an  a  spontaneous nucleation process.

Strong pinning site

Weak pinning site

DW

F ig .  4 .17;  A diagram  showing the  proposed dom ain wall fluctuation m ech
anism  as the  1 / /  noise source.

Next, we exam ine w hether the m agnetization fluctuations responsible 

for the  sta tionary  1 / /  noise can be characterized as reversible dom ain re

configurations in therm al equilibrium . T he fluctuation-dissipation theorem
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(FDT) relates the magnetization fluctuations and the susceptibility (see 

Appendix A.2). A recent study of spin-valve structures reported a linear 

correlation between the magnetic noise power and the resistance suscep

tibility that was in quantitative agreement with FDT predictions [57]. A 

similar trend is evident in our samples; that is, the noise magnitude be

tween saturation states is roughly correlated with the slope of the Hall 

voltage { d V n / d l i o H ) .

For a. sample in thermal equilibrium and exhibiting a linear response, 

the power spectrum of the magnetic moment S m { f )  is given by [58]

where /xq is the permeability of free space, is Boltzmann’s constant, and 

x'mil)  out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility. We then use the Kramers- 

Kronig relation between the in-phase and out-of-phase susceptibility [59] 

(see also Appendix A.5), to give

in which x'm the in-phase susceptibility. In our samples, we have

where Q =  ■uP't is the active volume of the sample, and ( d V H / d M )  can be 

worked out from Eqn. (4.6). Using Eqri. (4.15 - 4.17), we arrive at the total 

fluctuation relation for anomalous Hall effect

(4.15)

(4.16)

^  (4.17)

(4.18)
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where I  is the  bias curren t. T he left hand  side of Eqn. (4.18) is given 

by the  slope of the  Vh  v s  fXoH curve in Fig. 4.6, which leads to  a  DC Hall 

voltage susceptibility  of 3.5 x 10“  ̂ V /T . This value is close to  th a t  obtained 

from the  right hand  side of the  equation, by in tegrating  the  S v { f )  curve at 

zero field in Fig. 4.10 across our m easurem ent window, which is 2.5 x 10“  ̂

V /T . T he upper lim it of in tegration  in Eqn. (4.18) is m ade finite because the  

m agnetic noise power is observed to  fall below the  therm al background above 

100 Hz; hence, it can no longer be distinguished. If we assum e the  m agnetic 

l / f  noise extends out to  1 GHz then  the  predicted  Hall voltage susceptibility  

is still only 3 - 4  tim es larger th a n  the  m easured one. Given th is uncertainty, 

the two sides of Eqn. (4.18) are in fair quan tita tive  agreem ent and th is can 

be regarded as reasonable evidence th a t  in an applied m agnetic field between 

0 m T  and -150 m T, the  sam ple is in a quasi-equilibrium  condition.

4.4.2 First Order R eversal Curves

T he explanation of FO R C  diagram s is never simple. W ithou t proper 

sim ulation work, m ost of th e  conclusions would not be of hundred  percent 

certainty. However, some distinguishing features can be well sp o tted  from 

our FO R C  diagram s, which lead to  valuable insight into the  m agnetization 

sw itching process in the  system .

T he two peaks d istinguished in each sample, can be associated w ith 

two different sets of hysterons, each of which have a sim ilar coercive field 

He and in teraction  field / /„ , respectively. T he distance betw een these two 

peaks shows how different these two sets of hysterons are. T he enlarged 

distance when n  goes from 10 to  50 m eans th a t these two sets of hysterons 

are more difi^erent when the  num ber of repetitions goes up. T he spread of 

each peak defines how sim ilarly the  hysterons in each set behave. It can
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be seen that the similarity among hysterons belonging to the same set also 

decreases when the repetition number increases. Using Eqn. (4.10), we can 

work out the reversal field H r = H u — H^ for the two peaks. It is shown 

that the peak with positive interaction field is related to the nucleation field 

(in the second quadrant for the n =  10 sample, and in the first quadrant 

for samples with n =  20 and 50), while the other peak can be attributed to 

the negative saturation field in the third quadrant. The part of the FORCs 

diagram in between these two peaks is very quiet, which suggests a highly 

reversible process. This can be readily seen from a close observation of the 

first-order reversal curves. The adjacent FORCs between the nucleation 

and saturation field all have segments, which are nearly parallel to each 

other. This leads to a negligible mixed second derivative, since the slope 

o( M  against H  does not depend on the change of Hu. This observation is 

consistent with our previous analysis on the anomalous Hall voltage noise 

data, which shows that the nucleation field and the satvu'ation field are the 

majority of irreversible magnetization events happen. These events lead to 

a noise spectrum with a slope a close to 2, whereas the area in between 

nucleation and saturation is dominated by highly reversible magnetization 

processes, giving a 1/f spectrum.

It is worth noting that there is a small peak in the FORC diagram of the 

n =  50 sample, which has a positive interaction field but a very low coercive 

field. This feature can be associated with the nucleation of reverse bubble 

domains, before the macroscopic sample magnetization actually undergoes 

switching due to the avalanche of these reversed nuclei. The macroscopic 

nucleation field is, in fact, the field at which there is an avalanche from 

the nuclei into stripe domains. This was previously observed by Davies et 

al. in FORC measurements on a [Co(0.4)/Pt(0.7)]so sample, probed by an
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alternating gradient magnetometer, and transmission x-ray microscopy [29]. 

However, our data  show the evolution of this side peak with the increase of 

layer repetitions — this small peak is very close to and indistinguishable 

from the main peak with positive interaction field when the number of 

repetitions is small, but it can be clearly identified in the n =  50 sample.

One further step is to understand the origin of different signs in the 

interaction field for the two sets of hysterons. In the classical Preisach 

model, the interaction field is given by the shift of the elementary hysteresis 

loop in response to other surrounding hysterons. Different signs in the 

interaction field clearly suggests different interactions between neighbouring 

hysterons in our samples. Since ‘hysterons’ are not real physical entities, it 

is not necessary th a t a homogeneous magnetic m aterial has to be described 

by a single set of hysterons in the Preisach model. However, the existence 

of two sets of hysterons can be seen as an indication of the presence of a 

magnetic component with in-plane easy axis in our samples, along with the 

out-of-plane magnetic component we have studied so far.

4.4.3 T he E xistence o f In-plane M agnetic C om ponents

There is always the debatable question whether there exists a component 

of the magnetization in magnetic thin films with Q ~  1 undergoing in-plane 

reversal, and how much this component contributes to the magnetization 

process. This is related to the interpretation of the slanted region in the hys

teresis loop. While some authors attribu te  it to domain wall motion across 

a large number of pinning sites [25], others suggest th a t magnetization ro

ta tion  contributes to some or most of the observed magnetization switching 

events [60, 61]. Due to the fact th a t most of the techniques probing the 

hysteresis loop are only sensitive to the component of magnetization in a
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single direction. Most of the time, only certain indications to an in-plane 

component can be given, which does not necessarily lead to a conclusive an

swer. To the best of the candidate’s knowledge, there is only one study so 

far which gives convincing and definite conclusion concerning this problem 

[62]. The authors there measured exchange-biased (C o /P t)s multilayers in 

a vector vibrating sample magnetometer, and showed tha t no in-plane com

ponent appeared when the applied magnetic field is aligned exactly along 

the thin film normal. However, as the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

Ku  and sample quality depend strongly on the deposition condition and 

multilayer repetitions, it is hard to believe th a t this is a general statem ent 

for any (C o /P t) multilayers.

F ig . 4.18; Anomalous Hall voltage and octave noise power for 3 consecutive 
octaves measured with the magnetic field in-plane for an n =  20 sample.

In order to give more insight into this question, we also measured the 

anomalous Hall voltage noise, with the applied magnetic field in-plane and

•  2.4 Hz

-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500

|i„H (m l)
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perpendicular to the bias current. In the ideal case, the active volume can 

be seen as a Stoner-W ohlfarth particle (see Appendix. A.6), and the mag

netization imdergoes a coherent rotation when the applied magnetic field 

is along the hard axis. Hence, this measurement is expected to give a bell

shaped AHE curve, w ithout any hysteresis, as the anomalous Hall voltage 

is only proportional to the out-of-plane magnetization. However, the mea

sured Hall voltage vs. field relation is quite different (Fig. 4.18). There is 

a clearly identifiable hysteresis loop, the magnetization also does not go to 

saturation under high applied fields. The behaviour we observed can be 

understood by the fact th a t perfect alignment of the applied magnetic field 

and the sample is normally impossible, so the magnetic field actually has a 

small angle out of the film plane. In this situation, the perpendicvilar mag

netization increases under high magnetic field, since the field component 

along the film normal creates a large torque to the in-plane magnetization. 

This also explains the existence of the hysteresis loop, as there is always 

a part of the magnetization aligned out-of-plane, which undergoes a sharp 

transition when the applied field switches from positive to negative. Despite 

this misalignment, the in-plane noise vs. field behaviour is still informative. 

We observed 1 / /  noise for a very large field range (namely from -1 T  to  +  

1 T). The 1 T  field range is roughly the in-plane saturation field of our 20 

repetition samples, when measured by a SQUID magnetometer. Under the 

assumption th a t the component with out-of-plane easy-axis dominates, the 

field range of -1 T  to -t- 1 T  corresponds to the rotation of this magnetization 

into plane. Hence, it is possible to observe a 1 / /  spectrum  of similar mag

nitudes to what we observe in the slanted part of the out-of-plane hysteresis 

curve, when the m agnetization undergoes a rotation process.

In our case, there are certain indications tha t there exists a component
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in the fihn, having an in-plane magnetic easy-axis. For example, the hys

teresis looks similar to those in some two-phase systems, and the FORC 

diagrams have to be described by two sets of ’hysterons’. Concerning the 

deposition condition (sputtering is normally believed to lead to less homo

geneous interfaces between Co and P t than for example evaporation), and 

the large number of multilayers in our samples, this is not a surprise. In the 

following, we use an approach suggested by Stinson et al. [63] to show the 

existence of this in-plane component. Our previous discussion omitted the 

contribution of planar Hall effect (PHE) to the measured Hall voltage. PHE 

is an effect closely related to magnetoresistance. In presence of anisotropic 

magnetoresistance, the equipotential plane in a magnetic sample might not 

be perpendicular to the current. This creates a transverse voltage, which is 

similar to Hall effect. With PHE taken into consideration, the Hall voltage 

can be expressed as [64]

Vh =  —̂ y\/cos0H— -  A/^sin^0 sin2(j') (4-19)t a

in which k is the planar Hall coefficient, 9 is the angle between the mag

netization and the film normal, and (p is the angle between the in-plane 

magnetization and the bias current direction. The specific point of this re

lation is that the anomalous Hall voltage (first term in the equation) is an 

odd function of magnetization, whereas the second term, the planar Hall 

effect is an even function of magnetization. Hence, if the hysteresis loop 

with fioH < 0 is subtracted from that with iiqH > 0, we will obtain the 

odd part of the function, which is the AHE, which depends on the perpen

dicular component of magnetization A4. Similarly, by adding the two parts 

of a hysteresis loop together, the even part is left, which is related to the 

in-plane magnetization by PHE.
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F ig . 4 .19 : O ut-of-plane and in-plane m agnetization curves obtained  by 
Hall effect m easurem ent. Units in the  figure do not represent the  real ratio  
between the  out-of-i)lane and in-plane m agnetization.

Fig. 4.19 shows the  result obtained following th is approach. W hile the  

out-of-plane hysteresis curve hardly  changed, its in-plane counter p a rt shows 

a significant deviation from zero exactly  along the  slanted p a rt of the out- 

of-plane hysteresis curve, from about zero field to  -200 m T (We assum e no 

in-plane m agnetization exists when the  sam ple is sa tu ra ted ). T he am ount 

of in-plane m agnetization during the  m agnetization sw itching cannot be 

deduced independently, since th is would require a separa te  m easurem ents 

defining bo th  Rg and k.

However, the  key question is probably  w hat role th is in-plane com ponent 

plays in the  m agnetization  switching. We have to  adm it a t th is stage th a t 

there  is not enough evidence for us to  give a  conclusive answer in relation 

to  how m uch m agnetization  in the  sam ple in fact has in-plane easy-axis,
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and how much it contributes to our perpendicular-to-plane noise spectra. 

We point out here that even if the magnetization has an in-plane compo

nent during magnetization switching, this does not automatically exclude 

the perpendicular domain wall motion as the most important effect in the 

slanted part of the magnetization curve. It is also possible that the in-plane 

magnetization we observed is related to the spins inside the domain walls, 

aa suggested by some other authors [60]. The out-of-plane anisotropy is still 

very large, at least for the n =  10 and 20 samples (close to 1), compared with 

some other systems studied in the literature [65, 11, 66]. And the domain 

size of our samples is about 100 - 150 nm, as given by MFM studies. With 

these two factors, an out-of-plane easy-axis is expected to be sustained in 

the majority of the sample area by forming stripe domains. The fact that 

the out-of-plane hysteresis curve shown in Fig. 4.19 closely resembles that 

without subtracting PHE signal, also suggests that the in-plane component 

might be rather small^. Hence, we tentatively conclude that the existence 

of some magnetization with in-plane easy axis, which undergoes a coherent 

rotation during the out-of-plane magnetization process, should not largely 

change the discussion we have made in the last two sections.

The other way is probably to treat the system as a whole but with a more 

complicated magnetization switching behaviour, neither pure nucleation - 

propagation for thin films with very large perpendicular anisotropy, nor 

coherent rotation for in-plane anisotropic films, when a magnetic field per

pendicular to the film normal is apphed. For the former, no 1 / /  spectrum 

would be expected, as the magnetization switches directly from positive 

saturation to negative saturation, while for the latter, no sharp transitions 

associated with Barkhausen jumps would exist.

Ht is ccrtaiii tha t the small PH E signal can be related to a low k or small sin20. 
However, w ithout further evidence, our argument should still be the more plausible case.
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4.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown in th is chapter th a t  bo th  the  m agnetiza

tion, and the  m agnetization fluctuations of (C o F e /P t)„  m ultilayers can be 

conveniently m easured in pa tte rned  Hall bars w ith m icron-scale dimensions, 

using the  anom alous Hall effect. T he p a tte rn ed  sam ples have relatively few 

w'alls in the  active volume. M agnetic noise, observed only in the  unsa tu ra ted  

sections of the  hysteresis loop, provides direct inform ation abou t the  m ag

netization  fluctuations in the sample. In regions where dom ains are created 

or ann ih ila ted  a  ~  1 / spect r mn appears due to  irreversible B arkhausen 

jum ps and m agnetization  drift. A fter a  tim e the  m agnetization  in the cen

tre  of the  loop reaches a  steady s ta te , where a  1 / /  spectrum  was observed. 

This arises from a broad d istribu tion  of elem entary m agnetic fluctuations, 

which are identified as reversible excursions of roughly hundred-nanom eter 

segm ents of dom ain wall.

FO RC diagram s show the  existence of two sets of hysterons in all our 

(C o F e /P t)„  sam ples on the  Preisach plane, which can be a ttril)u ted  to  the 

m acroscopic nucleation field, and the  negative sa tu ra tio n  field in a hystere

sis loop, respectively. A small set of hysterons, w ith nearly zero coercive 

field He was also observed in the  n = 50  sam ple. T his corresponds to  the 

form ation of bubble dom ains in the  largely hom ogeneous sam ple before the  

m acroscopic m agnetization  switching takes place, as suggested by o ther au

thors [29]. However, these hysterons were largely convoluted w ith  the  m ag

netization  sw itching peak  in the o ther two sam ples having fewer m ultilayer 

repetitions.
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Chapter 5

Spatial Correlation and 

Statistics of 1 / f  N oise in 

Yoke-Shaped Spin Valves

GMR. and TMR based magnetic sensors are well known to possess excess 

low frequency electrical noise, mainly of 1 / /  nature [1,2]. hi this chapter, we 

investigate low frequency noise in magnetic spin-valve structures. 1 / /  noise 

due to magnetic fluctuations is usually understood to be a superposition of a 

large number of fundamental fluctuating magnetic entities. Although many 

reports on 1 / /  noise in spin-valve structures have been published in the last 

decade, few give a clear picture on what these magnetic ’fluctuators’ are. A 

second closely related question concerns the correlation length scale of these 

‘fluctuators’. It has long been accepted that conventional 1 / f  noise is a local 

effect and scales with the inverse of the sample volume. Hence, no spatial 

correlation in the 1 / f  noise is expected. However, in ferromagnetic materials 

and heterostructures, such as spin-valves, the electrical noise is usually of 

magnetic origin. One obvious magnetic length scale is the domain size,
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which extends to several micrometers or larger in soft magnetic thin films. 

It is interesting to investigate, whether this long range ordering creates any 

spatial correlation for 1 / /  noise in magnetic layers.

5.1 Introduction

The time and spatial autocorrelation function C{r, d)  of a fluctuating 

signal X{t ,  r) characterizes the correlation of the signal in two different time 

points L\ — L2 =  T, and two different positions ri — r 2 =  c/ [3]. The correlation 

between two signals ^ i ( i )  and X 2 {t) can be characterized by the coherence 

function [4]

"  kinsjf)
in which S ^ i f )  is the cross-power spectral density of the two signals. S 'i(/) 

and S 2 {f )  are the individual power spectra. It can be shown th a t for two 

signals with spectra Si { f )  and S 2 {f )  obtained by a single discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT), the above definition for the coherence function always 

gives a value of 1. For two signals, each having N  independent Fourier 

transformed spectra, the ensemble averaged coherence function can be de

fined as
/ „ 2  /  _  I  I   / j .  2 \

in which {Sui f ) ) ,  (S 'i(/)), and (52(/)) are the averaged cross-spectrum, 

the averaged spectrum  for Xi [t )  and X 2 {t), respectively, which are defined



=  (5.5)
fc=l

The idea behind the averaged coherence function is th a t the non-correlated 

part of the two signals creates a random phase in the cross-spectrum. This is 

averaged out when (5 i2 (/)) is calculated, assuming that a sufficient number 

of spectra, N,  are taken. From the above definition, the statistical error for 

the averaged coherence function is simply 1/A^.

The above strategy in averaging the coherence function might some

times prevent an existing coherence between two input signals from being 

detected, in case of a non-stationary phase situation [5]. Despite its draw

backs, this m ethod is widely used in different signal processing applications, 

and gives good insight into the m agnitude of correlation between two sig

nals [6, 4, 7]. For our highly metallic spin-valve samples, if fluctuations 

in two parts in the sample are due to the same fluctuator, we would at 

least expect a steady phase shift, assuming the nature of the fluctuator not 

changing during our measurement window. Hence, the above defined aver

aged coherence function can in general be used to characterize the spatial 

correlation in our spin-valves.

Spatial correlation measurements played an im portant role in f / /  noise 

studies in the last two decades [3]. This is partly  due to the intensively 

investigated Voss-Clarke (VC) model [8], in which the l / f  noise was ex

plained by a tem perature fluctuation coupled to the sample resistance by 

the m aterial’s resistance-tem perature coefficient (See C hapter 2). The VC 

model infers a spatial correlation length of the l / f  noise, which is related to 

the sample’s therm al diffusion coefficient. As already discussed, the spatial 

correlation given by the VC model was not observed in various systems, e.g. 

two electrically isolated Au films [4], adjacent regions of a th in  m etal film
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[9], transistors a few tens of //m apart in an integrated circuit [10], which 

largely rule out the VC model as a general explanation for electrical 1 / /  

noise. Up to now, to our knowledge, spatial correlation studies on magnetic

adjacent Hall bars, approximately 600 nm apart, patterned on nickel thin 

films. But a comprehensive report is still lacking.

Statistics has long been accepted as a tool to characterize 1 / /  noise in 

different materials systems [3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. When the fluctuating 

quantity is composed of a large number of non-correlated, and identically 

distributed ’fiuctuators’, the resultant noise is Gaussian. Gaussian noise is 

characterized by a Gaussian distribution function and the property tha t all 

high-order statistics of it can be expressed in term s of second-order statis

tics. A deviation from Gaussian noise normally suggests the existence of 

a small number of fluctuating entities, or correlation among different ’fluc- 

tua to rs’. However, it is challenging to test the Gaussian nature of a noise 

process. Theoretically, measurement up to an arbitrarily high moment of 

the fluctuating quantity should be measured in order to prove its Gaus

sian nature. Practically, representative high moments are selected with the 

aim of observing the non-Gaussian component of the noise. One of the 

techniques which is widely used is the covariance m atrix [18].

The covariance m atrix of a noise spectrum  is defined as [19, 20]

systems have only been previously carried out by Raquet et al. [11] on two

(5.6)

and

(5.7)
feO„
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in which the octave sum of a spectrum  is defined as

( 2 - + i - l ) / o

0„= E  (5.*)
/ = 2 " / o

with S i { f )  the power spectral density, or w hat is called the first spectrum 

of the fluctuating process X{ L) .  The covariance m atrix characterizes how 

the fluctuations in different octaves are correlated. The diagonal term s Pnn 

in the covariance m atrix are 1 for Gaussian noise, and deviate from one 

if non-Gaussianity exists. The other term s should be zero for Gaussian 

noise, and non-zero for non-Gaussian behaviour. The covariance m atrix 

method has been previously utilized to characterize non-Gaussian noise in 

semiconductors [21, 22, 23, 24], There was a single report, in which it was 

used to study 2 //m wide by 30 //m long spin-valve sensors built into a bridge 

configuration [25].

Spatial correlation and noise statistics are the techniques we use in this 

chapter, for revealing fundam ental properties and correlation length scales 

of magnetic ’fluctuators’ in spin-valve stacks.

5.2 Sam ple Preparations

In spin-valves and magnetic tunnel junctions, there are two general ap

proaches to obtain a linear portion in the MR curve for sensing applications. 

The first is to  hard bias the free layer by applying a magnetic field perpen

dicular to  the sample’s easy axis [26]. The sensing field is then applied along 

the easy axis, so the biased free layer rotates from a direction perpendicular 

to the easy axis back to  it, which gives a linear response of the MR curve 

near zero field. The second is to use shape anisotropy of the free layer, to
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^  Free Layer Pinned Layer

F ig . 5.1 : A diagram showing the free layer and the pinned layer magneti
zation on the arm of the yoke. The applied magnetic field is perpendicular 
to the arm.

achieve a cross-anisotropy geometry, in which the free layer magnetization 

is aligned perpendicular to the pinning direction under zero field [27]. When 

a magnetic field is applied along the pirming direction, a coherent rotation 

of the free layer also gives a linear response.

In this work, the second approach is adopted. The samples are patterned 

into yoke-shaped structures (Fig. 5.1). Yoke-shaped design has long been 

used in the magnetic read head industry, in order to concentrate the mag

netic field flux, and achieve a more stable domain structure, reducing ‘b u rst’ 

noise associated with macroscopic domain wall motions [28, 29]. Yoke spin- 

valve sensors, in the present context, were first introduced by Fernion and 

co-workers in CEA Saclay, for the spin-valve element in a mixed sensor 

[30, 31, 32], The pinned layer easy axis is set by the exchange bias, and 

is perpendicular to the arm longitudinal, while the free layer easy axis is 

along the arm. Hence, this design utilizes the cross-anisotropy geometry. 

Magnetic field is applied perpendicular to  the yoke arm. Ideally, no domain 

exists in the free layer arm of the yoke at zero field after positive saturation. 

It undergoes a coherent rotation when an external magnetic field is applied. 

This gives a linear, low hysteresis part in the MR curve around zero field 

for sensor apphcations.
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Fig. 5.2; (a) Spin-valve stacks from wliich the yoke sensors are patterned; 
and (b) its MR curve (courtesy of B.-S. Chun).

Fig. 5.3: Optical microscope images showing the lithographic steps in pat
terning the yoke sensor, (a) Defining the yoke sensor; (b) UV lithography 
to define the contacts; (c) After contact hft-off (coutesy of B.-S. Chun).

Three different sets of spin-valve samples have been fabricated and mea

sured here. Table 5.1 gives a summary of all the yoke samples.

a) Spin-valve stacks patterned into micrometer-size yokes by photolithog

raphy with copper electrical contacts. These samples were originally pre

pared by Dr. B.-S. Chun for the EU BIOMAGSENS project, as mag-
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Sample set Spin-valve stack Contacts w I m ele2 e2e3 e3e4 e4e5 e5e6 e6e7 comments
(a) N iFe/C oFe/C u/C oFe/ Cu 5.0 400.0 50.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 micrometer-scale yoke sensors
(b) C040 Fc40 B20 /  C u /C 040 Fe4o B20 Cu 2,0 16.0 6.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 n /a high l / f  noise

0.6 15.6 3.6 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 n /a excluded from the results
(c) N iFe/C oFe/C u/C oFe spin-valve 2.0 16.0 6.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 n /a type I

0.6 15.6 3.6 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 n /a type I
0.6 15.6 3.6 2.0 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 n /a type II

T ab le  5.1: List of spin-valve samples measured in Chapter 5. For spin-valve stacks, only the two ferromagnetic 
layers together with the spacers from the bottom  of the stack to the top, are listed for simplicity. The exchange- 
bias is obtained by depositing 10 nm IrMn directly on the top ferromagnetic layer for all the samples (top-pinned 
structure). Yoke structures are always patterned with their arms perpendicular to the pinned direction to achieve 
the cross-anisotropy unless otherwise specified, w  denotes the width of the yoke arm, I is the length of the whole 
yoke structure, and m  is the transverse dimension of the yoke. The electrodes in the micrometer-scale yoke sensors 
are labelled from el to e7, in which e l and e7 are used to  pass the bias current, while e2 - e5 are used to  probe the 
voltage. The current contacts in sample set (b) are (c) are not labelled. Hence, the six voltage contacts are labelled 
e l to e6. The spacings between adjacent electrical contacts are given in /j.m.



netic sensors for detecting biomolecules attached to functionalized magnetic 

nanoparticles. The spin-valve stack used is S i02 /T a (5)/N iFe (3.5)/CoFe 

(5)/C u (2.4)/CoFe (3.5)/IrM n (10)/Ta (5), with bracketed numbers in nano

meters. An optimized GMR ratio of 7 - 8% is observed (Fig. 5.2). There 

are four individual yoke-shaped sensors, each of 400 fxm length and 5 f im 

w idth per chip. There are seven electrical contacts on each yoke. The outer 

two contacts are for passing the current, while the inner five contacts with 

a spacing of 5 //m between each, are used to sense the voltage output of the 

sensor. The exchange bias was set by a 20 inT magnetic field applied per

pendicular to the longitudinal direction of the yoke during sample growth. 

The lithographic process to pattern  the yoke sensor is depicted in Fig. 5.3.

2.0
— unpatterned film 
—o — e1e6•  •

1,5

d o1.0

CD

0.5

0.0

-100 -50 0 50 100
(ml)

Fig. 5.4 : MR curves of the unpatterned spin-valve stack with Co4oFe4oB2o 
as ferromagnetic electrodes, and a yoke sample with w =  600 nm patterned 
from the same spin-valve stack, measured across ele6.

b) Spin-valves patterned by electron beam lithography into sub-micro-
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meter size yokes witli seven copper electrical contacts. Samples of two ciiflFer- 

ent widths were fabricated, namely 2 //m and 600 nm. Spin-valve stacks of 

SiOa/Ta (5)/Co4oFe4oB2o (3)/C u (2.8)/Co4oFe4oB2o (3)/IrM n (10)/Ta (5) 

were first grown in the Shanu'ock sputtering tool (numbers in nanometers). 

The MR ratio of an unpatterned stack is about 1.75%, as shown in Fig. 5.4. 

Its relatively low MR ratio may be related to the amorphous nature of 

Co4oFe4oB2o- A yoke pattern  together with alignment marks was then de

fined by EEL using ma-N 2403 negative tone resist and argon ion milling. 

A second EBL step was used to dcHne the copper electrical contacts, using 

single layer PMMA and a lift-off process. The spacings between adjacent 

voltage contacts are designed to be 2 //m, 1 //m, 500 nm, 500 nm, and 500 

nm. Fig. 5.5 depicts the labelling of the electrodes and the designed elec

trode - electrode spacings for a w =  2 /xm yoke structure. Proximity effect, 

during the electron beam exposure, has significantly rcdu(;ed the spacings 

between the last three copper contacts to be 350 - 400 nm. Finally, the [)at- 

tern was contacted with photolithography, by aligning the alignment marks 

against a UV mask. SEM images of a 2 /an width and a 600 nm width 

yoke are shown in Fig. 5.6. Robust electrical contacts have been obtained 

between the copper electrodes and the yoke spin-valve pattern. A current 

of more than  120 /xA could be sent through samples while the low frequency 

noise was monitored. The MR curve of a 600 nm width yoke sample mea

sured across electrodes ele6  is also shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen tha t 

the MR ratio decreases slightly to 1.5% after patterning, and the magne

tization switching is less well deftned. This may be explained by a slight 

mis-alignment against the pinned direction in the EBL patterning, and the 

argon ion beam damage to the spin-valve stack in the ion milling process.

The major challenge for these samples when noise spatial correlation
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Fig. 5.5 : Pattern design for a =  2 /xm yoke sample with corresponding 
dimensions and labels for electrodes.

EHT'S.OOKV 5on«A'lrK.«at OtM $ Ury 2009
WD * 4 0  dim File Nanw • yoke OOOivn s4 01 (If

A •  tnL*m OM -S May 2009
Rta Nitne > yeke_2um  s2 OS Hf

Fig. 5.6: SEM images of (a) a 2 /xm width yoke sample, (b) a 600 nm width 
yoke sample with copper contacts.

measurement is concerned is their large contact 1 / /  noise. The contact-1 / /  

noise was measured to be about an order of magnitude larger than the in

trinsic 1 / /  noise from the patterned spin-valve. We attributed the contact 

noise mainly to the current electrical leads, as cross-correlation measure

ment always gave a unity coherence, no matter which electrode pairs were 

probed. The AC coupled amplifiers (SR.552) exert a tiny sensing current 

through the voltage leads, compared to the bias current through the sample.
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Hence, a much larger contact noise contribution from the current leads is 

not a surprise. Due to the large contact 1 / /  noise, the results on this group 

of samples are excluded from our following discussions.

Fig. 5.7: GMR vs. applied field for an unpatterned spin-valve stack used 
to pattern the yokes in sample set c).

c) Spin-valves patterned into yokes plus seven electrical contacts by a 

single EBL process. The stacks used were Si02/Ta (5)/NiFe (3.5)/CoFe 

(1.5)/Cu (2.9)/CoFe (2.5)/IrMn (10)/Ta (5), with the numbers in nanome

ters. Unpatterned thin films show a GMR ratio of 5 - 6 % (Fig. 5.7). There 

is good coupling between magnetic states of the ferromagnetic layers and 

the resistance of the sample due to the large MR ratio. The spacings of 

adjacent voltage contacts were designed to be the same as set b). Besides, 

another set of samples were fabricated with even closer spacings between 

adjacent voltage contacts, e.g. 2 f i ,  800 nm, 300 nm, 300 nm, and 300 nm.

6

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.8 : SEM images of a yoke spin-valve structure with 2 /im width 
patterned by single step EBL.

Sagnd A • InLcnt 
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Fig. 5.9 : SEM images of a yoke spin-valve structure with 600 nm width 
patterned by single step EBL.

A photolithography process was used to contact these yokes to micro-scale 

copper electrodes. The micromagnetics of these yokes is slightly modified as 

the contacts are also made of spin-valve stacks. The contacts are noise free 

(checked by the protocol described in Appendix A.8), and a large current of 

1 -2  mA can be sent through these samples, in order to have a much larger 

1 / /  response at low frequency. Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show several scanning 

electron microscopy images of the fabricated yoke samples.
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In the results section, we denote the samples in set (a) ’rnicrometer- 

scale yoke sensors’, while those in set (c) ’sub-micron-scale yoke patterns’. 

Samples in the la tter group, with the standard  electrode spacings, namely 

2 /tm, 1 f i m ,  500 nm, 500 nm, and 500 nm, are labelled as type I, whereas 

samples having closer electrode spacings (2 f i m ,  0.8 /um, 300 nm, 300 nm, 

300nm) are labelled as type II.

5.3 R esu lts and D iscussion  

5,3.1 M icrom eter-scale Yoke Sensors

66
—• e2e3 

• e4e5• •

64

62

60 •  •

58
-100 -50 0 50 100

(mT)

F ig . 5.10: Two MR curves measured across different electrode pairs on a 
yoke spin-valve biomagsensor.

Fig. 5.10 shows two MR curves measured on two adjacent pairs of elec

trodes on a micrometer-scale yoke sensor The MR ratio is slightly lower 

^Results on the iiiicroiiietcr-scale yoke sensors were measured together with Prof.
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than  8 %, which is close to the MR ratio of unpatterned spin-valve stack. 

There is a linear and non-hysteretic R-H region close to zero field due to the 

free layer switching, whereas the pinned layer switches between an applied 

magnetic field of -25 and -50 uiT. A difi’erence in the resistance R between 

these two electrode pairs, having nominally the same distance in between, 

is about 2.5 Ohm, which is less than  5 % of the to tal resistance. MR curve 

characteristics confirm a good quality of our patterning process.

CO 1 0

thermal noise o f 2-probe resistance
■ . . . .  I ■ I

10° 10 ' 10  ̂

Frequency (Hz)

PSD (-50 mT) 

PSD (0 mT) 

PSD (2 mT) 

PSD (5 mT) 

PSD (15 mT)

10-̂

Fig. 5.11: PSD measured across e2e3 on a micro-scale yoke sensor.

In Fig. 5.11, we show noise spectra measured between e2 and e3 on the 

same yoke sensor during m agnetization switching. They are all of 1 / /  na

ture and well above the therm al plus amplifier noise floor in the frequency 

range of our measurement (up to 800 Hz). Fig. 5.12 shows selected values 

of f S v { f ) / V ^  against an applied magnetic field. We analyse the da ta  by 

Ediimiid Nowak during his sabbatical stay in Trinity College, Dublin.
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a m odified Hooge form ula, in which instead  of averaging against the  to 

ta l num ber of charge carriers Nc (Eqn. (2.14)), noise spectra  are averaged 

against the  sam ple volume Q. [2 ].

= ^  (5 9)

In Eqn. (5.9), we assum e th a t  the sam ple obeys O hm ’s law, II =  V/1,  

hence, the power spectra l density  is proportional to  V'^. This is well justified 

for spin-valves. In con trast to  Eqn. (2.14), the  Hooge param eter, 7 , defined 

in th is way has a  dim ension of volume. It is norm ally quoted in //m^. 

According to  Eqn. (5.9), f S v { f ) / V ^  is equal to  j /O.,  for pure 1 / /  noise 

((V =  1). Since the  sam ple volume always stays the  same, the  norm alized 

noise power characterizes the increase of 7  during m agnetization switching. 

Using the  w idth of the  yoke sensor, u; =  5 //ni, the  spacing betw'een two 

adjacent electrodes, d = 5 //ni, the  thickness of the  free layer and the pinned 

layer, t =  8.5 m n and 3.5 nm , respectively, we ob tain  a Hooge param eter 

7  between 4 x 10“ ^̂  and 2 x 10“ ^̂  //m^. The 7  value we observed is 

com parable to  th a t  reported  in previous studies on spin-valve stacks of 

sim ilar dim ension (1 0 “ ^̂  to  1 0 “ “  /xm^) [2 ].

Fig. 5.13 shows the  values of the  averaged coherence function a t different 

applied m agnetic fields m easured across th ree  different pairs of electrodes. 

T he result shown is an average of 100 consecutive spectra  taken  by the  HP 

35660A spectrum  analyser. We sum m arize the  result by fu rther averaging 

the  frequency dependent coherence function betw een 18 and  46 Hz, well 

w ithin the  low frequency 1 / /  noise range, also elim inating any power line 

pick-ups. T he error bars are the  s tan d a rd  deviation of the coherence func

tion  across th is frequency span. W hen the  sam e electrode pairs are used 

(e2e3 - e2e3), the  coherence is 1, which is expected for two to ta lly  correlated
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F ig . 5 .12: f  S v { f ) / V ^  against applied magnetic field for a yoke biomagsen
sor measured across e2e3. f S v { f ) / V ' ^  lias been averaged between 18 - 22

signals. Non-correlated amplifier noise contributes little to the observed co

herence function, due to the much larger 1 / /  noise in our frequency window. 

A close look a t the coherence function up to the highest measurement fre

quency, shows a decrease of the coherence above 100 Hz, which is related 

to the amplifier noise contribution a t high frequencies, where the 1 / /  noise 

power is significantly lower (Fig. 5.14). The averaged coherence is 0.01 for 

both of the other two electrode pairs, e2e3 - e3e4 and e2eS - e4e5. This is the 

statistical error from averaging 100 D FT spectra. There is no coherence in 

the low frequency noise between the difTerent electrode pairs for this sample. 

We thus suggest th a t the coherence length for 1 / /  noise in our spin-valve 

sensors is below 5 f im,  which is the distance between two adjacent electrode 

pairs (For e2e3 - e3e4, the two electrode pairs contain a common electrode. 

Still no coherence was measured in this case. If we take this into account,

Hz.
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Fig . 5.13: Coherence da ta  between different electrode pairs on a yoke spin- 
valve sensor. The coherence between a frequency range of 18 to 46 Hz was 
averaged to avoid power line pick-up and the error bars are the standard 
deviations.

the coherence length is expected to be even less).

To explain the 1 / /  noise in spin-valve structures, models based on a 

micro-spin approxim ation have been suggested [33, 34, 35]. These models 

assume single domain ferromagnetic layers with infinite intralayer exchange 

energy. The fluctuation is induced by a small deviation in the magncitization 

angle in relation to its equilibrium value. Micro-spin models can normally 

qualitatively reproduce the noise-field relation (Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12) dur

ing magnetization switching in spin-valve samples.

However, despite the fact tha t it is always puzzling how the micro-spin 

approximation leads to a low frequency 1 / /  noise spectrum, our measure

ment suggests tha t there are origins to the 1 / /  noise, which these models
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Fig. 5.14: Averaged coherence fmiction {ifif)) for e2e3 on a micronieter- 
scale yoke sensor. The green dashed hne shows the predicted coherence 
function for a 1 l^ohni resistor (which is similar to the two-probe resistance 
of the sample) connocted in both channels. Voltage noise from the ami)lificrs 
significantly decreases the coherence function at high frequencies. Some 
spurious power line pick-ups are removed during data processing.

do not account for. In one of the works, it was suggested that the effective 

volume for the micro-spin is about m^ [35]. This is slightly larger

than the volume between our adjacent electrode pairs. Assuming an auto

correlation function C{ T, d)  ~  1 inside this volume — magnetization in 

the whole volume switches together, it is expected to lead to an increase 

in the coherence between the two adjacent electrode pairs. Our null result 

on micrometer-scale yoke sensors then indicates that any micro-spin model 

can only be an approximated approach in explaining low frequency noise in 

spin-valve samples, or at least the above estimated effective volume is too 

large.
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Fig . 5.15: MR curves of a ry =  2 /im yoke (type I) measured across different 
electrode pairs.

Fig. 5.15 shows MR curves measured on different electrode pairs on a w  

=  2 jum yoke. Slightly lower MR (~  5%), compared to the spin-valve stack 

without patterning (Fig. 5.7) is observed in this sample. This is probably 

due to the argon beam damage to the spin-valve stack during the milling 

process. The free layer switches at around zero field, while the pinned layer 

s ta rts  switching at -7 niT. The hysteresis during the free layer switching 

is small. This is as expected for a spin-valve sensor w ith cross anisotropy 

geometry, in which the free layer rotates coherently in a narrow field range 

around zero, giving a linear output. It suggests th a t the contact pads, 

which are also made of spin-valve multilayers do not greatly complicate the 

micromagnetics or the sample spin structure, most likely due to the pinning 

of domain walls at the corners of the electrodes. Hence, the longitudinal
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part of the yoke is assumed to undergo a rotation-hke process during the 

magnetization switching. The four-probe resistance of chfferent electrocie 

pairs are between 5 ohm for the electrodes with closest spacing {d = 400 

nm), and 60 ohm for the outermost two electrodes (ele6, d = 4.2 //,m).

Fig. 5.16(a) shows the noise vs. magnetic field behaviour in a half loop 

for the same yoke, sunnned across three different octaves. Our observation 

is very similar to results of different authors on several spin-valve samples 

larger in size [1, 2]. When the sample is at positive saturation, only thermal 

background noise is measured. There is a sudden increase of the noise power 

during the free layer switching. The noise power then decreases significantly 

when the two ferromagnetic layers are in antiparallel configuration. Another 

more pronounced peak in noise power shows up during the [)inned layer 

switching. And it finally goes down to the same thermal background level 

when the sample reaches negative saturation. The observed octave noise 

power in Fig. 5.16(a) suggests that during magnetization switching, the 

measured low frequency noise is mainly of 1/ /  nature, with the noise power 

from three consecutive octaves roughly on top of each other.

It has been shown by several authors that the low frequency noise in spin- 

valve sensors scales with d R / d l l . This relation was previously summarized 

by Nowak and co-workers in Eqn. (2.23), and explained in a framework 

utihzing the fiuctuation-dissipation theorem (see Appendix A.2) [2]. We 

also verified the relation in our w = 2 /xm sample, by plotting the Hooge 

parameter 7 against dR/dnQH (Fig. 5.16). Eqn. (2.23) says that the Hooge 

parameter a  should scale with 1 / R{dR/dlI) .  While in spin-valve samples, 

the total MR ratio is less than 10 %, hence, the scaling is simplified to follow 

only dR/dH.

The Hooge parameter of this w =  2 //,m yoke, between 10“ ^̂  and 10“ ^̂
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Fig. 5.16: (a) Noise summed across three consecutive octaves against mag
netic field in a ly =  2 /xm yoke sample (type I); (b) Hooge parameter 7 during 
magnetization switching in the same sample plotted against dR/d^ioH. The 
black line is a guide to the eyes.
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Fig. 5.17: Ensemble averaged coherence fimction {rf) for a w =  600 mn 
yoke pattern and its MR curves measured across corresponding electrode 
pairs.

/xni^, is also comparable to values given by other authors [2]. Hooge param

eters from three different electrode pairs fall on top of each other. This indi

cates that there is no difference in the Hooge parameter when different sizes 

of the sample volume are probed. Hence, the Hooge formula (Eqn. (5.9)) is 

still valid for this w = 2 /im yoke spin-valve, with an active free layer vol

ume of 5 X 1 0 “ ^  ̂ cm^ between the nearest adjacent electrodes (e4e5). Our 

observation proves that the volume scaling described in the Hooge formula 

is still valid in spin-valve structures down to this sample size.

With the micromagnetics and the noise - field behaviour verified on our 

samples, we started the measurement of the coherence between different 

electrode pairs. The averaged coherence function data together with its MR 

curves for a w = 600 nm yoke sample (type 1) are summarized in Fig. 5.17.
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The MR curves are less uniform than what was observed in the w =  2 /xm 

sample (Fig. 5.15), suggesting the possible existence of a few domains in the 

sample active volume. It is still possible to have a linear and low hysteretic 

part in the MR curve due to the free layer switching close to zero held. 

The averaged coherence function shows a similar behaviour compared to 

th a t observed in micrometer-scale yoke sensors. A coherence close to 1 was 

observed when the two AC coupled amplifiers (SR552) are cormected across 

the same electrode pair, whereas no coherence above the statistical error 

(0.01) was observed on adjacent electrode pairs. In our sub-micron-scale 

yokes, the spacing between adjacent electrode pairs is significantly reduced 

compared with tha t for the micrometer-scale yokes (e2e3 - e4e6 and e3e4 

- e5e6 both have a spacing of 400 nm apart). We thus further reduce the 

correlation length of 1 / /  in spin-valves to hundreds of nanometers.

For electrode pairs ele6 - ele6, there is a slight decrease in ( j f )  to about 

0.8 for large applied magnetic fields, when the sample is fully saturated. 

This can be understood by the contribution from uncorrelated voltage noise 

of the amplifiers. To correct this, the following formula can be utilized [4].

/ „ 2 /  r \ \  _  ________________________ i V u i f ) ) ________________________  / c  2Q\

[1 + { S M{ f ) ) / { S d f ) ) ] [ l  +  { S A 2 { f ) ) / { S 2 i m   ̂ ’

in which (5 ^ i( /) )  and (5'^2(/)) a,re the averaged amplifier voltage noise 

spectra for the two amplifiers, respectively. Taking the measured back

ground noise across ele6 (~  1.7 x 10~^^ V^/Hz), and the measured voltage 

noise from the amplifiers (~  2.6 x 10“ ^̂  V^/Hz), the corrected coherence 

function {rjl) ~  1 at 133 mT applied field, as expected.

It is im portant to note th a t electrical noise due to magnetic fluctua

tions in the contacts (also made of spin-valve stack for the submicron-scale 

yokes), together with the excess noise due to the contact resistance between
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Fig. 5.18: Ensemble averaged coherence function against applied magnetic 
field, and a MR curve measured between electrode 1 and 2, on a ?/; =  2 //,ni 
yoke sample, with the easy-axis of the free layer and the pinned layer both 
along the yoke arm.

photolithographically patterned copper electrodes and the spin-valve stack, 

contributes very little to the measured low frequency noise. According to 

the Hooge formula (Eqn. 5.9), 1 / f  noise scales inversely with the sample 

volume In our samples, the contact pads are much larger than the yoke 

pattern, hence, a much lower normalized 1 / f  noise S y { f ) / V ^  from contact 

pads is expected. Furthermore, the input current of the AC coupled am

plifiers is tiny compared with the bias current of the sample. So 1 / f  noise 

from voltage contacts is negligible. If any noise originated from contact 

magnetic fluctuations is present, it is with the current contacts, and leads 

to a higher coherence value than expected. Occasionally, this was indeed 

observed on some samples (normally with a (rŷ ) between 0.02 - 0.05 for two 

widely spaced electrode pairs under sample magnetic saturation). These
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sam ples are excluded from our d a ta  analysis.

However, some non-trivial coherence betw een different electrode pairs, 

som etim es m uch larger th an  expected values for non-correlated signals, was 

also observed in our samples. For exam ple, Fig. 5.18 shows the  averaged 

coherence function and a  representative M R curve (ele2, right axis) for a 

w =  2 //m  yoke, in which the  yoke arm  was p a tte rn ed  to  be along the  

exchange-bias pinned direction. This sam ple does not have the  above de

scribed cross-anisotropy. U nder zero field, the  free layer and the  pinned 

layer are nearly aligned to  th e  sam e direction, w ith a very small angle be

tween their respective m agnetization  caused by m isalignm ent during the  

p a tte rn ing  process. W hen a m agnetic field is applied perpendicular to  the 

yoke arm , bo th  the  free layer and the  pinned layer tu rn  tow ards the field 

direction, w ith the  free layer leading the  trend . Hence, the  M R first goes 

up, as the  angle between the  free layer and pinned layer increases. A fter the 

free layer m agnetization is aligncxl w ith the  applied fic'ld, furtlu 'r incn;as(; 

in the m agnetic field can only reduce the  angle between the pinned layer 

and the free layer, due to  the  pinned layer m agnetization fu rther tu rn ing  

tow ards the applied field direction. Hence, the  resistance of the  sam ple goes 

down and then  sa tu ra tes  when the  m agnetization in the two ferrom agnetic 

layers are well aligned. A lthough not applicable as a  sensing unit, th is 

complex m agnetization process gives us a good system  to  tes t the  influence 

of m acroscopic dom ain wall m otion, on low frequency noise and its spatia l 

coherence function.

From Fig. 5.18, we can clearly see th a t  th e  coherence function for all the  

three electrode pairs, under positive or negative sa tu ra tion , is as expected 

for a  system  w ithout any spatia l correlation. For electrode pairs e4e6 - 

e4e5, since e4e6 contains e4e5, and its volume is twice of the  la tte r, we
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Fig. 5.19: Noise spectra across five electrode pairs at 9 iiiT, where the 
coherence function increases significantly. The black line depicts the 1//^ 
slope. For the lower two spectra (e4e5 and e5e6), bumps and deviations 
from pure 1 / /  slope are clearly visible. The sample is the same as that 
shown in Fig. 5.18.

expect an ensemble averaged coherence function of 0.25, which is close to 

what was observed. However, during magnetization switching, there is an 

increase, different in its magnitude, in the coherence function for all the 

three electrode pairs. Fig. 5.19 shows representative noise spectra taken 

at the magnetic field setpoint, where the coherence function significantly 

increases compared to its saturation value. The upper three spectra (e4e6, 

e2e3 and e3e4) reveal a clear \ jP  nature, whereas the lower two (e4e5 and 

e5e6) show significant deviations from the featureless 1 / /  slope. Both kinds 

of spectra can be attributed to macroscopic domain wall movement. This 

suggests that domain wall propagation through the sample, or a domain 

wall hopping between two or multiple pinning sites, introduce a large spatial
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correlation in the measured low frequency noise spectra. However, this is 

not the same case as the spatial correlation in 1 / /  noise. Magnetic 1 / /  

noise is a superposition of a largo number of magnetic fluctuators, each 

having similar fluctuating magnitude, whereas noise spectra in Fig. 5.19 are 

dominated by very few large fluctuators.

Comparing Fig. 5.18 to Fig. 5.17, we see the im portance in achieving a 

well-defined cross-anisotropy geometry in yoke sensors from the noise point 

of view. In a sample where magnetization process is loosely defined, macro

scopic domain wall motion creates undesired excess noise. Large two-level 

fluctuators, with a 1 //^  noise spectrum , can be effectively suppressed when 

the magnetization process is mainly rotation, as what is expected for a 

Stoner-W ohlfarth particle under an applied magnetic field perpendicular 

to its easy-axis (see Appendix A.6). Hence, domain structure engineering 

should always play an im portant role in magnetic sensor designs, though 

those magnetic fluctuators which dominate in the low frequency range in a 

spin-valve stack, have been shown not to be individual domains.

Fig. 5.20 shows the MR curves (a), and coherence function measured (b) 

across four selected electrode pairs at different magnetic field for a lu =  600 

nm yoke sample with closer electrodes spacings (type II). The MR curves, 

measured across different electrode pairs, show similar switching fields for 

both the free layer and the pinned layer. The linear and low hysterestic por

tion around zero field is also clearly identifiable. An interesting observation 

from Fig. 5.20(b) is th a t the averaged coherence function increases during 

magnetization switching for electrode pairs e3e4 - e2e5 and decreases for 

e3e5 - e2e3. In the following, we try  to find an explanation to the observed 

change in the coherence function.

To exclude large scale domain wall motion, similar to what has been
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Fig. 5.20: MR curves, and coherence function recorded at different mag
netic field for four electrode pairs on a w = 600 nm yoke sample (type 
II).
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Fig. 5.21: Of parameter obtained by fitting measured noise spectra at dif
ferent niagnetic field values with a 1 / /"  function. Sample is a w =  600 nm 
sub-micron-scale yoke pattern (type II).

observed in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19, as the reason for the observed change 

in the coherence function, we plot the slope of the 1 / /"  spectra o- at a few 

magnetic field setpoints during magnetization switching (Fig. 5.21). The 

a parameter is always within 0.8 and 1.2, during the whole magnetization 

switching process. This means that all the observed noise spectra can be 

generally treated as 1 / /  noise (see Chapter 2). No bump or deviation 

from the 1 / /  slope was observed by inspecting the obtained noise spectra 

directly (Fig. 5.22), except the fact that some of the spectra join the thermal 

noise background at a high enough frequency This largely eliminates 

macroscopic domain wall motion as the reason for the observed change in

^For the spcctra shown in Fig. 5.22, it might be argued tha t the black line (e2c4) 
shows a small bump at about 20 Hz. However, it is hardly evident compared with those 
in Fig. 5.19.
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Fig. 5.22: Power spectral density measured across different electrode pairs 
at -25 inT on a w  = 600 nm yoke sample (type II). The background thermal 
plus amplifier noise has been subtracted.

the coherence fmiction.

A better view of the problem can be gained by investigating the volume 

scaling of f Sv { f ) / V^ -  As discussed before, the volume scaling of 1 / /  noise 

holds in our w = 2 /xm yoke sample. In this w =  600 nm yoke pattern, the 

smallest active volume is further reduced from 5 x 10~^  ̂ cm^ for the w = 

2 //m yoke sample (Fig. 5.16) to less than 10“ ®̂ cm^. Fig. 5.23 shows this 

relation at -25 mT, where the coherence function either peaks (for e3e4 - 

e2e5), or it is largely suppressed (for e3e5 - e2e3). The normalized 1 / /  noise 

magnitude, f Sv{ f ) /V' ^ ,  is plotted against the distance between electrode 

pairs d. d was estimated by measuring the spacing between two furthest 

separated electrode pairs (ele6), and using the relation that the voltage 

measured across an electrode pair is proportional to the spacing between 

the two electrodes. This method gives a spacing of 280 nm between the
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Fig . 5.23: J S v { f ) / V ‘̂ plotted against l / d  for different electrode pairs at 
-25 mT, for a lu =  600 nm yoke sample (type II), with d the spacing between 
two electrodes. f S v { f ) / V ' ^  is averaged between 18 - 42 Hz.

closest electrode pair (e4e5), which is close to th a t measured directly on 

the SEM (320 nm). Two electrode pairs do not fall on the line for a linear 

scahng between f S v { f ) / V ^  and l/f2 , as predicted by the Hooge formula 

(Eqn. (5.9)). They are e3e4 and e2e4 (which also contains e3e4 as a seg

ment). The noise from these two electrode pairs is significantly higher than 

the others. Hence, if we take the volume between e3 and e4 being nois

ier than the rest of the sample, the observed coherence function change in 

Fig. 5.20(b) can then be understood. Noise between e3 and e5 is dominated 

by the volume e3e4, hence, an increase in the coherence function was ob

served during magnetization switching between e3e4 and e2e5. Similarly, as 

e2e3 does not contain e3e4 but e3e5 does, the coherence function between 

these two electrode pairs drops. Noise in e2e3 and e4e5 are not spatially 

correlated, because they are separated by the noisier block — e3e4.
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The above observation suggests that the local structure and magnetic 

inhomogeneity in a spin-valve sample can introduce significant deviations 

from the widely accepted volume scaling relation described in the Hooge 

formula. The length scale to observe this deviation in our samples is below 

300 nm laterally, or in a volume of roughly 4.5 x 10“ ®̂ cm^. However, the 

noise spectrum associated with this small volume still has a nominally 1 / /  

slope, which indicates that fundamental magnetic fluctuators are at least 

an order of magnitude smaller in size (as a rule of thumb, if a 1 / /  noise 

spectrum is formed by superposition the spectra of more than 10 two-level 

fluctuators, it is impossible to identify its elementary components).

OCTl 0CT2 0C T3 0C T4 0CT5 0CT6 0C T7
OCTl 1.505 0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 -0.001 0.001
0C T2 0.000 1.836 0,000 0.000 0,000 -0.001 0.000
OCT3 0,000 0.000 1,692 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.001
0C T4 0,000 0,000 0,000 1.975 0,000 -0.001 0.000
0C T5 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000 0,882 0,000 0.000
0C T6 -0.001 -0,001 0.000 -0,001 0.000 1,850 0.011
OCT7 0,001 0,000 0,001 0.000 0.000 0,011 2.107

Table 5.2: Covariance matrix of octave noise power measured on electrode 
pair e3e4 at -102 niT. The sample probed is a w =  600 nm yoke pattern 
(type 11).

OCTl OCT2 OCT3 0C T4 0CT5 0CT6 0C T7
OCTl 2.652 4.207 0.891 0.985 0.278 0.324 0.211
0C T2 4.207 6.027 2.462 2.573 0.893 0.821 0.447
0C T3 0.891 2.462 4.579 0.698 0.232 0.253 0,147
0C T4 0.985 2.573 0.698 4.649 0.326 0.355 0,224
0C T5 0.278 0.893 0.232 0.326 2.772 0.182 0,125
0C T6 0.324 0.821 0.253 0.355 0.182 6.090 0,289
0C T 7 0,211 0.447 0.147 0.224 0.125 0.289 11,882

Table 5.3: Covariance matrix of octave noise power measured on electrode 
pair e3e4 at -25 mT. The sample probed is a w =  600 nm yoke pattern 
(type II).

To further characterize the volume between e3e4, we measure the co-
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OCTl 0CT2 0CT3 0CT4 0CT5 0CT6 0C T7
OCTl 1.612 0.628 0.040 0.007 0.061 0.024 0.075
0C T2 0.628 2.021 0.192 0.039 0.051 0,059 0.003
0C T3 0.040 0.192 1.966 0.065 0.066 0.091 0.057
0C T4 0.007 0.039 0.065 2.152 0.056 0.089 0.144
0CT5 0.061 0.051 0.066 0.056 2.117 0.097 0.149
0CT6 0.024 0.059 0.091 0.089 0.097 3.118 0.263
0C T7 0.075 0.003 0.057 0.144 0.149 0.263 4.933

T able  5.4: Covariance matrix of octave noise power measured on electrode 
pair e2e5 at -25 mT. The sample probed is a ly =  600 nm yoke pattern 
(type II).

variance matrices for e3e4 and e2e5 under different applied magnetic fields. 

The data were taken by a sampling programme running at 2048 Hz for 1024 

sec at each field setpoint. Samples within 1 sec were discrete Fourier trans

formed to obtain the power spectral density without averaging. The power 

spectra were then binned into 7 consecutive octaves, centred from 4.8 Hz 

to 272 Hz. The covariance matrices were then worked out by a LabView 

programme. Table 5.2 shows the covariance matrix for e3e4 at negative sat

uration (-102 rnT). The off-diagonal terms are nearly all zero, as expected 

for the thermal noise, which is Gaussian. The diagonal terms are more than 

the Gaussian expectation value 1. The reason of this is not clear. It may be 

attributed to power line pick-ups, which introduces additional correlation 

in the noise power within a single octave, especially for higher octaves.

The covariance matrix for the same electrode pair under -25 mT ap

plied magnetic field is significantly different (Table 5.3). The off-diagonal 

terms are much larger than the Gaussian expectation, so are the diagonal 

terms (even compared with those in Table 5.2). It has been further checked 

out that this increase in the variance between octaves is not due to other 

common non-Gaussian effects, for example so-called ‘spectral wandering’ 

[21, 20]. Hence, we attribute the observed non-Gaussian noise to the fact
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that only very few fluctuators exist in the active volume. In comparison, 

the covariance matrix for a significantly larger sample volume (e2e5), at the 

same applied magnetic field, was shown in Table 5.4. The non-Gaussian 

off-diagonal terms are still clearly identifiable, however, these are nmch less 

than those obtained with e3e4. Thus, we believe that though the spacing 

between e3e4 is larger than the lateral dimension of a single fluctuator, the 

number of fluctuators in e3e4 is not large. It suggests that the spacing be

tween the closest spaced electrodes (~  300 nm), should not be more than 

two orders of magnitude larger than the typical spatial correlation length 

for 1 / /  noise in spin-valves.

Using a rough estimation, Weissrnan and co-workers reported an upper 

limit of fluctuating magnetic volume of 6 x 10̂ ^® cm^ in spin-valves, by 

measuring the low freciuency electrical noise and its non-Gaussianity on a 

bridged spin-valve sensor [25]. Our attem pt to measure the spatial coherence 

length directly gives surprisingly consistent results compared with theirs. 

The only difference is that our results suggest that this volume is probably 

about ten times less, hence, in the 10“ ^̂  cm^ range.

We now return to the question given at the beginning of this chapter — 

what are the elementary magnetic fluctuators in a spin-valve stack? As we 

already have a rough estimate of the fluctuating volume and an upper limit 

for the spatial correlation length, the question can be stated in another way 

— what known structure or magnetic length scale is close to the charac

teristic length given by our measurement? Magnetic domains have already 

been excluded from the picture, due to their large size in soft ferromagnetic 

materials. And the exchange length of a few nanometers is too small. This
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leaves us only a few options in between. The first is probably the domain 

wall width (see C hapter 1). It has been reported to be 30 nm - 50 nm 

for permalloy and CoFo ferromagnetic thin films [36, 37, 38], right in the 

sub-hundred nanom eter scale However, in our samples, at least between 

adjacent electrodes, the yoke arm is assumed to be in a single domain state. 

Even in a less ideal case, if 2 - 3 domain walls are present, it will be highly 

unlikely for them  to generate a 1 / /  noise spectrum  rather than a 1 //^  spec

trum . There is also no well-known mechanism, in which domain wall width 

plays the role as the spatial correlation length for magnetic noise. The other 

is the grain size in magnetic thin films. In sputtered soft magnetic films, 

e.g. permalloy and CoFe, this value was normally reported to  be between 

10 nm and 120 nm [39, 40]. Grain boundaries create a barrier which weak

ens the exchange interaction between adjacent spins, while inside a single 

grain, strong exchange interaction leads to a uniform magnetization. In 

a macroscopic single domain state, the direction of magnetization in each 

grain can fluctuate within a small angle around its equilibrium value. The 

magnetization fluctuation is coupled to the sample resistance through the 

GMR effect. Hence, superposition of a large number of grain magnetiza

tion fluctuations in a spin-valve sample, gives the observed 1 / /  noise. The 

fluctuating volume in this case, is about 6 x 10~^^ cm^ to 1 x 10“ ^̂  cm^, 

and the spatial coherence length is in sub-hundred nanometers, which are 

both  close to  the values estim ated from our experiment. It is im portant to 

note here th a t several authors recently suggested magnetic ripple states as 

another possible candidate for fundamental magnetic fluctuators [41, 42].

It has been well established in the literature th a t a multi-domain state

^Domain wall w idth depends strongly on geometric factors of micrornagnetic struc
tures, e.g. thin film thickness and the lateral dimension of the pattern. However, in a 
soft magnet, it is normally not less than a few nm and not more than 200 nm, still within 
the possible range.
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normally shows higher low frequency noise than the same structure in a 

single domain state [32], Assuming magnetic grains as individual magnetic 

fluctuators does not violate this statement. The first reason is that a loosely 

defined, complex nmlti-domain state is highly likely to associate with large 

range domain wall motion during magnetization switching. This is a poten

tial source for excess random telegraph noise. The second reason is that the 

nature of the fluctuators that can be observed in the measurement window 

and their number are in close relation to the magnetic structure of the sam

ple. I'he fluctuating amplitude and characteristic frequency of a magnetic 

grain, depend strongly on the depth and the shape of the potential well 

it sits in. The depth and the shape of the potential well are fimctions of 

the sample magnetic structure. A uniformly magnetized state leads to deep 

and sharp potential wells. This may reduce the fluctuating amplitude of the 

fluctuators, and push many fluctuators out of the measmement window.

5.4 C onclusion

Spatial correlation measurement has been carried out on spin-valve sam

ples patterned into yoke-shapes, in order to determine the spatial correlation 

length of magnetic 1 / /  noise. It has been shown that this length scale is 

below the closest spacing between our electrodes, which is about 300 nm. 

Sometimes, a noisier region in a similar length range can be identifled in the 

sample, whose noise spectrum is above the volume scaling relation defined 

in the Hooge formula, and highly non-Gaussian. This suggests that though 

we have not yet obtained measurable spatial correlation, the spatial coher

ence length of 1 / /  noise should not be much less than the closest electrode 

spacing in our samples, which is about 300 nm. This leads us to suggest that
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the individual fluctuating entities in a spin-valve are ferromagnetic grains 

created in the thin film deposition process.

Spatial correlation attributed to large range domain wall motion was 

occasionally observed in samples where magnetization states are loosely 

defined. This suggests that optimising the magnetic sensor design, to largely 

suppress random domain wall hopping, plays an important role in achieving 

low noise magnetic sensors based on spin-valve stacks.
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Chapter 6 

Electrochem ical N oise Analysis 

of H ydrogen Bubble Evolution  

on Platinum  C athode

In this chapter, we utilise the above developed low frequency noise mea

surement technique to investigate the magnetic field effect on an electro

chemical system, hydrogen evolution reaction during water electrolysis.

6.1 Introduction

Magnetoelectrochemistry is a multidisciplinary research field consisting 

of two distinct aspects. One is to use electrodeposition and related micro

fabrication techniques to fabricate magnetic thin films [1, 2, 3], multilayers 

[4, 5, 6], nanowires [7, 8, 9], and devices [10, 11, 12], The other is to use 

magnetic fields to modify the electrochemical process occurring in an elec

trochemical cell.

In this respect, magnetic fields often show unexpected influences on elec-
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trochcmical processes. Many of the effects are traceable to the action of the 

Lorentz force on mass transport [13, 14]. Strong magnetic field gradients 

may also play a role when there are param agnetic species in solution [15]. 

Evidence for an influence of magnetic field on reaction kinetics is more scat

tered and controversial [16, 17, 18, 19].

Tlune are rej)orts of magnetic field modification of cyclic voltammo- 

grams at high overpotentials, where hydrogen is liberated at the cathode 

from an aqueous electrolyte. In the case of copper in acidified copper sul

phate, for example, the hydrogen current increased with applied field for 

overpotentials between -0.8 mV and -1.5 V with respect to a Ag/AgCl ref

erence electrode, but decreased at higher overpotentials [20]. In some more 

recent experiments, Koza et al [21] and Krause et al [22] also showed tha t 

desorption of hydrogen is enhanced in a perpendicular magnetic field during 

both iron and cobalt deposition.

Electrochemical noise analysis [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] provides a quantitative 

overview of the electrolytic gas-evolution process. A cell operating galvano- 

statically will exhibit potential fiuctuations over a wide range of frequency 

due to the time-varying occlusion of part of the cathode surface by growing 

gas bubbles, with consequent fluctuations in the concentration of dissolved 

gas and electrolyte impedance.

Gas-evolving electrodes are widely used in electrochemical processes 

[28, 29], among which the hydrogen evolution reaction during electrolysis 

of water attrac ts great attention [30, 31, 32]. It is the main industrial pro

cess for producing hydrogen using hydropower, wind turbines, or simlight 

as green energy [33], and also the side reaction in chlorine production. In 

many electrodeposition processes carried out in aqueous solution, hydrogen 

evolution is an unavoidable side reaction [34, 35]. Hence, it is worthwhile to
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investigate how a magnetic field may be used to influence or control hydro

gen gas evolution. Here with hydrogen evolution during water electrolysis 

as a model system, we investigate the applicability of electrochemical noise 

analysis as a quantitative m ethod to  characterize the magnetic field efi^ect 

on electrochemical systems.

6.2 M aterials and M ethods

Following the original reports by Gabrielli et al [23, 24, 25, 26] in the 

absence of a magnetic field, we chose a simple electrochemical system with 

small platinum  electrodes and an aqueous solution of 0.5 M Na2S0 4  as the 

electrolyte. The working electrode and counter electrode were made of 0.5 

nun diam eter platinm n wire sealed in glass tubes and polished^. Potentials 

are measured with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode with satiu'ated 

KCl. The experiments were carried out galvanostatically with a Solatron 

SI1280B electrochemical workstation. The polarity of the current follows 

the corrosion convention, in which a positive (negative) current is anodic 

(cathodic). Most da ta  were collected a t -10 inA, corresponding to a cur

rent density of -51 niA/mm^. The high current density and small working 

clcctrodc area were chosen to obtain significant fluctuations in the cathode 

potential. A large electromagnet with pole sizes 200 mm was used to apply 

up to 1.5 T  magnetic field either parallel or perpendicular to the working 

electrode surface.

The noise spectra were determ ined by one of the following two methods.

a) The analog voltage output of the electrochemical unit was fed unfil

tered via a 10:1 voltage divider to the input of a Hewlett Packard HP35660A

^Platinum electrodes used in this study were prepared by fellow PhD student Peter 
Dunne.
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spectrum analyser. The spectra were captured in six or seven different fre

quency spans between 12.8 Hz and 12.8 kHz. Data were then assembled 

to give the power spectral densities. Spectra shown in this work are the 

averages of ten data sets.

b) The analog voltage output of the electrochemical unit was fed to 

a SR560 low noise preamplifier which was differentially input with a po

tentiometer and dry batteries. This was done to null the DC component 

of the signal, thereby reducing the digital noise level, while preserving the 

low-frequency part of the signal. This technique is better than using a high- 

pass filter, which significantly corrupts the low frequency spectrum. Data 

points were sampled at 100 kHz by a National Instruments PCl-6250 16-bit 

data acquisition (DAQ) card, whose A /D converter goes up to 1 MHz, for 

10 minutes. The preamplifer also serves as an anti-aliasing filter in this 

set-up. The power spectral densities were then obtained using a discrete 

fourier transform programme written in LabView.

In Fig. 6.1, we show the schematic diagram of our measurement set-up.

6.3 R esu lts and D iscussion

We observed two different types of noise spectra in our experiments 

(Fig. 6.2), similar to those previously described by Gabrielli et al. [24].

This was explained by a model developed in the same work. They con

sidered a sequence of time Xj, between two successive bubble departures. 

This sequence can be treated as a sequence of independent random variables 

with the same distribution function u(x) — dP{xj < x)/dx,  with P{xj < x) 

the possibility of finding Xj of a value less than x. For type I spectra, they 

assumed that the distribution function was exponential, u(x) =  Aexp(Ax),
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5R560

C om puter + DAQ

Fig . 6.1: Schematic diagram of the electrochemical noise analysis set-up.

with 1/A the mean time between two consecutive jumps. It is characterized 

by the fact th a t there arc more short time intervals than  long time ones. 

The PSD of the potential fluctuations can be given by [24]

S v i f )  =
2A <  >

- I -

( 6 . 1)

with the mean value of the potential jum p am plitude <  Ary > =  k / \ ,  in 

which k is the slope of the linear potential increase when a bubble grows. 

This is a Debye-Lorentzian spectrum  which has a low frequency plateau and 

a high frequency decrease following 1 / p .

Type II spectra are modelled by a pseudopcriodical distribution func-
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F ig . 6.2: Examples o f noise spectra obtained using the spectrum analyser 
in  the absence o f an applied field. The black line shows the l / p  power 
spectrum.

tion.

in  which Xq is the tim e pseudoperiod and in  s“  ̂ represents the pronounced 

character o f th is pseudoperiodicity. This is the case when the bubbles are 

released from  the electrode surface in  a quasi-periodic way. The PSD has 

a pronounced peak at jp, above which the spectrum also decrease as l / P ,  

bu t w ith  several harmonics of fp s ittin g  on top of the 1 / p  slope. The peak 

frequency fp is related to  the average bubbles evolved per un it tim e fp =  A.

For the type I spectrum (blue curve), we observed a corner frequency
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(above which the power spectral density falls in a nearly 1/P  slope) of about

10 Hz, above which it falls according to 1 /p .  More common is the type

11 spectrum  shape (red curve), which has its peak frequency Jp a t about 

20 Hz, and another at about 100 Hz superposed on the l / p  background. 

The l /P fluctuations which we find in the power spectrum  at frequencies 

above 10 Hz, are quite unlike the 1/f  power spectrum  commonly found in 

an enormous range of different physical systems [36].

The effect of the magnetic field in the two cases is rather different. The 

low-frequency fluctuations in the type I spectrum  are suppressed by the 

applied field, and the average overpotential decreases, as shown in Fig. 6.3. 

The fluctuations in the typo II spectra are modified in a different way. 

Fields of up to 0.5 T  have little effect. Then, in higher fields, there is 

a clear and rather abrupt increase in the low-frequency fluctuations, as 

shown in Fig. 6.4. There is little difference when the field is applied parallel 

or perpendicular to the electrode surface (Fig. 6.5). It is im portant to note 

th a t both the spectnun typo and the magnetic field effect on each spectrum 

type are stable with time. Once a spectrum  of either type I or type II is 

established, it does not change between measurements for at least a few 

days, and the effect of an applied magnetic field always stays the same 

(Fig. 6.6).

Furthermore, the d a ta  obtained using the DAQ card (Fig. 6.7) gives 

better frequency resolution at low frequencies, and are quite similar to those 

obtained with the spectrum  analyser (Fig. 6.4). In Fig 6.8, we show the 

threshold effect of the ai)})liod field on the low freciuency plateau (data 

average across 0 . 1 - 1  Hz) summarized from Fig. 6.7. The dashed red line 

is a guide to the eye.

Atomic hydrogen is the prim ary product of electrolysis a t the platim un
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(b)

F ig . 6.3: (a) Power spectra l density  of type  I spectra  and (b) corresponding 
tim e sequence under applied m agnetic field. Note how the am plitude of the  
voltage fluctuations and the  overpotential decrease w ith applied field.
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F ig . 6 .4  : (a) Power spectral density of type II spectra and (b) corresponding 
time sequence (b) under applied magnetic field. Note that how the noise 
amplitude increases above a threshold field < 1 T.
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0.5 M Na,SO„2 4
■10 mA
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— 0.25 T
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0.5 M Na^SO^, -10 mA

Perpendicular Parallel
 O.OOT -  0.
 0 . 5 0 T  -  0.
 1.00 T ----------1.

Frequency(Hz)

Fig. 6.5 : Power spectral density of type II spectra measured with the 
applied magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the electrochemical 
current.

cathode surface. Schematically, it diffuses across the surface or enters so

lution to form molecular hydrogen H2 . The surface concentration of a dis

solved gas can be estimated from the concentration-related overpotential 

rjcs at the electrode interface

tiF
Cg = C \g exp [ -{  —  )ti^s] (6.3)

with n  the number of electrons participating in the electrode reaction, B  the 

universal gas constant, F  the Faraday constant equal to 96,487 C mol“\  r]cs 

the concentration overpotential due to the product gas supersaturating the 

electrolyte near the electrode surface, and Csg the saturated concentration of
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0.5 M Na^SO^, -10 mA
 0.00 T
 0 .50T
 1.00 T

CN

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 6.6; Power spectral density of type II spectra measured within 3 days. 
For each applied magnetic field level, 4 spectra were recorded at different 
times, twice on the 1st day (straight line and dashed line), once the 2nd day 
(dotted line) and once the 3rd day (dashed dotted line), respectively. The 
spectra, and the magnetic field effect are stable and reproducible in time.

dissolved gas at 273 K and under 1 atm ga.s pressure [37]. For hydrogen gas, 

this value is Cgg =  7.24 x 10“"* mol/L [38]. At the high current densities used 

in our experiments (-51 mA/mm^), the electrolyte has reached its limiting 

supersaturatiori in molecular hydrogen, which is about 100 times greater 

than Csg- Eventually, gas nuclei will form spontaneously at some nucleation 

sites on the surface of the platinum cathode, where they begin to grow 

and coalesce. More H2 gas diffuses into the bubble from the surrounding 

electrolyte, and H2 formed at the platinum surface also diffuses into the 

growing bubble.
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Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 6.7: Magnetic field effect on the type II spectra measured by a DAQ 
board.

We relate our experimentally observed 1 //^  noise spectrum to a growth- 

coalescence model suggested by Steyer et al. [39]. Unlike Gabrielli et al. 

[24], the avithors consider the growth of spherical droplets randomly seeded 

on a two dimensional surface growing as R{t) = Rof^, with R the radius 

of the droplet, and Rq its initial value. They obtained a surface coverage 

function changing against time t which is very similar to the time sequence 

of overpotential fluctuation we observed (Fig. 6.9). The PSD in their model 

was shown to have a linear 1 / P  dependence down to the lowest frequency. 

We attribute the difference between the spectra we observed and their model 

— the existence of a low frequency plateau in our case, to the fact that 

hydrogen bubbles leave the electrode surface in a real experiment, while 

only the growth of the droplets was considered in their model. They also 

show that the l /P spectrum is a direct result of the growth-coalescence
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Magnetic field (T)

Fig. 6.8: The tlircshold effect of the applied magnetic field on the low 
frequency plateau of type II spectnuii. Each data  point is averaged across 
the PSD in Fig. 6.7 between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz. The dashed red line is a 
guide to the eyes.

process and does not depend on the growth exponent a .

The potential of the gas-evolving working electrode can be expressed by

Eu; =  E j r  +  ris +  rjci +  rjcs (6.4)

in which E [ j i  is the potential drop due to  the ohmic resistance between the 

working and the reference electrodes, which can be modified by bubbles 

covering the working electrode surface, rjs is the surface overpotential for 

charge transfer reaction, rjci is the concentration overpotential created by 

the consuming of reactive ions, and rjcs is the same surface concentration- 

related overpotential as in Eqn. (6.3) [40]. The second term  in Eq. (6.4) i]g,
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20 40 60 80 100
Time (ms)

Fig. 6.9 : A time sequence of tlie l)ubble evolution reaction under zero 
magnetic field. Applied current is -10 mA.

is a kinetic term and can be decomposed into two terms, r/,,o and rja, with the 

first term representing the surface overpotential when no bubble is present 

on the electrode surface, and the second term corresponds to a secondary 

current distribution effect around the bubbles when they form. The value 

of r]a has been estimated to be small in many gas-evolving electrochemical 

reactions [40, 38].

Under the present experimental conditions (high current density), a lo

cal pH increase close to the cathode surface is expected. This effect induces 

a possible change of the third term r id  in Eq. (6.4), and shifts the overpoten

tial. It may also happen that the agitation due to the Lorentz force when 

a magnetic field is applied will increase the mixing with the bulk solution, 

and contribute partly to the overpotential decrease we observed. However, 

this effect is normally believed to be less significant [40] and is omitted in 

magnetoelectrochemistry studies [38].



This leaves us with the first term  E j r  and the fourth term  r ] c s  in the 

equation. In the following discussions, we first consider the effect of the 

first term , sinco several previous studies have suggested th a t unfler a large 

applied current density, it is the dom inant effect [24, 41, 37]. We then add 

the fourth term  back at the end of the discussion, to see how it might change 

in our analysis.

0.5 M Na^SO^, -10 mA
------ 0.00 T ------- 0.50 T
------ 1.00 T ------- 1.50 T

(a )
................................................ . ......................................................

^  50

05
CD
S  '50 
®  -100

10°

Frequency (Hz)

F ig . 6.10: Electrochemical impedance spectra of 0.5 M Na2S0 4  under dif
ferent applied magnetic fields. The applied current is -10 mA.

We first try  to exclude two possible spurious effects which might influ

ence the observed spectra under magnetic field. The first one is the change 

of the complex electrochemical impedance under an applied magnetic field. 

We used electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to further characterize our 

electrochemical system (Fig. 6.10). A lthough the low frequency parts of the 

spectra are normally noisy due to the creation and departure of hydrogen 

bubbles, there is very little change either in the absolute value of the so-
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lution impedance \ Z  \ ov the phase angle 0 up to at least a few thousand 

Hertz. Hence, we are confident th a t the alteration of the electrochemical 

noise spcctra under magnetic fields, especially the change of the low fre

quency plateau, is not related to an impedance change of the system. The 

second consideration is the infiuence of the Zeeman energy under an applied 

magnetic field. Normally any magnetic field effects on chemical reactions 

are negligible because the tiny energy involved. For param agnetic ions, their 

magnetization is proportional to the applied magnetic field.

M  = = (6.5)

in which x is the magnetic susceptibility, and C  is the Curie constant. The 

Curie constant of one molar param agnetic ions, each having one unpaired 

electron can be approximated as {Na / kB)nofJ.%, with the Avogadro’s 

number and n s  the Bohr magneton. Hence, the magnetic susceptibility can 

be expressed as

^ = -T 7 T
The magnetic energy is =  —x5^/2/.io, where B  is the

applied field [42]. Using Eqn. (G.6) for x, we have

E b =  \N M L \B '^ l kB T  (6.7)

This leads to an energy of only 6.25 m J/m ol a t 300 K, while the energy 

required to move one mole electrons across a potential difference of 1 V is 

more than 6 x lO'̂  J. However, in some circumstances, large magnetic field 

effects on some chemical reactions can be traced back to the nuclear spins 

[43]. It is conceivable th a t the coupling of the nuclear spins in the hydrogen
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molecules to the nearby param agnetic moment (P t) might induce a change 

of the chemical reaction rate [44]. We conducted a series of experiments with 

D 2 O, taking care to adjust the viscosity of the electrolyte to be the same. 

Hydrogen bubble formation is affected by any variation in the viscosity of 

the solution, so this effect needed to  be minimised. The same type II noise 

spectra were obtained with H 2 O and D 2 O. Since deuterium  has a different 

nuclear spin state  than  protium  (the common hydrogen isotope), if nuclear 

spins play a role, a different effect should be expected. This confirms tha t 

the magnetic field effcct we observed is not related to the nuclear spni 

(protium has a nuclear spin 7 =  1/2, whereas deuterium  has a nuclear spin 

/  =  !) .

W ith the above two possible explanations excluded, we a ttribu te  the 

observed magnetic field effect a change in hydrogen bubble size due to the 

m agnetohydrodynamic (MHD) convection. This leads to the observed E m  

change. There are many hydrogen bubbles growing on the surface of the 

platinum  cathode a t any instant of time. At some point, a bubble grows 

to the extent th a t it becomes unstable, and breaks away. This leads to a 

sudden increase of the electrode area in direct contact with the electrolyte; 

the cell resistance drops, and the voltage of the cell under galvanostatic 

control falls abruptly, as shown by the time-sequence in Fig. 6.9. A typical 

bubble size may be estim ated from the m agnitude of the low frequency 

potential fluctuations AK using

A \/ =  (6.8)

where Rpl  is the average overpotential (~  3.f V), is a numerical con

stant equal to 0.4 and r^/vi, is the ratio of the bubble radius to  the cathode 

radius (250 //m) [24]. The result is around 40 //,m, which is consistent with
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Fig. 6.11; Power spectra o f iiydrogen and deuteron evolution in  H2O and 
D2O under applied magnetic field.
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the  bubble size seen by visual inspection.

T he observed influences of m agnetic fields on the  voltage noise fluctua

tions can be understood  in the  fram ew ork of m echanical ag ita tion  created  

by the Lorentz force

F L = j x B  (6.9)

Here j  is the  curren t density  and  B  is the  m agnetic field. T he curren t 

lines around a bubble on the  surface will tend  to  have a  radial as well aa a 

transverse com ponent. A torque is therefore exerted  on the bubble which is 

proportional to  the p roduct of B±  and j .̂, where Bj^ is the  com ponent field 

norm al to  the  electrode surface and  is the  radial com ponent of the  curren t 

density  around the bubble. This twist-off effect is expected to  con tribu te  

to  the  prem ature  d ep artu re  of gas bubbles, when the  field has a cornjjonent 

norm al to  the  elcctrodc surface [21]. Norm ally the  m echanical cfl'ect of 

the  Lorentz force, w hether it is to  sweep the  surface or apply torque to 

the  bubbles, will tend  to  dislodge the  bubbles sooner th an  would otherwise 

be the  case. T he average bubble size should be reduced by the  field, and 

po ten tia l fluctuations reduced correspondingly. T he d a ta  in Fig. 6.3 show a 

progressive reduction in the  am plitude of the  low-frcqucncy fluctuations and 

a decrease in overpotential w ith  applied field for type  I spectra. E stim ating  

the  size of the  larger bubbles from  th e  low-frequency po ten tia l fiuctuations 

using Eqn. (6.8) gives th a t  the  size of th e  large bubbles in the  p lateau  below 

10 Hz is reduced progressively as a  function of field, from 46 fim  in 0 T  to 

36 fim  in 1.5 T. This corresponds to  a  halving of th e  bubble volume.

However, there  m ay be a secondary effect of sweeping bubbles across 

the  cathode. D uring growth, sm all bubbles nucleated  a t ad jacent spo ts 

ten d  to  coalesce. W hen they  are swept across th e  cathode surface by the
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Lorentz-force-induced flow, they will tend to coalesce with other bubbles 

they encounter, and grow larger before they are released. The more char

acteristic type II behaviour illustrated in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.7 shows this 

eflect. There the low-frequency fluctuations increase with Held, beyond a 

threshold of 0.5 T. The average bubble radius deduced from Eqn. (6.8) at 

10 Hz increases by about a factor 1.5 from 0 T to 1.5 T. The edge of the 

electrode is where largest bubbles are likely to be found, and the small ones 

tend to merge with the larger ones growing there, leaving a larger voltage 

drop when they are released. This can probably also explain why we observe 

two different types of spectra in the study. The edges of micro-polished P t 

electrodes are normally less well controlled than the centre area. A rough 

edge might be able to accommodate more large bubbles, which enhance the 

low frequency fluctuation. The reason of this correlation between spectra 

tyj)c and magnetic held effect still requires further investigation.

Now we look at the influence of the fourth term in Eqn. (6.4), rjcs on the 

overpotontial fluctuation. It was first predicted by Dukovic and Tobias [45], 

then experimentally verified by Gabrielli and co-workers [37] that the super

saturation effect 7/cs associated with bubble evolution has an opposite sign 

to the resistance change Ejfi. This can be understood in the following way. 

The growth of bubbles is mainly due to the diffusion of dissolved hydrogen 

gas from the surrounding electrolyte. Hence, the concentration of dissolved 

hydrogen gas is lower around the bubbles than further away. This effect 

will locally lower the concentration overpotential and attract current lines 

to the regions where bubbles are attached, which is the exact opposite to the 

IR-drop Ejji- As we have seen above, the dominant effect under our high 

current density, is highly likely to be the IR-drop. However, inclusion of the 

fourth term in Eqn. (6.4) makes it possible to see the two types of spectra
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in a different light. A ssum ing the  existence of a  sm aller b u t com parable 

concentration  overpotential in our system , the  overpotential fluctuation  we 

m easured is thus the  sum  of E jn  and  r/csi w ith the  sign defined by the  larger 

term  -  E m .  T he hydrogen supersolubility  can be m odified by an applied 

m agnetic field due to  the  micro m agnetohydrodynarnic (mM HD) effect [38], 

which leads to  a  change in r]cs, ^f]cs- Tfiis change is no t necessarily the 

sam e as the  m agnetic field m odification of the  IR-drop, AE j f i .  W hether an 

applied m agnetic field causes an increase or decrease of the  electrochem ical 

noise power, depends on the  relative m agnitude of AEj f{  and Ai]cs- A large 

A.r](.s can  reduce the  m easured overpotential change due to  a bubble depar

tu re  event, thus, reduce the  electrochem ical noise. Hence, to  include rjcs 

in to  the  picture can be an  a lternative  approach in explaining why m agnetic 

field has different effects on different type of spectra.

A nother point which requires fu rther clarification is th a t  in the  above 

analysis we assum e no change in th e  efficiency of w ater electrolysis reaction 

when a m agnetic fi(;ld is applied. T his m eans th a t  the  sam e pro]>ortion of 

applied current was used to  convert H 2 O into H 2 and O 2 w ith  and w ithout 

a m agnetic field. T his is a reasonable assum ption when there  is no o ther 

m ajor side reaction going on in our system , which can com pete w ith w ater 

electrolysis.

6.4 C onclusion

T he influence of th e  m agnetic field on hydrogen p roduction  a t a small 

p latinum  electrode is understood  in term s of the  influence of th e  Lorentz 

force on the size d istribu tion  of the  bubbles produced. The 1/f^ power 

spectrum  above 10 Hz is typical of a droplet coalescence process. T he field
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F ig . 6.12: Time sequences and power spectra of hydrogen evolution during 
copper electrodeposition under zero and 1.5 T  applied magnetic field.
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deceases the overpotential for hydrogen formation by 10 % for 1.5 T, sim

ilar to that expected by mechanical agitation. Depending on the type of 

noiso spoctrum, the Lorentz force generated by the magnetic field can ei

ther increase or decrease the low frequency hydrogen evolution noise below 

10 Hz, but the reason for the correlation is not understood. An improved 

measurement scheme, which uses a high frequency sinusoidal signal to di

rectly probe the electrolyte resistance, has been suggested by Gabrielli and 

CO-workers [37], but no magnetic field has yet been applied.

The study shows that electrochemical noise analysis is a useful sup

plementary tool in characterizing the magnetic field eff̂ ect on gas evolu

tion electrochemical analysis. More quantitative results are expected from 

this analysis compared to conventional metliods which are mainly based on 

cyclic voltammetry [20]. Fig. 6.12 shows time sequences and power spec

trum density of hydrogen evolution during electrodeposition of copper under 

a constant current density of -42 mA/cm^ [46]. The electrodes used were 

0.5 mm diameter copper. Large steps due to the departure of hydrogen 

bubbles from the working electrode is clearly seen. An applied magnetic 

field of 1.5 T significantly alters the hydrogen evolution process, a.s shown 

both from the time sequence and the power spectra. The average bubble 

size decreases from 0.9 mm in diameter to 0.5 mm, according to an analysis 

similar to that in the above section. This suggests that this technique may 

also be used to study hydrogen evolution as competing side reaction during 

metal electrodeposition.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

In this thesis, low frequency fluctuations in three different magnetic 

systems were investigated. Some possible extensions of the work descril>ed 

in Chapter 4 and 5 are now discussed.

A very natural but highly challenging extension of the work in Chapter 4 

is to extend the m ethod to the nanoscale, by patterning smaller Hall bars. 

This leads to the chance of capturing very few, or even a single domain wall 

in the Hall cross, and probe the resulting fluctuation. One very obvious ob

stacle is the increase of lead resistance /?/, which signiftcantly enhances the 

therm al noise background. However, it is possible to overcome this problem 

by patterning high conductive contacts to a small Hall cross, or measuring 

the sample at low tem perature (as the therm al noise scales with tem pera

ture). The tem perature dependence of the low frequency anomalous Hall 

voltage forms another possible extension of the present work. As expected 

from our domain wall fluctuation picture, the change of tem perature should 

be able to move fluctuators in or out-of the measurement frequency window, 

thus reduce or enhance the 1 / /  noise in the slanted part of the hysteresis 

loop. The verification of this prediction will give strong support to our pro-
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posal, in which the  1 / /  noise is generated  by a therm ally  activated  process. 

Concerning the  in-plane m agnetization  com ponent, a  system atic m easure

m ent of tho p lanar Hall offect and tho anisotropic rnagnotorosistance in tho 

(C o F e /P t)„  m ultilayers is a good sta rtin g  point.

amplif ier

G ^V h

Fig. 7.1 : A diagram  showing the  seven-term inal Hall noise m easurem ent 
m ethod.

T he m easurem ent schem e can also be improved by adopting  the seven- 

term inal Hall noise m easurem ent m ethod first suggested by von M olnar and 

co-workers [1, 2, 3]. Fig. 7.1 shows a diagram  of th is approach. It involves 

passing two currents w ith  the  sam e am plitude b u t in different directions, 

th rough two Hall crosses form ing a Hall resistance bridge. This leads to  

a  zero o u tp u t of the  sam ple Hall voltage, V h \  +  V h 2 =  0. T he bridge is 

insensitive to  spatially  correlated  fluctuations, such as tem pera tu re  drift 

or noise pick-up from applied m agnetic fields. An additional Hall cross is 

p a tte rn ed  in between the  bridge for th e  comm on ground, th is helps to  reduce 

the  requirem ent on th e  com m on m ode rejection ratio  for the  amplifiers. It 

is also possible to  connect a buffer amplifier betw een the  com m on ground 

and one of the  Hall voltage leads for m onitoring the  Hall voltage during the 

noise m easurem ent.
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In relation to the FORC diagrams, more theoretical work is required 

to achieve a better interpretation of the large amount of information they 

contain. One possible protocol will be to simulate the FORC diagrams 

with the two sets of hysterons described in Chapter 4, plus a few other 

adjustable parameters to take account of, for example, the highly reversible 

region. This will at least show us if our understanding is correct, and by 

comparing the simulation with the experiments, some more feature may be 

added into the previously discussed magnetization process. It is also worth 

extending this method to other PMA systems, e.g. C o/Pd multilayers, and 

exchange-biased PMA films.

Our work in Chapter 5 brings more understanding of the low frequency 

noise in spin-valve structures. Little or no spatial correlation in the 1 / /  

noise was shown within electrode pairs, approximately 250 nm apart. The 

individual fluctuating entity was found out to be largely below the domain 

size in soft ferroniagnet. However, domain wall movement across the sam

ple can cause highly spatially correlated fluctuations, whoso spectra deviate 

significantly from the usual 1 / /  noise. One very obvious question is how 

to measure the correlation length of these magnetic fluctuators experimen

tally. This requires further narrowing the spacing between adjacent elec

trode pairs. However, the resistance between the electrode pairs will soon 

become too small to be matched by normal transistor based amplifierK. This 

will require the use of transformer amplifiers, or more advanced instrumen

tation. The other interesting direction would be to find direct evidence 

to support our suggestion in Chapter 5, that grains in the ferromagnetic 

layer of tens of nanometers in size, with a weakened exchange interaction 

between them, are the fundamental magnetic fluctuators observed in the 

low frequency noise spectrum of a spin-valve. A possible experiment is to
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furtlier weaken the inter-grain exchange interaction by a low energy argon 

gas etching of the samples. Grain-boundaries should be more vulnerable 

to the etching process. If all the other parameters are similar, our picture 

leads to the prediction that samples after argon treatment would become 

noisier compared with those measured just after deposition.

Samples we measured in this study normally have more complicated mi

cromagnetics than what was described by a simple coherent rotation pro

cess. This makes the interpretation of our results less trivial. One possible 

solution is to apply an appropriate field sequence before noise measuremont 

to wash out all the possible domian walls from the sample. This would 

require some intensive uiicromagnetic simulation work, in order to find the 

proper magnetic field sequence. It is also w'orthwhile patterning better 

EBL yoke samples, with low noise gold contacts, which can be enhanced 

by a post-fabrication annealing process. Measurement on these samples 

will make the data much easier to understand, and avoid some possible 

artefacts. However, a foreseeable problem is that the electrical contacts 

might serve as strong pinning sites for domain walls, and the magnetiza

tion process still deviates from a well-defined coherent rotation in these 

samples. It is also possible to extend the spatial correlation to some other 

micromagnetic structures, where the magnetic states are well understood. 

Ring-shaped spin-valve samples are a good candidate, as the vortex state 

and onion states in these structures are linked simply by reversing the mag

netization in one of the two arms of the ring. It will be interesting to see 

how the spatial correlation of the low frequency noise changes when the 

sample changes from an onion state to a vortex state.
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A ppendix A

Theoretical A spects

A .l  B asic S tatistica l M echanics

Ideas covered in this section are fundamental statistical mechanics, and 

can be found in most of the monographs on statistical physics [1, 2]. The 

discussions here follow th a t in [1].

Suppose P{ X)  is the probability of observing the system in the state 

X  with an energy H[ X) .  P{ X)  and H{ X )  should satisfy the following 

relations.

=  i  (A-l)

Y , P { X ) H ( X )  = {H( X) )  = U (A.2)

with U the internal energy of the system, which is fixed by the therm o bath. 

The Shannon entropy of the system is defined as

5s =  -  5 ]  F (X )ln P (X ) (A.3)

which is at its maximum under thcrmoequilibriuni. To find the probability
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P{ X )  which maximizes Ss,  we use the Lagrange function as following.

fc ,s(P) =  -  E  r’(X) lnP(X)  P m  -  / ? E  (A-4)

in which a  and /3 are the Lagrange multipliers. By setting dipa,g{P)/dP{X)  = 

0, we have

j \ X )  = e x p [ - \ - a - / 3 n { X ) ]  (A.5)

in which a  and P are related by ^  P{ X )  =  L This gives

exp(—1 — Of) ^  exp[—/3//(x)] =  1 (A.6)

Using Eqn. (A.5), we arrive at

(A.7)

in which the partition function is defined as

Z^ =  5 ] e x p [ - /? / / (X ) ]  (A.8)

It can be proved th a t f3 =  l / {kBT) .  Thermodynamic quantities at

equilibrium can be expressed by the partition function. Table A .l lists 

some of the im portant relations.

A .2 Fluctuation-D issipation Theorem

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem is an im portant result of therm o

dynamics. In the case of magnetic fluctuation, it relates the magnetiza

tion fluctuations and the susceptibility [3, 4]. Wc deducc the fluctuation-
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Therm odynamic quantities Expressed by the partition function
Free energy 

Internal energy 

Entropy

Magnetic moment 

Susceptibility

F/j = ~^\nZp = - k B T l n Z f j

U0 =  - | l n Z ,  =  ^(/3F ^)

S/3 =  -kBfi -§^{lnZp)  -1- kslnZi}  =  ~-§rI^p 

~

Table A .l: Some im portant relations between the partition function and 
therm odynam ic quantities.

dissipation theorem from the partition function described in Appendix A .l 

(for more detailed information, see [1]).

We s ta rt with defining the impulse response function a[t)  as

in which is the response of the system to an input of the form h{t) =

/)o[l — 5(<)] with s(t) the Heaviside step function.

{ 1 when  ̂ >  0
(A.IO)

0 when t < 0

Here we introduce the term  of conjugate intensive and conjugate exten

sive quantities in thermodynamics. An intensive quantity is independent to 

the number of particles making up the physical system, whereas the value of 

an extensive quantity is proportional to the number of particles. Two quan

tities, arising from different therm odynam ical energy functions are defined 

as a conjugate pair if their product has units of energy, in which the inten-
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sive quantity h{t) can be seen as the input signal to the system, whereas 

its conjugated extensive quantity mho{t) is the response of the system. For 

example, in magnetic systems, h is the applied magnetic field, and rn is the 

magnetic moment.

The general susceptibility x (0  is related to the impulse response function

The susceptibility is often decomposed into a real (in-phase) part and

The system is at equilibrium at i =  0, since the magnetic field Hq has 

been applied for an infinite length of time. Hence, the probability of finding 

the system in a state Y  is

is the internal energy under an applied magnetic field.

We further define P{t ,0,  X , Y )  as the probability of having the system

a{t) by

(A .ll)

and its Fourier transform  can be expressed as

(A.12)

an imaginary (out-of-phase) part, x i f )  — x ' i f )  ~ ix"(. / ) -  Then we have the 

out-of-phase susceptibility

(A.13)

P0{y) =
exp[-PH{Y)]

(A.14)

in which

H{Y)  = Ho{Y) -  hom{Y) (A.15)
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in state F  at i =  0 and state X  aXt. According to the Bayes’ relation, it can 

also be expressed as X\Y)P(j{Y)^ with P{t,Q, X\Y)  the conditional

probability in finding the system in state X  at time i, given it is at state Y 

when /: = 0. This leads to an expression of P{t ,X)

P{t, X)  = Y ,  P{t, 0, X, r) =  Pit, 0, X\Y)P0{Y) (A.16)
Y  Y

The function Jihg can be expressed by the probability of the system in 

a certain state X  at time t, P{t ,X).

n, ,  = J 2 <^.(X)P{t.x) = J 2 E  m{X)P{t,Q,X\Y)Pi,{Y)  (A.17)
X  Y

Hence, from Eqn. (A.9) we obtain an expression of in terms of m{X)  

and the related probability functions

"(') =  (a .18)

= /’ ( E E  m{X)m{Y)P0{t ,Q,X,Y) -  [(m(X))p} (A.19)
X  Y

in which Pj3{t,0, X , Y )  is probability at equilibrium in finding the system in 

state Y  at < =  0 and state X  at t.

The autocorrelation function of the magnetic moment is

C(r) =  {m{t)m{t + t ) — {m{t))Y (A.20)

= EE m{X)m{Y)Pp{t,  0, X, K) -  [{m{X))]^ (A.21)
A' Y

From Eqn. (A.19) and Eqn. (A.21) we see that a(t) = /5(7(r), which
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brings us to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

(A.22)

Eqn. (A.22) is different by a factor of //q/2 compared to Eqn. (4.15), 

which is the fluctuation-dissipation relation in a real magnetic system. This 

can be understood in th a t the rnagnetostatic energy in a magnetic field H  

is —̂ lom ■ H  instead oi m ■ H  as assumed in Eqn. (A.15).

Another im portant relation as a direct result of the fluctuation-dissipation 

theorem and the Kramers-Kronig relation (see Appendix A.5) is the to tal 

fluctuation theorem.

susceptibility xis of the system at equilibrium, and the susceptibility is al

ways a positive quantity. In spin-valves and magnetic tunnel junctions, it 

also helps understand why according to many measurements, the Hooge 

param eter 7 scales with the resistance susceptibility.

A .3 Parseval’s T heorem

The Parseval’s theorem relates the integral of X  [t) in the time domain 

to the integral of S { f )  in the frequency domain. The Fourier transform of 

X  (/,) is deflned as^

{m^{X))  -  { r n { X) f  = k gTx p (A. 23)

It says tha t the to tal fluctuation of the system is proportional to the

X  {t)exp{—2TTift)dt (A.24)

^Thc treatment in this section follows [5].
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and its inversion gives

/ + 00

T* { f ) ex p {~ 2 m f t ) d f  (A.25)

•OO

Hence, we have

/
+00 ^ + 0 0

S { f ) d f  = /  T * { f ) T { f ) d f  (A.26)
•00 J  —00

/
+ 0 0  ^ + 0 0

T \ f ) d f  /  X (0exp(-27Ti/0c/^ (A.27)
•00 J —00

/
+00 ^ + 0 0

X{t )d t  /  T*i f ) exp{-2ni f t . )d f  (A.28)

•00 J —00/ + 00

(A.29)

•00

Tliis gives the Parseval’s theorem.

A .4 W iener-K hintchine T heorem

The W iener-Khintchine theorem [1, 5] shows th a t the power spectrum  

density can be expressed as the Fourier transform  of the autocorrelation 

function. We s tart from the definition of the power spectrum  density^.=  lim ( - )  /  /  {X{t)X{xi))exp[-\2TTf{t- \})]dtAv  (A.30)
/->oo  1 J - X / 2  J - T j l

Substituting t  = v —  t  leads to

1 r-\-T p-\-T !2 — t
5 ( / )  =  lim ( - )  /  d t  X { t ) X { t  + T ) ) e x p [ - i 2 n f T ) ] d T  (A.31)

r ^ o o  I  J_rp / 2  J - T / 2 - t

Since {X{ t )X{ t  + r ))  does not depend on t for a stationary process and

^Thc trcatnicnt in this scction follows [5].
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approaches zero for very laige r ,  Eqn. (A .31) can be approxim ated  as

/ ^-oo
{ X  { t )X[ t  +  r))exp(i27r/r)fi?r (A.32)

•CX)

which is the  W iener-K hintchine theorem .

A .5 K ram ers-K ronig R ela tion

T he K ram ers-K rotiig dispersion relation connect the  out-of-phase sus- 

cep tib ih ty  X {f )  to  the in-phase susceptib ihty  x '(0 ) for a  causal process. 

For a m ore detailed  discussion, we refer to  [6]. Here we follow a  largely 

simplified version described in [7]. We s ta r t  from the susce{)tibility in tim e 

dom ain x(0- For ^ causal process, the  susceptibility  x ( 0  is zero for t < 0. 

Hence, the  following equat:on holds'^

x ( 0  =  (A.33)

w ith s{i)  the  Heaviside step function as defined in A ppendix A .2. The 

inverse Fourier tranisform  cf x(0

/ + 00

x { / ) e x p { i 2 Tr f t ) d f  (A.34)

•OO

Inserting  Eqn. (A .34) irto the  right hand  side of Eqn. (A .33), and m aking 

Fourier transform  o f  b o th  sides gives

1 /■ ° °  1
Xi f )  = - J  + 5{ f  -  f ) ] d f  (A.35)

^For those who insiist on tic purity of m athematics, the following equations might
seem ‘d irty ’.
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using the Fourier transform  of the Heaviside step function being

» ( /)  =  ^ [ ^ + '5 ( / ) l  (A.36)

in which S { f )  is the delta function.

Expanding x { f )  into its real and imaginary part 

gives

^  J O /

which is the Kramer-Kronig relation.

A .6 T h e S ton er-W oh lfarth  M od el

The Stoner-W ohlfarth model is the simplest and highly instructive model 

in micromagnetics [8, 9, 10]. Its fundamental assumj)tion is th a t the ex

change energy dominates other interactions, so a  constant magnetization 

exists in the whole sample volume [11]. During the m agnetization switch

ing, the exchange energy term  always remains the same, given the model 

its other name — the coherent ro tation model. In j)ractice, it describes 

the m agnetization switching in magnetic particles of about 10 nm in size, 

or less [12]. Under certain condition, it can also be used to analyse the 

magnetization switching in magnetic th in  filnie.

Assuming an uniaxial ellipsoid (a =  b)  with the applied magnetic field 

H  parallel to its c-axis. Its energy density can be expressed as"*

£ =  K i S \ v ? 0  -I- ^ ( 1  — 3L>)y\/gSin f̂> — h q M s H cosO (A.38)

 ̂ Discussions in this scction follow [10]. Some erroR in the (;quations in the original 
literature are corrccted.

, and making /  =  0 

(A.37)
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in which K\  is the magnetocrystalhne energy constant, D is the demagne

tizing factor along c-a:x;is, and 0 is the angle between magnetization M  and 

the c-axis. The anisotropy field is defined as

which is the ratio between the m agnetocrystalhne energy and the magneto- 

static energy when D = 1.

It can be easily seen tha t two minima exist for e, namely when the 

magnetization M  aligns parallel or antiparallel to the c-axis, with 9 = 0 and 

7T, respectively. The transition between these two energy minima happens 

at the coercivity, which is

2 K  1

c-axis

Fig . A .l  ; A diagram of a Stoner-W ohlfarth particle.

This expression says th a t the coercivity He in a Stoner-W ohlfarth parti

cle is simply the anisotropy field plus the shape-anisotropy field. In case 

when the applied magnetic field is not along the c-axis (Fig. A .l), we have

e =  Ksin^O — noMsCos{9 — ip) (A.41)
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where is the direction between the applied magnetic field and the c-axis, 

and the first term  on the right hand side takes account of both the magne- 

tocrystalline energy and the shape-anisotropy energy. Hysteresis loops can 

be established by analysing dejdO =  0 and =  0. An im portant

situation is when p̂ =  t t / 2, in which the applied magnetic field is perpen

dicular to the c-axis. The hysteresis turns out to be a straight line with zero 

energy product and a slope of d M / d H  = 2K/^oMg.  This describes one of 

the approaches in obtaining linear response in a spin-valve sensor, in which 

the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the Ocisy axis of the free layer, 

and the free layer undergoes a coherent rotation process.

A .7 T he D raaism a-de Jonge M odel

Draaisma and de Jonge [14] extended the Kooy-Enz model [15] for stripe 

domains to magnetic-nonmagnetic multilayer structures^. They assume 

th a t the perpendicular anisotropy is large enough to  orient all the stripe 

domains either up or down. Domain walls are assumed to be infinitely thin 

and completely mobile. The system they consider is a multilayer structure 

with N  bilayers, having a ferromagnetic layer of thickness t, and a non

magnetic layer of thickness s. To minimize the m agnetostatic energy, the 

domain walls in all the ferromagnetic layers are a t the same positions. The 

magnetization in each domain is equal to the saturation magnetization Mg. 

The size of the up stripe domains is di, and the size of the down stripe 

domains is c?2 - Fig- A.2 depicts the sample geometry under consideration.

^Tlic deduction in this section follows [14] and [16].
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The sample magnetization can be expressed as

d \  — d-2 

d\ + ^2
(A.42)

I FM t 1 t 1
I NM d

FM t 1 t

F ig . A .2 : A sketch depicts the sample geometry considered in the
Draaisma-de Jonge model (adopted ft'om [13]).

The to tal magnetic energy per volume Ctot of the stripe domain structure 

can be expressed as the sum of three energy terms, all normalized to the 

m agnetostatic energy of a fully magnetized sample, 1/2/ioA/s^- They are the 

m agnetostatic energy the Zeeman energy in an applied magnetic field e/j, 

and the domain wall energy The m agnetostatic energy can be written 

as ®

A ^  1

in which rn is the reduced magnetization m =  M / M s  and fn{d)  is the 

®For a complete treatment of the magnetostatic energy, please refer to [14].
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m agnetostatic energy coefficient expressed as

sinh [Kn{t + s)ld\ 

x [— (1 — g-27rnW(t+s)/d  ̂ ~  (1 ~  (A.44)

The Zeeman energy can be expressed as

(A.45)

in which /i =  H/Mg  is tlie reduced magnetic field. The third energy term, 

the domain wall energy is expressed as follows.

= T -% 5 = ^  (A 46)
2 /ioM2 d

in which r  =  is the ratio  between the domain wall energy density

and the m agnetostatic energy under saturation, d = d\ + d2 is the domain 

period. Minimising the to tal energy +  eh + ew gives

(A-47)

+ 0 0  2 d
h = m  + 'S^ -— - - s in [ T m {m  + l)]/„(rf) (A.48)

^ ' nTT)̂  t
n = l  '  ^

Eqn. (A.47) and Eqn. (A.48) give can be used to find the domain period 

d and the reduced magnetization in as different applied magnetic field Ji 

ninnerically.
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A .8 Verification o f C ontact N oise

A complete treatm ent of this problem can be found in the work of Barone 

et al. [17]. In this work, we use a simple protocol, utilized by some previous 

authors to detect the appearance of excess contact noise [18]. This proto

col involves measuring the sample noise with the same bias current with 

different ballast resistors. Due to the contribution of contact noise, to tal 

measured noise is larger when a smaller ballast resistor is in the circuit.

DUT

S d U ) amplif ier

Sci f )

Fig .  A .3  : Circuit diagram in analysing the effect of contact noise. O ther 
noise sources except those shown in the diagram are om itted for clarity.

The protocol can be verified as followings. Fig. A.3 shows a diagram of 

the measuring circuit. Assuming different noise sources are not correlated, 

the voltage noise measured across the sample can be expressed as

5 m (/)  =  A[S, {f )  + S M ) ]  + B S d U)  (A.49)

in which S m {J), ^ s{J),  and *S'd(/) are the measured noise, voltage

equivalent noise of the source, the contacts, and the device under test,
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respectively. A and B  are two constants which are given as

■̂ =  ( 0 , o °  f  =  (A.50)

g  = < B  + b  (A.51)rib +  ~r

when the resistance of the ballast resistor is much larger than the sum of 

the device and contacts resistance, which is the case in our measurement.

If we assume Sg being small compared with other contributions, Eqn. (A.49) 

has only two terms. The hrst term is the contribution from the device un

der test, which is the desired signal. The second term is the contact noise, 

which we would like to avoid. Consider two different ballast resistors, /?f,i 

and Rh2 - If Ki,\ > Rh2 , we have A-i < A 2 - This suggests that the contact

noise contributes less to the first case than to the second case, which justi

fies our method. Fig. A.4 shows an example of this method, measured with 

two different ballast resistors (10 kohm and 20 kohm) on a 2 //rn yoke in 

sample set (3) in Chapter 5. The contact noise contribution is seen to be 

negligible.

It has to be admitted tha t this method is only valid when the contact 

noise contribution is not too small compared with the noise of the device. 

However, it is often a better approach than the conventional method, in 

which the sample noise measured under four-probe geometry is compared 

with that measured in two-probe geometry, as not all the samples can be 

routinely measured in both geometries, and the two power spectra are usu

ally not directly comparable. For example, in our yoke samples, the two- 

probe geometry for sure leads to a much larger 1 / /  noise power spectral 

density, since the voltage drop is much higher. The above method also does 

not assume any particular noise - voltage scaling {ft in Eqn. (2.14)), which
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,-14

,-15
CNi

>
(/) |ijjH = 0 mT

,-16
R = 10 kohm

b

R̂  = 20 kohm

r17

100
Frequency (Hz)

Fig. A .4  : Power spectral density across electrode 2 and electrode 3 in a ty 
=  2 fim  yoke measured with two different ballast resistors. The bias ciirrent 
wa^ 120 /xA.

makes it applicable to systems in which the noise properties are not well 

characterized.
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A ppendix B 

Lithography R ecipes

In relation to this thesis work, several lithography recipes on different 

resists systems were developed or improved. They are documented in this 

section.

B . l  P hotoresists

B . l . l  Shipley M icroposit S1813

Shipley Microposit S1813 is a widely used positive photoresist, for its 

wide processing window, good reproducibility, and low toxicity [1]. It re

quires a dose of about 150 mJ/cm^ for UV exposure. The developer for it 

is 0.23 N TMAH with trade name MIF-319. The processing conditions are 

as follows.

• Clean the wafer, and remove water residuals by pre-baking it at 120 

°C on a hotplate for 2 min.

• Spin coating S1813 at 4000 rpm for 1.2 - 1.5 /im thickness.

• Soft bake the resist at 115 for 90 sec.
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• UV exposure for 6 sec.

•  Postexposure baking of the resist at 115 for 60 sec.

•  Develop in MIF-319 for 17 - 23 sec.

• Wash with running water.

B.1.2 AZ nLOF 2070

AZ nLOF 2070 (Clariant Corporation) is a negative tone chemically 

amplified resist with comparably large processing window, and suitable for 

metal lift-off applications [2]. The required dose is between 60 - 180 mJ/cm^ 

depending on the resist thickness. We use a dose much higher than the 

quoted value due to the fact th a t the resist is strictly i-line sensitive, while 

our UV light source has a broad spectrum. In this work, a thinned resist 

was used, which gives resist thickness of about 400 nm after coating at 

4000 rpm. This is nmch thinner than the conventional resist thickness, for 

improving the resist resolution. The developer is 0.26 N TMAH with trade 

name AZ 326. A post-exposure baking process is required to activate the 

deprotection reaction (chemical amplification). Its processing param eters 

are as follows.

•  Clean the wafer, and remove water residuals by pre-baking it at 120 

°C on a hotplate for 2 min.

• Spin coating AZ nLOF 2070 at 4000 rpm for 300 nm - 500 nm thick

ness.

• Soft bake the resist at 100 *̂ C for 60 sec.

• UV exposure for 8 - 1 0  sec.
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• Post-exposure baking at 110 for 60 sec.

•  Develop in AZ 726 developer for 20 - 45 sec.

B .2 E lectron beam  resists

B .2.1 P olym ethyl M ethacrylate (PM M A )

PMMA is the standard positive electron beam resist, and probably the 

most widely used electron beam resist ever. Nowadays, it is still among the 

electron beam resists with highest resolution. It normally requires a dose of 

150 - 350 /tC/cm^, and has a very wide processing window which leads to 

unbeaten run-to-run reproducibility. PMMA is normally purchased in two 

molecular weights, 950 kD and 495 kD, in anisole [3]. In this study, most 

of the patterns were written with a single layer 950 kD PMMA resist. The 

processing parameters for single layer 950 kD PMMA are as follows.

• Clean the wafer, and remove water residuals by pre-baking it at 120

on a hotplate for 2 min.

• Spin coating PMMA 950k at 1500 rpm for 45 sec. This gives a thick

ness of 150 nm - 200 nm.

• Soft bake at 180 °C for 25 min.

• Expose with a dose of about 90 juC/cm^ under 10 kV.

• Develop in MIBK;IPA =  1:3 solution for 42 sec.

• Wash in IPA for 15 sec.

• Blow dry or spin dry.
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Another approach using double layer PMMA resist to assist ’lift-off’ was 

also improved based on the previous processing parameters. This approach 

uses a layer of 495 kD PMMA underneath the 950 kD PMMA to create an 

undercut, since 495 kD PMMA is more vulnerable to the developer after 

exposure. However, this was not used as a routine procedure for sample 

preparation in this work, as resist undercut significantly restricts the pattern 

density.

• Clean the wafer, and remove water residuals by pre-baking it at 120 

°C on a hotplate for 2 min.

• Spin coating PMMA 495k at 3000 rpm for 45 sec.

• Soft bake at 165 for 5 min.

• Spin coating PMMA 950k at 4000 rpm for 45 sec.

• Soft bake at 180 for 20 min.

• Expose with a dose of 60 - 85 //C/cm^ under 10 kV.

• Develop in MIBK:IPA =  1:3 solution for 35 sec.

• Wash in IPA for 15 sec.

•  Blow dry or spin dry.

The above processing parameters might lead to a thick resist layer which 

increases surface charging during electron beam writing. Attention is re

quired to minimize the effect, e.g. good charge release path for the sample 

and looped pattern writing.
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B .2 .2  m a-N  2403

ma-N 2403 (microresist technology) is a deep UV sensitive negative tone 

photoresist which can also be exposed by electron beam [4], it is a non- 

chemically amplified resist with a moderate resolution of about 30 nm. It 

requires a dose similar to PMMA and has very good etch resistance. The 

developer is 0.26 N TMAH with trade name AZ 726. In this work, we use 

a set of processing parameters which are very similar to the standard ones.

•  Clean the wafer, and remove water residuals by pre-baking it at 120

on a hotplate for 2 min.

• Spin coating ma-N 2403 at 3000 rpm for 45 sec. This gives a resist 

thickness of about 300 nm.

• Soft bake at 90 ‘’C for 60 sec.

• Expose with a dose of 60 - 100 /iC/cm^ under 10 kV.

• Develop in AZ 726 for 60 sec.

• Wash in water for 60 sec.

• Blow dry or spin dry.

B .2 .3  H ydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ)

Reproducible linewidths in the lower 30 nm range are beyond the lim

its of conventional organic polymer based negative electron beam resist. It 

was first reported by Namatsu et al. [5] that HSQ serves as an inorganic 

polymeric-type negative tone electron beam resist which yields sub-20 nm 

width lines with good reproducibility, due to its small molecule size. The
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electron beam  exposure causes the  cross-linking v ia Si-H bond. A fter ex

posure, it forms an am orphous s tru c tu re  which is sim ilar to  Si0 2 , and be

comes insoluble in alkaline hydroxide developers. The processing of HSQ 

was fu rther developed by van Delft and co-workers in the  Philips Research 

Laboratories [6, 7, 8]. Shortly  after, sub-10 nm  struc tu res were routinely 

obtained  by several research groups and com panies, which estabhshed HSQ 

as the  negative tone coun terpart of PM M A having the  u ltim ate  resolution.

However, processing param eters are critical for HSQ exposure. T he re

sist is believed to strongly absorb  w ater under am bient condition, which 

results in a  com parably small processing window. Due to  its highly insu

lating na tu re , HSQ also causes significant surface charging during electron 

beam  exposure. HSQ is purchased from Dow Coring under trade  nam e 

FOX-12 [9] or XR-1541 [10]. In th is work, the  HSQ processing is as follows.

•  C lean th e  wafer, and remove w ater residuals by pre-baking it a t 120 

®C on a  ho tp la te  for 2 min.

•  Spin coating HSQ resist a t 2000 rpm  for 45 sec. This leads to  a  resist 

thickness of 150 - 200 nm.

•  Pre-exposure bake of the  resist a t 90 *̂ C for 40 min.

•  Expose w ith a dose of 100 - 300 //C /cm ^ under 10 kV.

•  Develop in AZ 326 for 60 sec.

•  W ash in w ater for 5 min.

•  Blow dry or spin dry.
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